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Embraer
hits $1.2B
jackpot
in Vegas
by Kerry Lynch

BARRY AMBROSE

NetJets and Embraer arrived at NBAABACE with a blockbuster deal for up
to 100 Phenom 300Es valued at $1.2
billion, further underscoring the
resurgence of the business jet market. Announced Monday, the deal
continues the more than decade-long
relationship between the Brazilian airframer and fractional ownership provider and calls for deliveries headed to
both the U.S. and Europe beginning in
the second quarter of 2023.
While Embraer is not revealing
the mix of orders and options on
the latest deal, Embraer Executive
Jets president and CEO Michael
continues on page 78

Bolen: NBAA-BACE is time
to reconnect, move forward
by Kerry Lynch
The return this year of an in-person NBAABACE coincides with the industry’s rebound
from the pandemic and comes at a time when
business aviation is on the cusp of a change,
NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen told AIN
ahead of NBAA-BACE 2021 in Las Vegas.
“There’s clearly a lot of excitement for
NBAA-BACE…a pent-up desire for people
to connect,” he said. “Our industry is doing

well in terms of hours flown and with the
market. There’s a sense that there are a lot
of opportunities.”
Despite the complexities of the pandemic,
Bolen stressed, “This is an enormously exciting time in terms of innovation, technology,
sustainability, and diversity and inclusion.
There’s just so much going on…and the
opportunity to celebrate our industry, who

we are, where we are, and most importantly,
where we’re going.”
Bolen said that with the technological
breakthroughs the industry is experiencing, the new entrants, and a core of young
people who are “once again excited” about
the industry, “all of those things make this
kind of a unique moment.”
continues on page 78
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private aviation operator to go public.
Ricci, in contrast, noted the industry models were based on 3 to 5 percent
growth per year. “We’re not geared for 20
to 30 percent [annual] growth,” he said,
predicting “we’ll run out of equipment,”
which “will temper growth.”
Ricci’s Directional Aviation owns the
Flexjet fractional ownership program,
Sentient Jet card program, PrivateFly
on-demand charter brand, and Nextant
Aerospace, among others.
Antoniadis, citing the infrastructure
constraints, said, “The ultimate solution
is new pilots,” and believes the business
The Aviation Visionaries Forecast Luncheon featured Kenn Ricci (left), George Antoniadis
aviation industry needs to take the same
proactive approach to attract and train
(center), and Kenny Dichter (second from right), with moderator Miles O’Brien (right).
pilots as the airlines are now doing. “It’s
our responsibility to keep in front of this
job creation,” he said.
PlaneSense, founded by Antoniadis in
1995, operates a fractional fleet of Pilatus
PC-12 turboprops and PC-24 light jets,
and has been known in part for the stability of its operations throughout that time.
by James Wynbrandt
Asked by moderator Miles O’Brien for
their forecasts for the next 20 years, AntoThe heads of three major business aviCan the growth be sustained? Ricci niadis said, “I’ll be happy if we double” in
ation enterprises—George Antoniadis, cited three factors to watch: the economy; customers, with further growth potential
founder and CEO of PlaneSense; Kenny people’s feelings about their own wealth; “limited, with existing delivery models;”
Dichter, founder and CEO of Wheels
and the state of the airline industry—“at while Dichter believes it could grow “10 or
Up; and Kenn Ricci, founder and prin- its nadir,” Ricci said. “If none give, we’ve 20 times” from current levels. He is concipal of Directional Aviation Capital— got a good road ahead.”
vinced “one or two million people [annushared the dais and views on the current
All three agree most new customers
ally] will be using the space in 20 years.”
and coming state of the industry at the
are onboard permanently, with AntoRicci predicted rapid industry consolidaNBAA-BACE Aviation Visionaries Fore- niadis calling the change “an inflection
tion during the interval, with the industry
cast Luncheon on Monday.
point.” Dichter believes growth can dominated at its end by “four major brands,”
All three executives expressed surprise at continue with more efficient opera- though no names were offered.
n
the speed and extent of business aviation’s
tions and ease of access, citing Uber
recovery, with Dichter likening demand for and Amazon as examples of transformalift to “Joe’s Stone Crab on a Saturday night tive models, and predicted the industry
in season,” referring to the popular Miami would expand exponentially “if it’s as
restaurant. Antoniadis noted his company easy to call a plane as it is to order a
and the industry is “now squeezed because pizza on the phone.”
of unprecedented demand,” and Ricci said
Dichter’s company, Wheels Up,
Flexjet went from 320 revenue hours a day founded in 2013 and launched as a memon its fleet pre-Covid to between 500 and bership program with a fleet of King Air
550 revenue hours daily now. “In many ways, 350i twin turboprops, quickly expanded
[the jump in hours is] more challenging its fleet and offerings, and this year listed
than no business,” he said.
on the New York Stock Exchange, the first
Proclaiming “Business aviation is
stronger than ever,” Boeing Business
Jets (BBJ, Booth 1101, Static A808)
marketing director Alex Fecteau said
on Monday at NBAA-BACE that a 40
percent increase in preowned executive aircraft transactions last year is
now “translating into the new airplane
market.” BBJ president J.D. Detwiler
predicted much of that demand will be
answered by the BBJ Max, now that it
has returned. The first BBJ Max 8 is
already in service, he noted, and this
will be complemented by the forthcoming BBJ Max 7 and Max 9 variants.
Samir Sahgal, Boeing’s director of
customer relationship management and
analytics, acknowledged that a shortage of pilots could hamper growth, as
its recently released Boeing’s Market
Outlook for the next 20 years indicated,
and he said the company is increasing
Embraer Executive Jets flew its static display fleet to NBAA-BACE on sustainable aviation fuel
its support for flight schools as part of its
(SAF). AIN news editor Chad Trautvetter tagged along on the Phenom 300E flight from Melresponse to the situation.
J.W.
bourne, Florida, to Las Vegas, with a SAF book-and-claim fuel stop in College Station, Texas.

Three bizav ‘visionaries’
predict industry’s future

BARRY AMBROSE

BBJ proclaims
bizav ‘stronger
than ever’ at
NBAA-BACE

Embraer Phenom wings way to BACE on SAF
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Gulfstream large jet portfolio grows
bigger and longer with the G400, G800
by Chad Trautvetter
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manufacturing facility at Gulfstream’s
Savannah campus.
The G700 and G800 will share a wing,
tail, and fuselage cross-section, in addition to the Rolls-Royce Pearl 700 turbofans, which will receive FAA certification
early next year. These ultra-long-range
airplanes will be manufactured at the current G650ER production facility in Savannah; G650ER production is in the process
of being moved a few doors down to the
former G450/550 manufacturing facility.

Entry-level Large-cabin G400

Priced at $34.5 million (2021 $), the G400
will act as the entry-level product in Gulfstream’s large-cabin jet family. It will have
seating for up to 12 passengers in three
zones and an aft lavatory, though a twozone, nine-seat configuration option will
have both forward and aft lavatories. Berthable seats can sleep up to five passen-

system will visually and aurally warn the
pilots to go around.
At 86.25 feet, the exterior length of the
G400 is about 10 feet shorter than its G500
sibling. Exterior height is 25.33 feet, while
the jet’s new wing will have an 86.33-foot
span, also 10 feet shorter than the G500.
Power will come from two 13,496-poundthrust PW812GA turbofans, which offer
22 percent lower emissions than other
engines in its class and meet Stage 5 noise
limits. The G400 will be able to climb
directly to 41,000 feet, according to Gulfstream. Maximum cruise altitude is planned
to be 51,000 feet.
The twinjet will be able to fly 4,200 nm
at Mach 0.85 or 3,950 nm at Mach 0.88, in
either case allowing nonstop flights from
New York to Los Angeles, Lima, Brasilia,
Dakar, London, or Moscow. From London,
the G400 will be able to go nonstop to
New York, Barbados, Lagos, Nairobi, or

MATT THURBER

Gulfstream Aerospace’s new G400 and
G800, which were announced by the
Savannah, Georgia, OEM on October4,
will bookend each side of its large-cabin
jet family and expand that line to six aircraft, beyond the G500, G600, G650ER,
and G700. The 4,200-nm G400 derived
from the G500/600 fills the gap between
the company’s super-midsize G280 and
G500, while the 8,000-nm G800 that
descends from the G650ER throws down
a new gauntlet for range in its category.
Three G800s are slated to take part in
flight testing, with the first—dubbed T1—
already having been rolled out. That aircraft began taxiing under its own power
last month in Savannah. Plans call for first
flight by year-end. Meanwhile, the G400 is
slated to begin flight testing in early 2023.
With the flagship G700 set to enter
service in about a year, the two new aircraft are the culmination of Gulfstream’s
focus on continuous R&D spending and
answer the question of what’s next for the
business jet manufacturer. The G400 and
G800—slated for service entry in early
2025 and 2023, respectively—also mark
the development of the fifth and sixth
new aircraft over the past eight years at
Gulfstream, according to company president Mark Burns.
“I can’t remember a time when we’ve
been so forward-looking than now here
at Gulfstream,” he said. “Research and
development are a real strength of the
company. Thanks to our parent company,
General Dynamics, we’ve been able to
provide steady funding for aircraft R&D
in the last 15 years at Gulfstream. Other
manufacturers are only trying to catch up
to what Gulfstream is doing.”
Burns added that both new models were
long planned for—the G400 was envisioned
when the G500 and G600 were announced
in October 2014, and the G800 was conceived when the G700 was launched two
years ago. “I’ve had to keep these models
secret for years, so it’s a relief to finally be
able to talk about them publicly,” he said.
When the G800 eventually replaces the
G650ER, all of Gulfstream’s large-cabin jets
will have common flight decks—notably
Honeywell Epic-based Symmetry avionics
and BAE Systems active control sidesticks—
that will make it easier for pilots to transition between these fly-by-wire aircraft.
Further easing training requirements, the
G400 through G600 will have a common
pilot type rating; the G700 and G800 will
also have a common pilot rating.
In addition, the G400, G500, and
G600 will share the same tail and fuselage cross-section but have slightly
different variants of the Pratt & Whitney PW800-series engine. All three of
these jets will be made at the Northwest

Gulfstream Aerospace towed the first G800 onto the ramp at its Savannah headquarters
during the unveiling ceremony for the G800 and G400 on October 4.
gers, the aircraft manufacturer said.
Ten of Gulfstream’s signature wide
oval windows will provide ample natural
light in the nearly 42.5-foot-long cabin.
The 1,441-cu-ft cabin is 6.25-foot height
and 7.6-foot wide and will have a 3,255foot cabin altitude at FL410.
For pilots, the G400’s Symmetry flight
deck will be well equipped, including
an optional head-up display with a new
combined vision system that will allow for
landing in low-visibility conditions. As an
added layer of safety, the twinjet will also
have the predictive landing system, which
displays the aircraft’s energy state while
on approach and relates that to how much
runway length is needed and available to
land. If the predicted landing distance
exceeds the available runway length, the
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Delhi. Mmo is expected to be Mach 0.90.
With a mtow of 69,580 pounds, the
airplane will have a 5,000-foot takeoff
distance (SL, ISA), according to Gulfstream. Other preliminary weights include
47,150-pound max zero fuel, 4,050-pound
max payload, and 25,350-pound max fuel.

Globe-girdling G800

Boasting the longest range of any currently announced business jet, the $71.5
million G800 will have the same fuselage as the G650ER but borrows many
of the elements designed for the G700.
That included the cabin seats, cabinetry,
and lighting, in addition to the aforementioned Symmetry flight deck, wing,
tail, and Rolls engines.
The jet will be able to seat up to 19

passengers and sleeps 10 when outfitted
with four living areas, or up to 15 passengers with three living areas and a crew
compartment. Both configurations include
forward and aft lavatories and a galley for
food preparation, though the galley is larger
when opting to include the crew rest area.
It retains the original interior dimensions of the G650ER: 53.6-foot length,
6.25-foot height, 8.2-foot width, and 2,138cu-ft cabin volume. Equally, it will have
the same 16 large oval cabin windows as
its predecessor. Cabin altitude will be
2,916 feet when flying at 41,000 feet.
For pilots, the flight deck will be identical to that of the G700, including Symmetry, dual head-up displays with combined
vision system, and predictive landing performance system.
Externally, the G800 shares the
G650ER’s 99.75-foot length, but that’s
where the similarities end. At 103 feet,
the new jet’s wingspan is about 3.5 feet
longer than its predecessor and matches
that exactly of the G700. The G800’s tail
height is two inches shorter, at 25.5 feet.
The G800’s Pearl 700 engines are each
rated at 18,250 pounds of thrust, matching the powerplants on its G700 sibling.
Compared with the G650’s Rolls BR725
engines, the Pearl 700s are 18 percent
more fuel-efficient, Gulfstream said.
The G800’s mtow will be 105,600
pounds, though the aircraft manufacturer
noted that there will be an option to temporarily lower this to less than 100,000
pounds for operations at weight-restricted fields such as New Jersey’s Teterboro Airport. Other weights include
60,500-pound zero fuel, 6,200-pound
max payload, and 49,400-pound max fuel.
According to preliminary performance
data from Gulfstream, the G800 will have
a Mach 0.925 Mmo and 51,000-foot maximum altitude. Takeoff distance at mtow
(SL, ISA) is projected to be 6,000 feet.
The G800’s class-leading 8,000-nm
range will be achieved at a Mach 0.85 longrange cruise speed. It will be able to fly
7,000 nm at Mach 0.90 high-speed cruise.
From New York, either speed option will
yield a nonstop link to Shanghai, Tahiti,
Punta Arenas, Johannesburg, or Mumbai.
Thus, Gulfstream’s Burns believes many
operators will opt to fly at high-speed
cruise for many missions.
Departing Hong Kong, the G800 can fly
nonstop to London, Moscow, Rabat, Perth,
Sydney, Los Angeles, or New York. To make
Hong Kong to Lagos nonstop, the G800 will
need to fly at the slightly slower Mach 0.85.
While the G800 is intended to replace
the G650ER, Burns said the latter jet—
priced in the low $60 million range—will
remain as a part of Gulfstream’s line-up
for the foreseeable future as a “value” airplane. He noted that the backlog for this
model still remains strong, to the point
where production has even been ramped
up this year from earlier projections.
“We will continue to build G650ERs
for as long as there is customer demand,”
Burns added, stressing that there is no set
end date for production of this jet.
n
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Textron Aviation unveils
Citation M2 Gen2, XLS Gen2

Inside the flight deck of the M2 Gen2, Tex- mix of more durable flooring, including
tron Aviation added three inches of legroom wood and carpet; ambient accent lightin the copilot’s position. In the cabin, entry ing; illuminated cupholders; and wireless
threshold materials have been improved for charging and USB-A ports at each cabin
durability and maintainability, including the
seat. USB-C ports are also available in the
side-facing seat that folds down.
aircraft’s club seating area.
by Jerry Siebenmark
In the past, M2 operators and their
Additionally, there are four new cabin
passengers have used that seat for lug- designs available on the M2 Gen2: mist,
Continuing a refreshment cycle of its upgrading all existing products,” Textron
gage stowage, which over time wears on
driftwood, ebony, or cashmere. “We’re
legacy aircraft that began last year with Aviation president and CEO Ron Draper the leather-covered seat, said Christi Tan- seeing as the market continues to work
the King Air 360 and 260 and in February told AIN. “We have such a broad product nahill, senior v-p of customer experience. into a backlog scenario, a lot more of our
with the Citation CJ4 Gen2, Textron Avi- line-up, we feel you need a mix of new With the top half of the seat folding down customers are doing fully customized
ation (Booth 965, Static A305) yesterday aircraft as well as bringing nice perfor- in the M2 Gen2, the backside has been
airplanes as well,” Tannahill told AIN.
announced interior upgrades to the M2 mance, interior, and other enhancements reinforced with a hard surface.
“Usually that’s just been on the larger jet
and XLS+ light and midsize twinjets at to existing products.” Mockups of the
Other improvements in the M2 Gen2 products, but we’re seeing all the way to
NBAA-BACE. “We’re trying to accelerate new aircraft are at the BACE static display. cabin are redesigned sidewall ledges, a
the M2 and turboprops that a lot of people want to customize their airplanes.”
Deliveries of the M2 Gen2, priced at
$5.85 million, are expected to begin in the
first quarter of 2022.
For Textron’s top-selling Citation
560XL, upgrades on what will now be the
XLS Gen2 are more extensive, starting
with a lighted airstair door. Beyond that,
a new entry curtain has been added for
protection from inclement weather and
improved acoustics in flight, and Textron
Aviation has added a high-power outlet to
the refreshment center. A new pedestal
seat design with individual controls and
an optional quilted pattern is intended
to maximize passenger comfort in the
XLS Gen2.
The XLS Gen2 features an intuitive
wireless cabin management system with
a touchscreen moving map monitor as
well as wireless charging and USB-A and
-C ports that are available at each seat.
Other upgrade options on the midsize
jet are a forward, fold-down couch for
passenger baggage stowage and in-flight
access, and a Bongiovi speakerless surTextron Aviation is continuing to refresh its product line with new cabin interior upgrades for the Citation M2 Gen2 and XLS Gen2.
round sound system.
Textron Aviation is offering the new
“eco-sustainable” interior for the XLS
Gen2. “As we continue to invest in the
sustainable world, this is very importairports—as well as to Seattle and Texas’s
ant,” Tannahill said. “A lot of our EuroHouston Hobby and Austin-Bergstrom Interpean customers fly this airplane and
Signature Flight Support has used the plat- use in any environmental reporting pro- national airports.
that’s important to them as well.”
form of NBAA’s annual convention in Las gram. Strict accounting measures in place
Across the Atlantic, SAF is available to
The eco-sustainable interior features
Vegas to launch its new Signature Renew
prevent double counting and ensure proper operators at Signature’s facility at the UK’s
“rapidly renewable textile materials” that
book-and-claim program, which will give attribution of the benefits.
London Luton Airport. The FBO chain has
have been approved by the U.S. Green
its customers the opportunity to purchase
“The launch of Signature Renew’s book- also struck a deal with Airbus to provide
Building Council’s Leadership in Energy
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) credits even and-claim program further demonstrates its Renew SAF to the airframer for all new
and Environmental Design (LEED),
in locations where the fuel isn’t physi- Signature’s commitment to net-zero airliners produced at its U.S. manufacturing
including leathers that are 100 percent
cally available.
emissions by 2050,” said Tony Lefebvre, facility in Mobile, Alabama.
organic and biodegradable and veneers
Operating the industry’s largest FBO the flight support provider’s interim CEO.
Marketed under the Signature Renew
that are approved through the Forest
network, with more than 200 locations “Book-and-claim will accelerate the adop- brand, the fuel is a 35 percent SAF blend
Stewardship Council. Tannahill added
worldwide, Signature (Booth 3536) now tion of SAF by providing an alternative that offers a more than 25 percent lifecycle
that the carpets, too, have to pass an envihas SAF permanently available at seven
mechanism to unlock the carbon reduction
reduction in aircraft CO2 emissions. Overall,
ronmental air quality standard. “So every
facilities, mainly in the western U.S. near benefits of sustainable fuels, resulting in a
the renewable fuel sold by Signature has to
aspect of the airplane really incorporates
the fuel’s production centers. Through cleaner environment, starting today.”
date resulted in a more than 10,000-metthat sustainability piece,” she said. “A lot
book-and-claim, operators can purchase
The company has pumped more than ric-tonne reduction in CO2 emissions.
of our materials and designs use these
a corresponding reduction in CO2 for any four million gallons of sustainable aviation
“Four million gallons of sustainable jet
processes as well.”
flight, at any airport, using any FBO, even fuel (SAF) since it began stocking perma- fuel uplifted throughout our network is
The XLS Gen2 is priced at $15.5 million
those outside the Signature network.
nent supplies at select locations in its net- testament to SAF’s practicality in reducing
and deliveries are expected to begin in the
While the actual fuel is dispensed at work 13 months ago. Deliveries started at its carbon emissions,” said Lefebvre. “Supsecond quarter of 2022.
n
one of the locations that stocks SAF and is San Francisco International Airport FBO in
ply is only one part of the equation. Sigconsumed by an entirely different airplane, September 2020, and over the past year the
nature’s ability to place gallons at scale
hundreds, or even thousands of miles away, company has expanded its SAF availability with like-minded, environmentally friendly
the book-and-claim user will receive the
in the U.S. to two additional California loca- operators is a critical waypoint on the path
YO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S
carbon credits for the use of the fuel, for tions—Oakland International and Van Nuys to commercializing SAF.”
C.E.
www.ainonline.com

Signature launches SAF book-and-claim
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Challenger 3500 joins the
Bombardier bizjet family
by Kerry Lynch
Bombardier has brought the mockup of
its Challenger 3500 this week to NBAABACE as it marks the U.S. debut of the
latest version of the venerable Challenger
300/350 family.
The Challenger 3500 provides a new
look and branding for the super-midsize
jet family that is in line with the Global
nomenclature, borrows some high-end
interior features from the airframer’s
flagship Global 7500, and adds new equipment, including an autothrottle system.
Stationed at Bombardier’s static display
at Henderson Executive Airport (SD
A709) the Challenger mockup features
the bronze and gold livery on the airframe
that the manufacturer used during the
Global 5500/6500 launch.
The 3500 was first unveiled last month
during an event in Montreal that drew
nearly 250 local and industry leaders, customers, and the leadership and board of
Bombardier, including chairman emeritus Laurent Beaudoin and chairman
Pierre Beaudoin. It marks a culmination of upgrades made to the Challenger
300/350 family over the past decade that
have included a quieter cabin, Ka-band
satcom, a head-up display, and enhanced
vision system.
Bombardier president and CEO Éric
Martel, who joined the current chairman
in the launch ceremony, said the 3500
“features all the bestselling elements of
the Challenger platform—impressive performance, consistent reliability, exceptional smooth ride—while elevating the
cabin experience.”
Martel stressed the importance of preserving a competitive edge for the aircraft line, which was launched at the 1998
NBAA show as the Continental, reached
the market in 2003 as the Challenger
300, and in 2014 evolved into the Challenger 350.
Bombardier (Booth 901) has delivered
close to 800 copies of the model, which
frequently sits atop the delivery charts
in its category. “We wanted to preserve
that leadership,” Martel said, adding that
the effort to do so has involved listening
to customers “all the time” regarding the
cabin and comfort.
To be available in the second half of
2022 at the same $26.7 million list price
as the Challenger 350 that it will replace,
the 3500 will introduce features such as
voice-controlled cabin management and
wireless charging. The aircraft will retain
the engines, avionics, and performance of
its predecessor super-midsize business
jet. But the new autothrottle will ease
control and pilot workload, said Mathieu
St-Cyr, manager of sales engineering.
A Safe Flight autothrottle—integrated
in collaboration with avionics provider
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Collins Aerospace and its Ratier Figeac
unit—will provide precise power management and speed control accuracy,
enabling operators to take full advantage
of the aircraft’s fuel efficiency and flight
performance while providing additional
safeguards, the company said.
The flight-test campaign is well underway and Bombardier—which said the system has “performed exceptionally well to
date”—expects that all validations will be
in hand in time for the 3500’s anticipated
entry-into-service date next year.
The company said it took a holistic
approach to the cabin, considering comfort, the connected passenger, wellness,
styling, and sustainability.
“We wanted to make sure we embedded
a lot of the newer technology that people expect these days in their cars and
their home, such as wireless charging,”
said Laurence Casia, manager of industrial design and cabin innovation. “There
are a lot of amenities that are becoming
expectations but are still rare in business
aircraft. So, we’re introducing a lot of
those features. And we really wanted to
emphasize comfort, not just for comfort’s
sake but also for productivity.”
This approach is particularly important for “concept” buyers—the non-fleet
owners—and new buyers coming into the
market, he said.
Bombardier is bringing its hallmark
Nuage seats—introduced first in the
Global 7500 and later in the Global 5500
and 6500—to the Challenger 3500. The
seats use a patented tilt link system to provide a deep recline position for additional
comfort, as well as a “floating base” for
ease of movement, and a tilted headrest.
Offered in four double-club configuration or with an optional divan replacing two

Bombardier’s Challenger 3500 will be available in the second half of 2022, bringing new features
such as autothrottles, wireless charging, and sustainable materials to the Challenger line.
of the seats, the Challenger 3500 Nuages are
contoured, avoiding the boxy look found on
traditional business jet seats and making
the aisles seem wider. The seats are shaped
to allow passengers to curl their feet underneath, which Casia said is a more natural
way for customers to sit.
Pull-out drawers at either end of the
divan can be used for storing drinks and
snacks. The drawers are positioned so the
passenger can easily open them without
having to struggle to reach down.
Bombardier redesigned the forward galley, incorporating features such as a seethrough wine cooler and crystal holder that
are showcased as passengers board. The airframer altered the workspace to allow for a
large espresso machine along with an oven,
which can be hidden behind a trifold door.
Meanwhile, the cabin management system incorporates new capabilities such as
voice-activated controls for everything
from lighting to sound and media that can
play on 24-inch 4K displays. Voice activation works through a CMS app on passengers’ personal devices. Wireless charging
pads are folded into side ledges adjacent
to the forward-facing seats.

Complementing the Collins Aerospace Pro Line Fusion avionics suite in the Challenger 3500 is a
new Safe Flight autothrottle system, which will ease pilot workload and aid smoother flying.
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In addition, Bombardier is incorporating an approach to the sound system borrowed from the Global 7500. Its controls
allow sound to be optimized for where a
passenger is seated.
Bombardier is lowering the cabin
altitude by 2,000 feet, to 4,850 feet, at
FL410—a 31 percent improvement. The
airframer accomplished this through
reviews of technical materials and testing,
as well as a reinforcement of bulkheads.
Bombardier is marking its second full
aircraft Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) with the Challenger 3500. It
obtained its initial EPD for the Global
7500 in June 2020, a first in business aviation. Third-party verified to international
ISO standards, the EPD discloses detailed
information about CO2 emissions, noise,
water consumption, and other key environmental-impact indicators.
Flight testing on the newest Challenger
3500 will be carbon neutral through the
use of sustainable aviation fuel and carbon offsets.
Bombardier is offering an eco app for
the Challenger 3500 developed by SITA
to enable crews to optimize flight plans
to reduce fuel burn. Using data from the
aircraft’s health monitoring unit, which
comes standard on the 3500, the app combines SITA’s eWAS Pilot and OptiFlight
software. OptiFlight optimizes flights
during climbout, cruise, and descent,
while eWAS alerts pilots to weather
events. The 3500 is the first business jet
application for eWAS and OptiFlight.
In addition, Bombardier is employing
more sustainable materials in the cabin
finishings. These include veneers from
eucalyptus trees, which grow faster and
require less water than most trees, as
well as “upcycled” wool and polyesters
that are reclaimed from manufacturing
processes. Additional materials, such as
flax and hemp, are under evaluation.
Bombardier folds in curves in the lines
throughout the cabin as a nod to the
Challenger winglet and incorporates the
look and feel of high-end automobiles,
Casia said.
n

A SMARTER WAY
TO TRAIN
We’re partnering with GE Digital, another world leader in corporate aviation,
to offer data-based training to business aviation professionals everywhere.
Leveraging GE Digital’s data-driven C-FOQA insight proactively reduces risk
through training focused on being prepared for possible threats—before they are
real. The result: professionals with the confidence and skill to expertly navigate
absolutely anything in future flights.
FSI. Nothing short of excellence.

Call +1.201.584.8262 today or visit www.flightsafety.com/FSI-GE/

Jetex sees U.S. business double in 2021
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Dubai-based Jetex recorded growth of
more than 100 percent in traffic related
to its U.S. trip-planning business in the
first eight months of 2021 versus the
same period in 2019, founder and CEO
Adel Mardini told AIN on the eve of
NBAA-BACE 2021. He also expressed
satisfaction that NBAA-BACE is finally
taking place after the pandemic caused
the show to be canceled last year, noting NBAA-BACE 2021 is “the first major,
in-person aviation event in the U.S. in
almost two years.”
According to Mardini, “We will certainly see sustained growth this year. We
focus a lot on the Caribbean, Latin America, and Canada. These destinations are
the opposite of the Middle East, where
summer is traditionally slow. In the
Americas, summer is busy because of all
the leisure destinations.”
Though Jetex does not operate an FBO
in Miami, it does host its U.S. operations
center there. It works closely with its
FBO partners and offers a wide range of
trip-planning services out of this office for
travel within the U.S. and to the Caribbean and Latin America. The company
intends to expand in North America by
increasing capacity at the Miami center,
where a team of more than 30 is based.
“We are looking to increase our

Jetex founder and CEO Adel Mardini said his company is experiencing a strong rebound during
2021 and expects 2022 to be an even better “recovery year.”
footprint in the U.S. in terms of brand
awareness, by promoting Jetex as a leading provider of fuel and trip support. We
are also expanding our network in Latin
America…and are also looking to add Uruguay and Ecuador to our network, among
other destinations.”
On the FBO side of the business,
Jetex’s flagship Dubai VIP terminal saw
a robust first half, with more than 5,000

movements—an increase of over 400 percent from the drop in numbers caused by
a near-total global shutdown in secondquarter 2020. Despite that setback, movements at Jetex Dubai were up 300 percent
for all of 2020.
“We believe that 2020 was the virus year,
2021 is the vaccine year, and we are optimistic that 2022 will be the recovery year,”
Mardini said.

Foley: annual bizjet deliveries on pace to top 900 in 2024/2025
Annual business jet shipments could soon
surpass 900 units for the first time since
deliveries peaked in 2007 and 2008,
according to industry analyst Brian Foley.
He noted that airframers are seeing their
orderbooks swell and backlogs grow
thanks to a surge in demand for private aircraft spurred by the pandemic.
In 2008, the industry delivered more
than 1,300 new jets, but following the Great
Recession that figure atrophied to just half
that amount annually—around where it
still remains today. “But that’s all about to
change,” he said.
Foley noted that business jet usage has
rebounded to pre-pandemic levels as people seek safer travel in Covid times, which
has also led to a surge in first-time private
jet users. Meanwhile, preowned busines jet
inventory has been picked clean due to an
all-time high in transactions, and corporate
customers who hunkered down are now
ready to replace their aircraft,
“By the first half [of 2021] most OEMs
were reporting new jet orders outpacing shipments by a two-to-one margin,
fattening depleted backlogs and giving
hope that the long lost go-go days of
the early 2000s may finally be returning,”
Foley said.
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While some segments of the industry
rebounded quickly following the pandemic
shutdowns in spring 2020, business aircraft
manucturers are “late beneficiaries of the
pandemic,” he noted. “For 2020, the industry actually had 20 percent fewer aircraft
deliveries than the previous year, an anemic
level not seen since 2004. This was brought
on by a combination of factory shutdowns,
supplier hiccups, and buyers waiting for
economic confidence before plunking
down millions on a new jet.”
While business jet deliveries this year
are expected to be flat at approximately
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700 aircraft, Foley believes that OEMs will
ramp up production rates as they “gain
confidence that the increased demand is
real.” In fact, he expects the production
pace to ramp up starting in 2022 and last
for several years, with the 900-business jet
delivery plateau being reached in the 2024
to 2025 timeframe.
“For now, business jet makers will continue to happily take orders while replenishing their backlogs and will finally have
the luxury to contemplate future production
increases,” Foley concluded. “It’s a good
time to be in the business.”
C.E..
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Today, Jetex has 37 FBO locations and
three operation centers—in Dubai, Beijing,
and Miami. Earlier this year, it announced
plans to open FBOs in Argentina, Colombia, and Peru. Mardini said a Caribbean
location will soon be announced.
“We are working to expand the Jetex
network in Latin America,” he said. “Our
research confirms that the majority of
U.S. travelers plan additional trips to the
Caribbean and Latin America. As a result,
we are building a strong network across
the two regions to offer new services
related to trip planning and support for
the American customer. It remains our
priority for the rest of the year.”
Mardini said Jetex still plans to become
the leading global FBO operator outside
the Americas. “Absolutely, this is our
ambition,” he said. However, he said,
that doesn’t preclude Jetex from trying
to open FBOs in the U.S.
“The market in the U.S. requires a particular network—one Jetex FBO would
not be truly competitive,” Mardini said.
“If you follow the latest acquisitions happening in the market, including those of
Atlantic or Signature by private equity
firms, this is an indication that private
funds will invest money to acquire more
FBOs, and I expect this trend to accelerate. Private investors do not necessarily
have a good understanding of our business—they consider it as real estate, buying airport slots.”
Mardini is targeting the entire market
in the U.S. “Clients use anything from
Beechcraft jets to the Gulfstream G650
and the Bombardier Global 7500,” he said,
adding that the company’s primary focus
was on general aviation—both aircraft
owners and operators.
“Charter demand has certainly
increased as a result of the health crisis.
Sometimes it is challenging to find a particular aircraft type for charter in the U.S.
today. Charter sales increased more than
20 percent in 2020 compared with 2019,
with almost 70 percent of these flights
being arranged for our clients.”
Mardini said people have begun traveling more and also that he witnessed new
customers shifting to private aviation
from first and business class.
“Operators are exceptionally busy as
well. In the past, they used to fly 60 hours
a month—this has now increased to more
than 100 hours,” he said. “Because of the
restrictions related to Covid-19, many
travelers are still uncomfortable flying on
the airlines. As I mentioned before, flying
by private jet was once a luxury—today, it
is a necessity and a matter of safety.
“In the end, it is the passenger who
decides which operator to charter and
which service to use,” Mardini said.
“Flying private means paying $7,000 to
$10,000 an hour, and we respect our
passengers’ time. Jetex created a unique
model where we merged top aviation
professionals with luxury hospitality
expertise—and we see a growing number of passengers willing to pay for the
right service.”
n

Hartzell looks to eVTOLS,
AAM for market expansion
by Jerry Siebenmark
J.J. Frigge sees electric-powered air- continues to produce more metal propelplanes and eVTOLs as the next frontier lers than composite ones, over the past
for Hartzell Propeller. Frigge, president of six years it has seen “significant growth”
the 104-year-old propeller systems man- in composite propellers. Besides offering
ufacturer, told AIN the company (Booth weight savings, composite propellers are
3337) is “tracking and communicating” on “a little bit better” at absorbing vibration
more than 200 eVTOL and advanced air and improving airplane performance, and
mobility (AAM) programs and has test are as durable as aerospace-grade alumihardware flying on about 10 applications num, he said.
in that space.
When Frigge joined the company in
Electric engine developer MagniX and 2011, it had six employees in its comits sister company, Eviation, developer posite facility. By the end of this year, it
of the new Alice airplane, are among the will have 40 there. “We’re manufacturing
companies Hartzell is working with to
composite blades seven days a week, 24
develop that market. “I think that…we’re hours a day, at this point,” he said. “That
going to be able to adapt our product provides some pretty significant growth
Hartzell Propeller expects to deliver 15,000 composite and metal blades in 2021 and hopes to
to what the [electric aircraft] market is
for the company on the employee base, as
adapt its products to what the electric aircraft market will need
going to need,” Frigge said.
well as the revenue side.”
Operating from four facilities totaling
Frigge doesn’t anticipate a time when
Besides, Frigge said, Hartzell is Aluminum and composite spinners,
240,000 sq ft in Piqua, Ohio, Hartzell is composite propellers will replace metal “really big on keeping airplanes in the
governors, and propeller de-ice and ice
on track to deliver 3,500 propellers this ones. “It’s a tried-and-true technology,” he
air,” including legacy aircraft. To that protection make up another part of its
year—amounting to 15,000 blades—for said. “There are many applications where end, it’s important to the company that business to provide complementary
aircraft OEMs and the aftermarket. Hartz- metal is the appropriate material.” That it is keeping those customers in an “eco- products. In fact, in July the company
ell provides original equipment propellers would include agricultural aviation and nomical propeller overhaul situation,” acquired the assets of Tanis Aircraft
for such aircraft as the Pilatus PC-12 tur- airplanes of the type manufactured by Air he said. “So we’re stocking and still Products in Minnesota. This acquisition
boprop single and PC-21 military trainer; Tractor. “When an ag operator has a bad producing components and blades for served to expand Hartzell’s business in
Daher TBM-series turboprop singles; Cir- day and they get into a wire or something, prop systems that go all the way back heated products, specifically systems
rus SR20, SR22, and SR22T piston singles; the metal blade will get twisted or might to the 1950s.”
for propeller de-ice, piston and turbine
Beechcraft King Air twin turboprops; amd bend or something like that, but it certainly
But propeller systems and blades
engine preheat, helicopter preheat, and
Diamond DA-40.
won’t shear like a carbon-fiber blade might.” aren’t Hartzell’s only business. battery, avionics, and cabin preheat. n
Frigge added that while new aircraft
development in the AAM space may still
be far off because of regulatory and certification hurdles, “if you look at the retrofit of existing aircraft like what the guys at
slated to open next year in Connecticut.
[MagniX partner Harbour Air] are doing
An Eviation spokesperson told AIN that
on the [DHC-2] eBeaver…I do think for
the company is working to introduce a
specific mission profiles, the short type
common standard for charging equipment
of missions, we’re going to get to a place
Business aviation services group Clay Lacy did not say whether it intends to add the to all electric aircraft types to use the same
where you can adapt a current powerAviation (Booth 701) will install recharging all-electric, fixed-wing Alice to its fleet.
ground infrastructure.
plant to an electric or hybrid solution in
stations for electric aircraft at its network
The partnership makes Clay Lacy Aviation
According to president and CEO Brian
the shorter term. You’re just modifying
of FBOs under an agreement with Eviation, one of the first business aviation service Kirkdoffer, Clay Lacy has prided itself on
the prop interface from the conventional
which is working to bring its nine-passenger providers to declare it will install the equip- being in the vanguard of several environengine to an electric motor, and it’s very,
Alice model into commercial service in 2024. ment required to support the operation
mental policies. “One of those firsts was
very similar to what we already do.”
Announcing the move on September 14, of electric aircraft. The U.S. company has
introducing the first carbon offset program
In the longer term, eVTOLs are going
Clay Lacy, which also operates charter air- FBOs at Van Nuys and John Wayne Orange and a robust sustainability strategy in the
to require multiple propellers that will
craft and provides maintenance services, County Airports in California, with another aircraft management industry,” he noted.
likely have to be fixed-pitch, high-quality,
“We are proud to take that giant step fursafe, made of lightweight carbon fiber,
ther with charging the zero-emission Alice
and simple in construction “because
at our FBOs.”
you need them to be fairly inexpensive,”
Washington state-based Eviation is prehe said.
paring a redesigned prototype of the Alice
“I think that’s where the market demand
to make its first flight before the end of
is going to be in the coming years as these
2021. “This partnership is just the beginning
products develop,” he added. “We’re
for Eviation as we look to build out the supreally trying to be on the front side of this
porting infrastructure needed to bring elecinnovation so that we can partner with
tric aviation to life,” said Omer Bar-Yohay,
newer technology on the powerplant side
the airframer’s CEO. “With a network of
and provide solutions to help optimize
visionary FBOs, we can ensure accessible,
the horsepower generation of the newer
quick, and seamless charging as we march
technologies.”
towards a cleaner aviation future.”
An obvious key to playing a role in the
Express delivery group DHL recently
eVTOL space is the use of composites,
became the launch customer for the Alice.
and Hartzell has a great deal of experiA rendering of the redesigned Eviation Alice electric aircraft parked at Clay Lacy Aviation, It intends to add 12 of the aircraft to its
ence employing them in its manufacture
fleet for cargo operations.
C.A.
which will provide charging facilities at its FBOs.
of propellers. While Frigge said Hartzell

Clay Lacy teams with Eviation to provide
electric aircraft recharging stations
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AAM issues
to come into
focus at
NBAA-BACE
The emergence of the advanced air mobility market will take a center stage at this
year’s NBAA-BACE with several manufacturers exhibiting, a panel scheduled that
brings in key government leaders, and a
keynote from a driving force behind the
developing technology.
NBAA-BACE is set to have its largest
display of eVTOLs yet with exhibitors,
including Bell, Honeywell, Jaunt Air
Mobility, Kitty Hawk, Northern Plains
UAS Test Site, Overair, and XTI Aircraft.
In addition, a number of AAM-focused
presentations are slated to take place this
week, including an AAM panel tomorrow at the day-two opening session and
another at 2 p.m. that will explore federal
perspectives on AAM from the viewpoints
of the FAA, NASA, and USAF.
Further, Dr. Martine Rothblatt, NBAA’s
Meritorious Service to Aviation Award
recipient who plays a key role with multiple AAM companies, is a keynote speaker
on the opening day of NBAA-BACE.
“There’s a lot of enthusiasm in the business aviation community for advanced
air mobility,” NBAA president and CEO
Ed Bolen said during a recent Helicopter Association International webinar
on AAM, adding that the nascent market
“builds on decades of experience” of the
foundation of business aviation.
The industry has adapted in its ability
to move people through various propulsion and materials technologies. “What
we’re seeing now is an opportunity to
build on that, to go to electric propulsion,
hybrid, and even hydrogen,” Bolen said.
But to get there, Bolen and other leaders on the recent webinar agreed that
much work lies ahead on building out
the infrastructure and tackling key issues
such as autonomy, safety, and security.
“There is a lot that needs to be done,”
said former FAA Administrator Michael
Huerta, who is now a transportation
industry consultant, who also is moderating the AAM panel on Wednesday. “We
are establishing a whole new way to think
of air transportation…We need to focus on
adapting our traffic system to ensure that
everything can operate safely. Eventually,
you have to land. And that raises questions of where you put infrastructure.”
Policymakers, the AAM community,
and opinion leaders must work together
to “understand what the requirements are,
what the needs are, and how do we build
the physical infrastructure, the human
infrastructure, the aircraft infrastructure.
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by Kerry Lynch

NBAA president and CEO Ed Bolen sees many opportunities for advanced air mobility vehicles
and services in the business aviation sector, but much work lies ahead.
And of course, all of that requires awareness and acceptance,” Bolen added.
As for infrastructure, Bolen maintained there are many different considerations. These include digging into FAA
helicopter and vertiport guidance that
may facilitate their use for AAM operations. This also includes determining
what the performance requirements will
be and ensuring there is adequate funding for both the planning and construction, he said.
James Viola, president and CEO of HAI
(Booth 3830), noted existing vertiports
are one of the first possibilities for infrastructure, along with existing airports.
But he believes that pilots can play a key
role in understanding what the performance requirements of their vehicles are
and which facility is most suitable.
“We can take some of that responsibility
off the FAA,” he said. “Let’s use current
infrastructure to the maximum capability that helicopters can do today.” Viola
added that the helicopter community
can collaborate on the safety front with
the emerging AAM sector because “the
vehicles of the future are going to need
that type of experience.” He noted the
background helicopter operators have
to operate in various weather conditions
and at lower altitudes that AAM vehicles
might operate.
In addition, existing helicopter operators are familiar with the various missions that the new AAM sector can pick
up and build upon. In his view, the AAM
pioneers can provide an end-to-end ecosystem working with helicopters and
fixed-wing aircraft to move people and
goods through the system to provide a
larger societal benefit.
However, Huerta added that as people
focus on certifying aircraft and developing infrastructure, “the air traffic management questions are quite significant.”
He noted that for AAM to realize its full
potential, it will require a scalable system
that can integrate with automated systems “and that raises a whole series of
operational questions.”
Aviation is founded on the principle of
a three-legged stool of a certified pilot, a
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certified operation, and a certified aircraft,
the former FAA leader said. And while a
pilot can be a remote pilot, the question
of how to operate safely is a “very important” policy question.
“That is foundational to gaining public
acceptance, which ultimately this industry is going to depend on…We need to be
thinking what needs to be done, what can
Congress do to help enable that, and what
are the tools that the FAA needs as a regulator to be able to accommodate that,”

said Huerta suggested this is something
that could be addressed in the next FAA
reauthorization bill.
The Wednesday afternoon panel is
anticipated to cover a number of these
and other issues. Huerta will be joining
a panel that also includes Steven Clarke,
deputy associate administrator for
NASA’s Aeronautics Research Mission
Directorate; Col. Nathan P. Diller, director of the U.S. AFWERX program that is
focused on developing innovation; and
Christopher Rocheleau, FAA acting associate administrator for aviation safety.
“NBAA-BACE serves an important
place to not only showcase innovation
across our industry but to also discuss
how these emerging technologies will be
implemented,” said NBAA senior v-p of
government affairs Christa Lucas. “We’re
pleased to bring together these influential policymakers and thought leaders to
host an important conversation about
current work in the AAM space, how
each agency is preparing and planning,
and future policies and regulations in
this space.”
n
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NBAA bestows the Meritorious
Service to
Aviation Award to Martine Rothblatt

NBAA has selected Dr. Martine Rothblatt including
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the Meritorious Service to Aviation Award. Blade Urban Air Mobility, and United ParA fixed-wing and rotorcraft pilot, she cel Service. Her work has focused on the
helped to revolutionize the satellite radio
use of new eVTOL aircraft for organ delivindustry by co-founding the company that ery, Aamong
other purposes.
IR TRANSPORT INDUSTRY E-NEWSLETTER
has become SiriusXM. The Meritorious
She is considered an early visionwww.ainonline.com/subscribe
Service to Aviation Award, to be presented ary in biotechnology as well. After her
to Rothblatt this week during NBAA-BACE, daughter was diagnosed with pulmorecognizes “extraornary arterial hyperdinary lifelong profestension, she founded
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United Therapeutics
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the field.
in 1994 to develop
According to NBAA,
drugs to treat that
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availability of satellite
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responsible are not just
and Nexrad graphics on
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ing our world a better place,” said NBAA
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president and CEO Ed Bolen. “She is truly
Rothblatt also has played a role in the a Renaissance person who has applied
emergence of electric helicopters. “Her intel- visionary thinking to several important
lectual property is at the heart of a record-set- fields of endeavor.”
ting electrically powered Robinson R44
Rothblatt will also speak today during
helicopter dubbed the EcoMax,” NBAA said.
the opening day of NBAA-BACE, providIn addition, she is an integral player in ing her perspectives on trends that will
advanced air mobility (AAM) companies, shape the future.
K.L.

TAKE YOUR COMPANY TO A NEW LEVEL –
AND NEW PLACES
The world’s first Super Versatile Jet takes off! Break away from the same places and faces and expand your business to
its full potential. The PC-24 opens up a long list of destinations with its incredible short-field performance and versatile
mid-size cabin. It’s time to move out the old and bring in the new. Discover more with a PC-24 – contact us now!
pilatus-aircraft.com

Blackhawk
adding
PC-12 engine
upgrade to
portfolio

Blackhawk
Aerospace’s new
XP67P Engine+
upgrade package
offers improved
performance for
the Pilatus PC-12
and an option for
owners nearing
engine overhaul.

by Mark Huber
Blackhawk Aerospace (Booth 2445) is
adding an engine upgrade program for the
Pilatus PC-12 to its list of aircraft re-engining offerings. Via supplemental type certificate (STC), Blackhawk’s PC-12 XP67P
Engine+ upgrade replaces the turboprop
single’s stock Pratt & Whitney PT6A67B engine with the higher-thermallyrated PT6A-67P model.
Flight testing of a PC-12 with the new
engine is expected to start late in the
first quarter of next year. The XP67P
upgrade includes a new PT6A-67P engine
but retains the PC-12’s original Hartzell
four-blade aluminum propeller. Blackhawk plans to certify additional propeller
options in the future.
With 1,700 aircraft in service, the
PC-12 is the second best-selling turboprop single, behind the Cessna Caravan.
For more than 600 of the PC-12s eligible
for the XP67P upgrade, many of which are
at or close to overhaul, it is an optimum

opportunity to install an engine upgrade,
according to Blackhawk. Operators
upgrading before TBO expiration will
receive an engine core credit of $95 per
hour for any engine time remaining.
Featuring improved metallurgy, the
XP67P engine allows for a higher internal turbine temperature (ITT) limitation
of 850 degrees C versus the stock -67B’s
800-degree C limitation on takeoff. Maximum continuous ITT for climb and cruise
is 760 deg C for the -67B and 820 deg C
for the XP67P.
The PT6A-67P is a 1,200-shp engine
that produces 142 more thermodynamic
horsepower than the stock PT6A-67B,

and the higher ITT and thermo produced
by the -67P engine enables operators to
use full torque to more efficient cruising
altitudes. A stock -67B engine starts losing power at 13,000 feet, but the XP67P
can maintain full power to 23,000 feet.
“Building upon the success of our
existing Caravan engine upgrades,

adding the Pilatus PC-12 platform to
our growing list of STCs was a natural
evolution for the aftermarket engine
upgrade business that Blackhawk was
built on,” said Blackhawk president and
CEO Jim Allmon. “We look forward to
welcoming PC-12 owners and operators
into the Blackhawk family.”
n

Genesys Aerosystems and JetTech are developing an STC to install the S-TEC 5000
autopilot in Cessna Citation models.

Autopilot manufacturer Genesys Aerosystems is partnering with avionics installation and engineering firm JetTech to
develop new supplemental type certificates (STCs) for Cessna Citations. The first
STC will cover the Citation S550, Encore,
Ultra, and V.
The S-TEC 5000 is a digital attitudebased autopilot that integrates with
modern avionics displays and flight management systems to offer features that
include straight-and-level recovery, envelope protection and alerting, precision
approaches, coupled missed approaches,
and additional autopilot modes and functions. S-TEC autopilots are installed in
many airplane and helicopter models, but
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this will be the company’s first Part 25 retrofit application.
“We recognize that autopilots in this
segment of the market are becoming
obsolete and expensive to maintain,”
said Jamie Luster, director of sales and
marketing for Genesys. “Not only are
we offering enhanced capabilities with
this upgrade but also recurring cost
savings with new technology and a twoyear warranty.”
Genesys (Booth 565) is owned by
aerospace flight control and control component manufacturer Moog. In addition
to fixed-wing autopilots, Genesys offers
a line of HeliSAS helicopter stability augmentation system autopilots.
M.T.
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BARRY AMBROSE

Genesys, JetTech partner on S-TEC 5000

Back on the road to the live show circuit

This Cessna Citation XLS+ is just one of the dozens of aircraft that flew to Henderson Executive
Airport to fill the NBAA-BACE static display. This model is undergoing a major cabin upgrade
to the Gen2 configuration, which can be seen in mockup form at the static display.

POWERING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF
BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
GAME-CHANGING TECHNOLOGY NOW IN SERVICE
Pratt & Whitney’s dynamic portfolio of engines isn’t just
leading the way in business aviation – it’s transforming
the industry. The revolutionary PW800 exceeds standards
in performance, fuel efficiency and availability to comfortably
and quietly deliver a flying experience unlike any other.
Today’s innovations moving you toward tomorrow’s
solutions – it’s how we do business.

ELEVATE YOUR FLYING EXPERIENCE AT PWC.CA/PW800

Honeywell: business jet deliveries to
reach pre-Covid levels in mid-decade
by Curt Epstein
The business aviation industry successfully
emerged from the Covid pandemic with
flight activity near 2019 levels, but it will
be several years until aircraft delivery rates
match those of the pre-pandemic period,
according to Honeywell Aerospace’s Business Jet Delivery Outlook. The company’s
annual 10-year delivery forecast calls for
7,400 new business jet deliveries over the
next decade worth an estimated $238 billion,
up 100 units from last year’s forecast, but
still down from the 7,600 it prognosticated
back in 2019.
The company’s longer-range forecast
through 2031 projects a 3 percent average
annual growth rate of deliveries, in line
with expected worldwide long-term economic growth. Released on Sunday ahead
of this year’s NBAA-BACE in Las Vegas,
this year’s forecast marks Honeywell’s
30th anniversary of doing the outlook.
For this year, while airframers are seeing
their order books and backlogs swell, Honeywell (Booth 2901, 4100B) predicts deliveries of between 575 and 620 business jets,
as they continue to ramp up production
amid lingering supply chain and labor issues.
Javier Jimenez Serrano, the senior strategy
specialist in charge of this year’s survey, told
AIN, “We expect expenditures for new jet
purchases to recover to 2019 levels by late
2022 to 2023, and in terms of units that will
be by the mid-point of the decade.”
According to Serrano, 90 percent of the
operators surveyed indicated that their
purchase plans are not being postponed in
the post-Covid environment, up 10 percent
over last year’s total, and of those with plans
to purchase a new business jet over the next
five years, nearly one-third expect to make
those purchases within the next two years.
Each year the company conducts its
research along with a survey of more than
1,500 operators to gain insight into their
aircraft purchase and usage plans over the
next five years. It then extrapolates that
data out to cover the next five years. This

year the survey window began in June and
wrapped up last month.
The preowned business jet market has
seen record transaction levels over the past
year as operators scramble to acquire more
lift capacity in the face of rising demand
brought about by the pandemic’s impact
on commercial aviation and the firsttime private aviation charter customers
that have resulted. Honeywell added that

years is putting pressure on an already low
inventory, and driving additional demand
for new jets,” stated Heath Patrick, president of Honeywell’s Americas aftermarket
division. “Our latest operator survey results
support continued private jet usage growth.”
The survey this year indicated that 65
percent of all respondents plan to use
their aircraft more in 2022, while the
remaining third believe their flight hours/

PURCHASE EXPECTIONS FOR USED JETS
Replacement & Expansion by Region

Purchase expectations for used jets are 3 percentage points above 2020
SOURCE: HONEYWELL

its actual fleet aircraft replacement and
expansion rates could be even higher than
those gleaned by the survey results, due to
that influx of new private aviation users.
Among the most striking survey results
this year is that used jet purchase plans
rise by an estimated 12 percent over the
next half-decade, equivalent to approximately 800 additional aircraft transactions over that span. Operators indicated
that 28 percent of their fleet is expected to
be replaced by or expanded with used aircraft over the next five years, an increase
of 3 percent from last year’s survey.
“The increased demand for used jets at
more than 6,500 units over the next five

activity will remain the same as in 2021.
Only 2 percent said they thought they
would fly less next year.
Serrano explained that most of the continued growth is in the domestic private
charter market. “In the short term we’ve
seen more deliveries of light and medium
jets than we had expected, so the impact
of Covid in 2021 was not as sharp there,”
he said. “We see light jets outpacing the
other categories just because that is the
entry-level jet where a lot of the new consumers of business or private aviation
start. In the long-term, however, we see
the larger, heavy jets, the long-range categories growing in demand.”

REGIONAL OUTLOOK

Honeywell projects business jet deliveries during the next five years to favor North America, followed by Europe and Asia-Pacific.
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He noted that the segments tend to
be stimulated when new aircraft enter
the market, and the large-cabin class has
certainly received the most attention of
late, with Bombardier still ramping up
its Global 7500 deliveries; Gulfstream
readying its G700 for certification and
just announcing the G800 and G400; and
Dassault’s launch of its new flagship 10X in
May. Over the decade span of the forecast,
Honeywell predicts the heavy/long-range
segment will account for 39 percent of
business jet deliveries and represent more
than 72 percent of the total valuation while
small jets will total 35 percent of the market share and 10 percent of the billings.
That leaves the medium cabin (mid-tosuper midsize) category at slightly more
than one-quarter of the total deliveries.
Geographically, North America is
expected to remain at the most important
business aircraft market with a 63 percent
share of deliveries in the 10-year outlook
window. Over the first half of the decade
at least 13 percent of the fleet is expected
to be replaced or supplemented with a
new jet purchase.
In Europe, purchase expectations
declined by five percentage points compared with last year, a possible factor of
the Covid Delta variant that was causing
travel restrictions at the time of the survey.
The continent’s purchase expectations had
been high for the past several years as operators refreshed an aging fleet. Europe’s
used aircraft purchase plans are the highest globally, estimated at 34 percent of the
current fleet, up 6 percent from 2020.
For Latin America, purchase expectations increased 6 points year-over-year,
returning to pre-pandemic levels. The
region will represent 5 percent of the
total projected business jet demand over
the next five years, an increase of two percentage points from last year.
Despite ongoing geopolitical and commercial tensions in the region, purchase
plans for the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region
are up this year, with operators indicating
their first appetite for fleet expansion for
the first time in three years. Based on the
survey results, APAC will represent a 12
percent share of the new jet market over
the next five years.
Lastly, the Middle East and Africa (MEA)
area, which is expected to total 4 percent
of new jet purchases over the next decade,
saw declines in both new jet purchases and
near-term new jet purchase intentions from
last year’s survey. Only 9 percent of respondents indicated that they would purchase
a new jet, down from 16 percent in 2020,
while the percentage of those who indicated
they intended to buy a new jet in the next
two years fell from 46 percent last year to 13
percent in this edition of the survey, Honeywell said, noting the region is currently
impacted by both low vaccination rates and
fluctuating crude oil revenues.
“Despite the ongoing challenges presented by the pandemic, the overall
health of the business jet market is strong,
and growth is expected to continue,” concluded Patrick.
n

Enabling
Flight Deck
Connectivity
Bringing flight data to your fingertips. This new app-based connectivity ecosystem from
Universal Avionics simplifies pilot workflow from preflight to inflight to postflight. Conveniently on your iPad.
Experience the power of connectivity.

Visit UA booth 2545 to learn more

uasc.com/connectivity

Hands On

Cessna Citation XLS with
Garmin G5000 upgrade
by Matt Thurber
With years of experience providing its
G3000 and G5000 integrated avionics
suites for new light and midsize jets,
Garmin has leveraged that capability into
supplemental type certificates (STCs)
for suitable jet platforms in the aftermarket. Of course, Garmin’s King Air G1000
STCs have been highly successful, but few
avionics manufacturers have developed
modern integrated flight deck STCs with
new autopilots for Part 25 airplanes. The
Citation Excel/XL/XLS is a good example
of a jet that is still in production, has a
loyal customer base, and has hundreds of
examples flying, many with old avionics
that can’t be upgraded.
Garmin’s first G5000 aftermarket
upgrade was for the Beechjet 400, and 57
of those have been accomplished since it
was FAA approved in mid-2016. But in just
two years since the approval of the Excel/
XL/XLS STC, Garmin dealers have already
done 68 G5000 upgrades. And there are
about 700 of these models that qualify for
the upgrade, according to Garmin retrofit
sales manager Dave Brown.
The G5000 avionics suite replaces the
original Honeywell Primus 1000 avionics.
Some XLs had Universal Avionics flight
management systems (FMSs) while
others, particularly those operated by
NetJets, were equipped with Honeywell
FMSs. The Excel/XL panels had what now
seem like ancient CRT displays, while
XLSs were fitted with LCDs. The only
models that don’t qualify for the G5000
STC are current-production XLS+ models
with Collins Pro Line 21 flight decks.
Garmin invited me to fly its G5000equipped XLS recently, and we set up a
short trip that would give me a good taste
of its capabilities. We flew from New Century AirCenter (KIXD) in Olathe, Kansas,

where Garmin has a flight-test facility,
to Ponca City (KPNC) in Oklahoma, an
airport known for the excellent Mexican
food at Enrique’s Restaurant.
A feature that makes the XLS STC
unique is that it not only replaces the
displays and FMSs but also the autopilot,
which is pretty much all of the original
avionics. While a lot of weight is removed
during the upgrade—old avionics are
bulky and heavy—some of that has to get
added back in with ballast in the nose to
keep weight and balance within limits.
Another unique feature of Garmin’s business aircraft avionics is that there is no
FMS control display unit (CDU); instead,
the FMS resides in software inside the avionics, and the pilot interface for G3000/
G5000 is a touchscreen controller that is
far more user friendly than a traditional
FMS control display unit.
One element that is not part of this
STC is the jet’s pressurization system,
which remains in its original configuration instead of being controlled by the
Garmin avionics. Thankfully, the STC
does away with the crew alerting system
(CAS) light panel and incorporates CAS
messages onto the center multifunction
display (MFD).
The upgrade replaces the existing
avionics and autopilot with all-Garmin
equipment (except for the Mid-Continent Standby Attitude Module), including three 14-inch displays (two PFDs and
one MFD), two touchscreen controllers
mounted in the console, two PFD controllers, and an autopilot controller fitted just below the glareshield, where the
CAS panel used to be installed. Thrust
reverser lights and engine fire bottle
switches remain on either side of the
autopilot controller.

Avionics shops have already installed Garmin’s G5000 flight deck upgrade in 68 Citation XL/
XLS/Excel business jets, greatly extending the life of the popular airplane.

Invisible to the pilot are the rest of the
new avionics, such as the GXW 75 digital
radar (12-inch antenna), remote audio
panels, GPS navcom, air data computer,
engine-airframe interface unit that delivers engine information to the displays,
SiriusXM weather datalink, dual ADS-B
transponders, and TAWS A.
Garmin also offers options for G5000
STC buyers. The Awareness & Protection
Package includes synthetic vision, Surface
Watch runway monitoring, underspeed protection that also adds coupled go-around
capability, and Flightstream 510 wireless
gateway. In addition, buyers can select
options such as Jeppesen charts, radar
ground-clutter suppression and turbulence
detection, GRS 56 Iridium satellite phone
with Garmin Connext weather, domestic
FAA Data Comm capability, and, for overseas travel, FANS 1/A+ with ACARS.
Finally, the options list also offers takeoff and landing data (TOLD), Garmin’s
GRS 79 AHRS (which costs less to repair
than the Litef LCR-100 AHRS or replaces
the obsolete Litef LCR-93, according to
Garmin), GTS 8000 TCAS II, and GRA
5500 radar altimeter.

Inside the XLS

The G5000 upgrade adds features such as CPDLC, digital weather radar, and synthetic vision.
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The Garmin XLS is equipped with all
the above options, and the STC is a vast
improvement over the original flight deck.
All controls, buttons, and knobs for systems
operation remain in their original locations,

so those will remain familiar to XL/XLS/
Excel pilots. Those with experience flying with Garmin avionics, even without a
G3000/G5000 background, will find that
making the avionics do what is necessary
is intuitive and easy to figure out without
cracking open a pilot’s guide. Not that
pilots shouldn’t study their avionics and
understand them completely before taking
off, but a little poking around on the touchscreen controllers and with the display buttons quickly reveals the G5000’s secrets.
(Although Garmin’s pilot guides are
comprehensive and full of detail, some
pilots might find it easier to study the go-to
book for Garmin pilots: Max Trescott’s
G3000 and G5000 Glass Cockpit Handbook.)
I climbed into the left seat next to
Garmin test pilot Scott Wheeler, and he
fired up the auxiliary power unit (APU),
one of the features that make the XLS
so popular. It was warmer than normal
at KIXD, but having the APU to run the
air conditioning made us quite comfortable. Before starting the engines, Wheeler
plugged in our flight plan to KPNC via
Wichita, requiring just a few taps on the
touchscreen. He pulled up the TOLD page,
which uses the local weather to calculate
takeoff distance and speeds, and that was
it for pre-takeoff preparation.
Starting the Pratt & Whitney PW545B
turbofans isn’t completely automatic
as the engines have electronic engine
continues on page 66
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King Airs to get Tamarack
active winglet treatment
by Matt Thurber
Tamarack Aerospace has embarked on
a program to develop and certify active
winglets for the 200- and 300-series
Beechcraft King Air turboprop twins, the
company announced on Monday at NBAABACE. The Sandpoint, Idaho-based company is targeting military King Air fleets
first and then will offer the modification
to the civil market.
Although not at the official NBAA
static display, Tamarack’s King Air 200
with the prototype winglet mod is at
Las Vegas Henderson Executive Airport
during NBAA-BACE this week, and the
company is providing demo flights to
highlight the performance improvements. After the show closes on Thursday, Tamarack will fly the King Air on
a demonstration tour to prospective
military customers.
The Tamarack King Air modification comprises winglets installed on
the wingtips, wing extensions that help
improve performance, and the Tamarack
active technology load alleviation system
(Atlas) active camber surfaces (TACS),
which automatically move during flight
to relieve the added load on the wing due
to the longer wing length and winglets.
The TACS are driven by an actuator that
is computer-controlled in response to
load sensors and reacts almost instantly
to changes in wing loading. Its active
winglets eliminate the need to beef up,
and thus add weight, to the wing structure to handle the increased load due to

the winglets and added wingspan, with
the result being more efficient flight and
a reduction in turbulence effects.
Atlas winglets were previously certified for the Cessna CitationJet/CJ1/M2
through CJ3, which have one TACS on
each winglet. About 150 Citations have
been modified with Tamarack winglets so
far. The winglet mod on the CJs enables
climbing to higher initial altitudes and
consequently improves fuel consumption
by up to 33 percent.
In the King Air winglet mod—called
Performance Smartwing—there will be
two TACS per side, to improve dispatch
rates. If one TACS fails, the other will
enable the King Air to continue flying
within certain speed limitations, although
not as slowly as would be the case of failure of a single TACS when only one is
installed. In the CitationJet, for example, a TACS failure requires slowing to
140 knots.
“Benefits that we’re seeing from the
CitationJet will be amplified on the King
Air,” said Tamarack president Jacob
Klinginsmith. “It will look slightly different than the CJ winglet. The aerodynamic
shape will be different since it’s optimized
for a King Air. It’s going to be beneficial
for a charter operator especially in terms
of high-hot performance and utility, but
also the military market is very interested
in this modification because they have
high-hot performance challenges, and
also the loiter [capability] is going to be

Tamarack Aerospace is applying its active winglet design to the Beechcraft King Air 200 and
300 series, which will offer improved high-hot takeoff performance and cruise efficiency.
increased significantly. Some organizations we’ve talked to when we’ve shared
projections said it changes their business
model in a good way.”
The wing extension on the King Airs is
significant, adding eight feet of wingspan
on the King Air 200 and six feet on the
King Air 350. According to Tamarack, the
longer wingspan will have a big benefit
for high-hot takeoff performance: “…the
increased climb capabilities can allow
aircraft to take off during conditions that
otherwise would ground aircraft without
the Tamarack Performance Smartwing
modification. This benefit is crucial to the
defense market, as mission readiness and
safety are top priorities.”
For the 200 program, Tamarack did
flight testing to establish baseline performance, then after the modification flew
for three weeks to gather data, which it
was still processing before the show. The

IS&S autothrottle gains EASA, Transport Canada certifications
Transport Canada and EASA have granted
certification to Innovative Solutions & Support for its ThrustSense Full Regime Autothrottle system for the King Air 200 and
300 series.
With these approvals, more than 40
countries outside the U.S. have now certified the IS&S autothrottle system, which
can also be installed in King Airs configured
for special missions, extended range, and
heavy weight operations as well as those
modified by Blackhawk Aerospace. The
IS&S autothrottle is also standard equipment on new-production Beechcraft King
Air 260s and 360s. IS&S has delivered more
than 70 shipsets of the ThrustSense autothrottle to date.
In addition to the normal benefits of
autothrottles, which make flying and changing altitudes in busy airspace easier, the
King Air ThrustSense application can help
prevent loss of control in Vmca situations.
The IS&S LifeGuard Vmca mitigation feature
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automatically detects a failed engine in any
phase of flight and manages the power on
the good engine to prevent loss of directional control if the airplane gets too slow.
IS&S has demonstrated this capability right
down to stall warning in the King Air, with no
tendency to roll, thanks to the autothrottle’s
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management of power output on the operating engine.
“We’re feeling a wave of greater acceptance in ThrustSense safety and performance by business aviation owners and
operators on all seven continents,” the
company said.
M.T.
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company is working on obtaining a King
Air 350 to modify and will then put that
through the same process.
The first supplemental type certificate
for Smartwing will be for the King Air 350.
This should be granted by the end of 2022,
followed by the King Air 200 mod.
For Tamarack, the benefit of its winglets is not just enabling customers to fly
longer trips without stopping, but the sustainability features. While a lot of effort
is underway to develop electric- and
hydrogen-powered aircraft, Klinginsmith
said, “Tamarack has a product available
now. Traditional winglets have been proving that for many years, and this is the
next generation of winglet. We have the
biggest single sustainability upgrade now,
and we’re happy to see it starting to get
recognition in the aviation sustainability community.”
Klinginsmith pointed out that no
matter how an aircraft is powered, “Our
technology works well with sustainable
aviation fuel (SAF) or electric or hybrid
propulsion. We’re focused on reducing drag on the airframe, and others are
focused on propulsion. We all have to
work together.”
Tamarack would welcome the opportunity to work with manufacturers to design
active winglets for new aircraft. “We’re
open to collaborating with OEMs,” he
said. “The technology works with existing airframes and clean-sheet designs. We
have almost 30 patents, and we’re excited
about opportunities with OEMs. That was
our business plan from the beginning.
Tamarack is a technology and sustainability company, starting with business
jets, then [eventually] regional and singleaisle airliners.
“Implementing new Tamarack sustainable technologies like the Performance
Smartwing into different aviation sectors
is a positive step toward sustainability
efforts,” he added. “As we move toward
our big carbon emission reduction goals,
we need to be looking at technologies that
are going to make a significant impact
and can be applied now while providing
impactful operational cost savings.” n
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Loading the data onto the portal, he
added, “makes it easier and simpler for
our customers to access. We just think it
is a great way to keep clients informed.”
The portal gives JSSI customers the
ability to access a wide cross-section of
company services from a single location,
report their flight hours, and receive
invoices. They can also use it to access
more than 40,000 lines of parts inventory
and parts prices, as well as order parts,
Book said. Customers can access other
services, including aircraft appraisals and
maintenance event management.
Book said the jet market is changing
“very, very quickly. We’re working hard
to stay on top of it and provide the most
up-to-date information that’s possible. I
think we’ve done a pretty good job of pricing our contracts in a way where we don’t
necessarily need to really go back and
reprice [them]. There are cases, though,
with some of our fleet customers where
they’re flying at utilizations that we’ve
never seen before.”
The uptick in flight tempos means JSSI
has to push maintenance events forward
Conklin and de Decker subsidiary. Every and ensure slots are available at approved
customer enrolled in a JSSI maintenance maintenance facilities and that parts are
and support program will have free access
available when the customers need them
to this data. JSSI acquired Conklin and de and, he said, “keep things as cost-effective
Decker in 2018.
as possible.” These new market dynamics
Book said the data empowers cus- are “a little crazy right now” and are likely
tomers by including “key performance to continue.
metrics of [selected] aircraft types, oper“We still haven’t quite defined what’s
ating cost information, and the ability to
the new normal,” Book explained, “but
create real-time comparisons between
there have been so many new entrants
different aircraft. This is something into business aviation over the last 18
we’ve wanted to do since we acquired to 24 months and we’re not going to see
Conklin and de Decker. It’s in line with
those new entrants disappear.” These
our overarching principle of allowing new entrants are almost equally distribour clients to make informed decisions
uted across Part 91 and Part 135 operaby providing transparency,” said Book. tors, and JSSI’s new customers are also

JSSI integrates Conklin
data into customer portal
by Mark Huber
Business is booming for aircraft maintenance and financial support company Jet
Support Services Inc. (JSSI, Booth 1333)
as the business jet market continues its
red-hot run. CEO Neil Book said some
large-cabin aircraft customers are flying
individual aircraft close to 200 hours a
month. “In my 12 years in this industry,
I’ve never seen a market like this. I’ve
never seen inventory at 4 percent levels
and the prices that things are selling for,”
he said.
On October 11 at NBAA-BACE, JSSI
unveiled a complete integration of its
customer portal with valuation, performance, and operating cost data from its

SmartSky poised to start
airborne internet service
by Matt Thurber
By the end of this year, SmartSky will
switch on its air-to-ground airborne
connectivity service covering “80 to 90
percent of continental U.S. business aviation flight routes,” according to CEO
David Helfgott.
“Interest is high, demand is very high,
and after a long wait we’re getting excited
[for the launch of service],” he added.
“I’ve been here almost 11 months, and
we’ve knocked out more than 30 technological milestones we had to accomplish
from January to this point.”
SmartSky (Booth 3820) is offering
an alternative to the only existing airto-ground connectivity service in the
U.S.—longtime provider Gogo Business Aviation. According to Helfgott,
SmartSky’s “beamforming” technology,
which uses a “single beam per aircraft,”
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enables fast service speeds and reliability. During testing, SmartSky has demonstrated maximum speeds up to 15 Mbps,
with consistent service in the range of 5
to 8 Mbps. The single-beam technology
also helps ensure secure service, Helfgott
added, because other aircraft aren’t sharing the same signals.
“We are in deployment mode,” he said,
and there are 10 teams working in the U.S.,
installing antennas on cellphone towers
to complete the SmartSky network. “We
already have the majority of towers in
place and selected,” he added. “All the
fiber and the core network is complete,
and the data center and NOC [network
operations center] are complete. The
last piece is the antennas on the towers.”
By the end of the year or early in 2022,
SmartSky should have completed 90
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percent of the 330 towers needed for full
continental U.S. coverage.
Meanwhile, SmartSky has already
certified equipment installations on the
Cessna Citation XL/XLS; Gulfstream
IV, G350, G450, and G550; Bombardier
Challenger 601 through 650; Embraer
ERJ-135/145, and Beechcraft King Air 200
and 300 series. Certification programs
for several additional aircraft types are in
progress, but more than 4,000 airplanes
are covered by those initial supplemental
type certificates.
The airborne equipment is manufactured by Avidyne, and the antennas are
made by AeroAntenna. There are two
versions of the SmartSky system—one for
midsize and larger jets with two antennas
and one for smaller aircraft, which range
from light jets to piston singles. Turboprop installations would be the singleantenna version, and this light version
will be available later in 2022.
Buyers can use any of the already
available airborne routers—for example,
ones from Honeywell or Satcom Direct—
according to Helfgott.
SmartSky has selected Honeywell and

equally distributed between its flight hour
and parts programs. “I don’t quite know
what normalization is going to look like
just yet. We’re just working hard to meet
the demand,” he said.
To better serve the growing market,
JSSI acquired SierraTrax, an aircraft maintenance tracking software company, in
late June. Book said the acquisition was
aimed at increasing JSSI’s presence in
the owner-operator market. SierraTrax
handles data for 3,000 aircraft on a daily
basis while JSSI serves around 4,000 aircraft—about 20 percent of the business
jet market, according to Book.
Overall, he said JSSI has been better
able to meet the increased demand for
private aircraft travel triggered by the
pandemic by not reducing its workforce
during the various lockdowns. “We did
not reduce headcount and our employees
across-the-board made a lot of sacrifices
to ensure we didn’t have to, so we are
pretty well staffed,” he said.
The company is adding staff on the
development side as the business continues to expand, focusing on analytics
and adding programmers to enable JSSI
to integrate “all of the data sharing on
the back end,” he said. “That’s where we
have been spending quite a bit over the
last 12 months.”
JSSI also is moving forward with its
sustainability initiative, helping clients
calculate carbon emissions and purchase
carbon offsets. “About 30 years ago, Bill de
Decker developed a carbon calculator to
estimate emissions and we’ve integrated
the calculator and the ability to purchase
carbon offsets into our customer portal.
Reducing carbon emissions is certainly
something we feel a responsibility to do,”
Book said.
n

David Helfgott,
CEO, SmartSky

I’ve been here
almost 11
months, and we’ve
knocked out more
than 30 technological
milestones we had to
accomplish from
January to this point.”
Avionica as service providers. Although
SmartSky works well below 10,000 feet,
that is the threshold where service will be
promised. “It is 10,000 feet,” he said, “but
we connect way before that.”
n

The Max makeover
of the 737 features
aerodynamic
improvements,
including advanced
winglets and
new CFM LEAP-1B
engines, which
together deliver
a 13 percent
reduction in fuel
consumption.

Boeing Business Jets celebrates
BBJ Max return and 25th anniversary
by James Wynbrandt
Boeing Business Jets (BBJ, Booth 1101) is
celebrating its 25th anniversary this week
at NBAA-BACE and highlighting “our
accomplishments over the last quartercentury,” said company president James
“J.D.” Detwiler. The airframer is also marking the return of the BBJ Max, capped this
year by service entry of the first BBJ Max 8
and the first BBJ Max 8 order since its
now-resolved grounding.
The company launched Boeing’s business jet line in 1996, using the 737 airframe for its first family of single-aisle
corporate jets before adding VIP variants
of Boeing’s widebodies to its portfolio.
The Max makeover of the 737 features
aerodynamic improvements, including
advanced winglets and new CFM LEAP-1B
engines, which together deliver a 13 percent reduction in fuel consumption, cutting operating costs and environmental
impact while increasing the Max 8’s range
to 6,325 nm, a boost of some 600 nm.
The first redelivered Max was
announced in May by Jet Aviation, which
performed the completion—designed
by the MRO’s in-house studio in collaboration with the undisclosed owner’s
designer—at its Basel, Switzerland completion center. The interior creates “a
cozy residential space in which one could
relax and enjoy the ride,” Jet Aviation
said, and includes details such as woven
wooden paneling, full-flat cocoon seats
finished in 3D wood veneer, and an integrated wine fridge in the living area.
Since its return to service, as of
mid-September the Max platform had
flown more than 150,000 revenue flights,
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James “J.D.”
Detwiler,
president,
Boeing
Business Jets

In this day and
age, when we
want to reduce carbon
emissions and carbon
footprints, this
aircraft is delivering
and exceeding our
performance
guarantees.”
accumulating some 369,000 total flight
hours and achieving service reliability
exceeding 99.4 percent, said Detwiler.
Meanwhile, “Regulators have confirmed
that the airspace is opened to the 737
Max in 178 jurisdictions worldwide,” he
noted. “In this day and age, when we want
to reduce carbon emissions and carbon
footprints, this aircraft is delivering and
exceeding our performance guarantees.”
With its return, “we’re seeing customers’ confidence increase,” said Detwiler,
citing “ongoing conversations” with
new customers for the BBJ Max and “a
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tremendous increase in interest in BBJs
across the board.” Boeing Business Jets
expects that such interest “will only
increase as we complete this year” and
will lead to even more robust order activity in 2022, he said.
Some prospects may be visiting the BBJ
demonstrator (by appointment only) on
static display this week at Henderson
Executive Airport. Though installed on
a 737-800 airframe, the 13-passenger
interior—created by Germany’s Unique
Design and completed by Switzerland’s
AMAC Aerospace—is intended to showcase the Max’s interior possibilities. It features a separate dining room and lounge
area, a master bedroom with ensuite
bathroom and shower, and a private office
with a berthable divan.
Attendees can also find Boeing Business
Jets’ chief pilot Rene “Gonzo” Gonzales
at the static line, eager to talk about the
company’s history and fleet, represented
today by the BBJ Max family (currently
the Max 8 and forthcoming Max 7 and 9),
the BBJ 787 Dreamliner, and the flagship-in-waiting BBJ 777X (-8 and -9) that
is now in flight testing and production.
“There really is no competition for
the BBJ 777X’s unparalleled range,” said
Detwiler of the jet’s “ability to fly anywhere
on the planet and connect any two city
pairs nonstop,” including the long-elusive
London–Sydney route in either direction
(9,188 nm) “with adequate fuel reserves
and no issues whatsoever.”
The 777X’s purpose-built General
Electric GE9X engines offer 5 percent
lower specific fuel consumption than

competing engines, emissions 29 percent
below CAEP/8 requirements, and noise
levels 15 dB below Stage 4 standards.
The main deck of the BBJ 777X-9—the
first variant to come to market—will
offer 3,689 sq ft of cabin space, enough
to accommodate many options for bedrooms, recreational areas, and a large
dining room for individual and corporate
customers, while heads of state will have
ample space for a large staff and communications and security teams. Supplemental humidification, an advanced
three-stage air filtration system, and a
quieter and lower-altitude cabin are additional enhancements, while the dual-axis
stability system, developed for the B787,
delivers a smoother ride.
The hallmark of the 777X’s airframe
advances its fourth-generation composite wing with folding wingtips. In lieu
of winglets, Boeing increased the wingspan to 235 feet—22 feet longer than
the current wing—improving takeoff
performance, reducing thrust requirements, and increasing initial cruise altitudes. The folding wingtips will ensure
that the jets can access any airport that
777s currently use without any need
to alter airport parking, gate, or other
ground facilities.
Detwiler reported having “preliminary
conversations” with potential BBJ 777X
customers but added, “We probably won’t
see the orders come in until the flight test
matures and it gets a little further along
in the certification process.”
Certification and entry into airline service are targeted for the 2023 timeframe,
with the first BBJ 777X-9 slated for availability in 2024.
At its convention center display, Boeing Business Jets is also highlighting renderings of new interior concepts for the
Max and, said Detwiler, its “proven track
record of providing the most reliable aircraft and the very highest benchmarks for
service in the business aviation industry.”
As he considered the Las Vegas gathering on its eve, Detwiler said, “We’re
looking to reconnect with our owners
and operators, some of them making the
trip from overseas. It’s very reassuring to
a lot of our customers as well as our own
team that there will be health and safety
protocols in place.”
Now, with the Max back in the sky and
25 years of history to celebrate, “We are
focused on future sales for the first time
in a long time, and really excited about
that,” Detwiler said. “With the tremendous resurgence of interest in both the
Max and the 777X, we’re getting into
a situation where we have a limited
amount of delivery positions, and a lot
more customer interest. We’re trying to
align that and make sure everyone can
be served.”
n
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attendees and exhibitors to that conference told us how much they missed the
opportunity to come together. We wanted
to do something special for the maintenance community this year because they
missed out on dedicated in-person maintenance conferences two years in a row.”
The pavilion will also host a silent auction
to provide travel funds for recipients of
maintenance scholarships.
As for the air mobility zone, NBAABACE signed up its largest cadre of eVTOL
developers yet to exhibit and has a variety
of activities, from a keynote to roundtable discussions on the emerging market.
Meanwhile, the association “retooled” its
New Product Showcase, providing a digital format, where virtual and in-person
attendees can view the products online
before, during, and after the event.
This online presence is part of a larger
effort for the association to present a
“hybrid” show with a full slate of virtual
content that will reach those unable to
for getting there are expanding. NBAA attend the live event, as well as enable
was lining up helicopter transportation
attendees to revisit the content or catch
between the convention center and air- up with what they may have missed.
port and the price for the trip was antici“NBAA continues to focus on offering
pated to be under $100.
engaging content accessible to more of
“We are evolving and in this case our members than ever before,” Strong
revolutionizing trade shows,” Strong said. “We’ve taken the significant step to
said. “That’s business aviation.” How- expand the number of recorded sessions
ever, NBAA is continuing to offer the
and events available online in considusual complimentary bus transportation eration of those who may be unable to
between the two locations as well.
attend NBAA-BACE in person.”
New to the static display is the Owner/
Single-Pilot Operator Pavilion, which will
Education Sessions
house sessions tailored to the single-pilot More than two dozen education sessions
turboprop and jet operator community. are planned for NBAA-BACE, covering
Textron Aviation is kicking off a series of issues ranging from advanced air mobilsponsored presentations at the pavilion ity to sustainability. The sessions will
today with other presenters, including be available on NBAA’s online Learning
Smartsky Networks, Daher, SierraTrax, Management System within 24 hours
Pratt & Whitney Canada, and Space Shut- following the in-person presentation.
tle commander/Citation owner Charlie In addition, the association is planning
Precourt, who will be giving a safety pre- on-demand-only sessions.
sentation tomorrow at 3:30 p.m.
In-person NBAA-BACE attendees will
“Owner-pilots are not just a key part of have access to the content for free, while
the business aviation community—they’re
at-home attendees will pay a single, lowinnovators, thought leaders, and ground- ered price for the content. The recorded
breaking entrepreneurs,” said Andrew education sessions can be used for CertiBroom, NBAA’s senior v-p for strategy, fied Aviation Manager credit.
marketing, and innovation. “This pavilion
NBAA typically draws top officials,
is more than just a place to gather. It’s a
captains of industry, and other famous
new platform for fostering deeply shared individuals, and, despite the complexipeer connections, to everyone’s benefit.”
ties resulting from Covid, this year is no
Broom, who recently joined the asso- different with a lineup of keynotes set for
ciation after heading up the Citation Jet today that includes Martine Rothblatt,
Pilots Association, added that NBAA is chair and CEO of United Therapeutics
and this year’s NBAA Meritorious Serpartnering with owner-pilot groups on
the initiative.
vice Award winner; FAA Administrator
Another new pavilion this year, this Steve Dickson; and pilot, comedian, and
time in the main convention hall, is ded- Emmy-nominated actor Rob Riggle. A
icated to maintenance. Located near the panel of top advanced air mobility execkeynote speaker area, advanced air mobil- utives will host a discussion about the
ity zone, and other “big-draw attractions,” future of the market during tomorrow’s
the Maintenance Pavilion is designed to keynote session.
allow vendors to exhibit their products
While a few notable exhibitors are missand services.
ing, most of the anchor exhibitors have
“The last two annual NBAA Mainte- returned this year. Covid-related health and
nance Conferences were canceled due safety concerns or travel restrictions have
to the Covid-19 pandemic,” said Stewart kept some away, however, including ones
D’Leon, NBAA’s director of environmen- that had planned to exhibit, such as Piaggio
tal and technical operations. “Frequent Aerospace and Biggin Hill Airport.
n

The Las Vegas
Convention Center’s
new West Hall is
the home of the
2021 edition of
NBAA’s Business
Aviation Convention
& Exhibition. As
usual, the outdoor
static display will be
held at Henderson
Executive Airport, and
a helicopter shuttle will
offer flights there for
less than $100.

NBAA returns to Las Vegas with new home
by Kerry Lynch
As NBAA-BACE returns as an in-person
event this week, it occupies a new home
at the Las Vegas Convention Center’s
recently opened West Hall. It also has
health and safety protocols that include
mandatory Covid-19 vaccinations and a
new hybrid approach to reach attendees
on-site, as well as remotely.
At the same time, the show is bringing
back numerous familiar features. The
nearly sold-out exhibit floor will host
many of the major well known exhibitors, with the exception of Gulfstream
Aerospace and a few others. There will
also be a static display at Henderson
Executive Airport, dozens of educational
sessions, keynote general sessions, and
major product announcements, in addition to the traditional Corporate Angel
Network reception and fundraising event
on Wednesday evening.
Leading up to the show, NBAA senior
v-p of events Chris Strong estimated
that the convention would draw 18,000
to 20,000 attendees and 750 exhibitors,
about 100 of which are displaying for
the first time, including some advanced
air mobility manufacturers. While those
numbers would represent a decline from
the typical 25,000 attendees and 1,000
exhibitors, Strong noted that those are
still “some very big numbers” that would
make NBAA-BACE one of the largest
shows that has occurred in Las Vegas in
the last two years.
He reiterated during a recent webinar
for attendees that the convention is “a
big event for us” and that the association
is enthusiastic about having the ability to
demonstrate how the industry and trade
shows are evolving.
While the past year has been difficult
with the Covid-19 protocols and canceled
events, Strong said NBAA learned a lot
during that time. “We took that year to
assess what worked…and what could help
us in the future.”
This includes working with experts
to develop protocols that would foster a
healthy environment for those on-site. “We
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need to make sure that this is a safe show
and a very successful show,” Strong said.
NBAA is requiring attendees, before
they enter the convention center, to
provide proof of Covid vaccination. It
retained the services of Clear to use an
app that enables people to upload and
show such proof, but Strong added that
attendees can simply bring their vaccination card and photo identification.
The vaccine mandate, while drawing
some expected opposition, was something
the association worked out in concert
with the Nevada governor’s office and the
Las Vegas Convention Center. It follows
an approach taken by other major events,
such as Las Vegas Raiders football games.
Strong conceded this was an approach
that NBAA adopted because the use of
masks, while doable, isn’t optimal for the
convention and changes the nature of the
event. Masks are now optional but would
be required in the absence of a vaccination rule because of Las Vegas regulations.
Covid precautions aside, the other
major change introduced with this year’s
show is the moving of the convention into
the new $980 million West Hall expansion, which is across the street from the
traditional show site.

Expanded Hall

The West Hall expansion added 1.4 million sq ft of convention space, including
600,000 sq ft of exhibit floor space that
will enable the entire event to be housed
in a single hall. Previously, NBAA exhibitors had been split between the North
and Central Halls at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
Notably, the West Hall includes
328,000 sq ft of column-free exhibit
space, an important factor for exhibitors,
along with 14,000 sq ft of outdoor terrace
space with views of the Las Vegas strip
and 15,000 sq ft of meeting room space.
As in past years in Las Vegas, the NBAABACE static display will be at Henderson Executive Airport, 15 miles south of
the convention center site. But options
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Illegal charter reports
spike as market heats up
by Kerry Lynch
The number of reports received by the
illegal-charter hotline has jumped 40 percent this year as more people have turned
to private flying for the first time, according to industry executives. This jump
has caused these executives to become
even more concerned that passengers
are unaware of who is transporting them
and to stress that this makes the need
for education on illegal charter all the
more important.

Ryan
Waguespack,
senior v-p,
NATA

aboard aircraft. “We try to educate them
about the potential for becoming victims.”
Waguespack said attitudes toward
using private travel have shifted. “Private
travel has historically been viewed as a
luxury and now it’s being viewed more
as an essential method,” he said. “And
so, we’re seeing a tremendous uptick in
new entrants into the charter market and
into the aircraft ownership market, which
just continues to drive the need for true
education on what you can and cannot do
moving forward.”
Complicating matters are resources
and the complexities of meeting with
people during the Covid-19 pandemic,
Waguespack said. The industry needs to
be aware of how the trends are affecting activities and continue to spread the
messages “even during these challenging times.”
Norton added that the big concern is
“the flying public has no clue to ask the
questions. We need to connect with a
whole different story.”

“It’s crazy right now with the amount
of activity we’ve seen,” said National
Air Transportation Association (NATA)
senior v-p Ryan Waguespack, who has
been working with the FAA and industry
on the effort to combat illegal charter.
Noting the turnaround of the charter market with new entrants and the lighter end
picking up, Waguespack added that “now
David
more than ever, we’ve got to continue to
Hernandez,
keep the pedal down and keep reaching
shareholder,
into the market and educating.”
Vedder Price
NATA has returned to the road to continue its educational campaign, hosting
workshops throughout the U.S. that proHernandez cited cases of people who
vide a venue for local operators, airport just want to get to a family or other perofficials, and other interested parties to sonal event and have a sense of urgency.
learn about what constitutes illegal char- “They say, ‘I want to do it as soon as poster and how to combat it. Joining in this sible, but I’m afraid of flying commercial’
effort are FAA officials and key industry or ‘I don’t want to do that.’ Those are the
experts, including David Hernandez, a ones that are being victimized by unscrushareholder at the law firm Vedder Price pulous actors in the industry.”
and vice-chair of NBAA’s Tax Committee,
Waguespack praised the collaboration
and David Norton, a partner at Shack- with the FAA on the effort. “Like all induselford, Bowen, McKinley & Norton who
tries and all segments, we’re challenged
joins Hernandez on NBAA’s Regula- with resources. So, we’re working together
and collaborating,” he said. Plans call for
tory Issues Advisory Group. Workshop
locations are spanning from the East to developing educational videos from the
West Coast, along with the Midwest and
presentations to focus on various aspects
the Southwest.
of illegal charter, he said.
Both Norton and Hernandez also noted
This is important because as people
the collaboration with NBAA and NATA call in tips to the hotline, they often don’t
on the issue and say NBAA-BACE pro- “understand how to articulate what really
vides a good forum to discuss these issues is going on,” Waguespack said. “They just
as well. “There’s a lot of really big inter- have a sense that they’ve lost a customer
action between the two associations…So to a particular aircraft that doesn’t seem
that’s been awesome,” Norton said.
to be on a certificate.” But they don’t know
Hernandez, who was moderating a how to take that further with specifics.
panel on compliance and leasing strateFor its part, the FAA has stepped up
gies at NBAA’s Tax, Regulatory, and Risk enforcement. Hernandez noted that
Management Conference on the eve of since January 2020, the FAA has pubBACE, added that the convention draws licly announced some $13 million in civil
a lot of operators as well as those that fly penalties, along with certificate actions
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against three carriers. “I think we were
just seeing the tip of the iceberg. This is
going to increase exponentially because it
is so rampant,” he said. “There are a lot of
people trying to squeeze more and more
money out of the system. When you have
a frenzied demand, you’re going to have
people out there that just don’t care about
regulatory compliance.”
The FAA is trying to do its job and
keep up, Hernandez said, adding that the
amount of recent enforcement activity in
the charter market was virtually unheard
of a decade ago. But the problem is so pervasive that “industry needs to step up and
say, ‘we need to stop this,’” he noted.
Hernandez added that people who
skirt the rules “view it as speeding or
something insignificant” and ignore
the consequences.
Norton contended that the industry to
some extent has created a false sense of
security with its safety record, and people
have a lack of understanding of the pitfalls
of illegal charter. “We in the industry to
some extent created this problem,” he said.
“We have this incredibly safe air transportation system, and a lot of people don’t understand that there are multilayers to that.”
As an example, he pointed out the
differences between getting on board a
single-engine airplane versus a Boeing
737 operated by a major air carrier or a
Gulfstream G650 flown by a large charter operator.
The feedback Norton has received from
his presentations at the forums suggests “a
level of astonishment [among] the consuming public—[an attitude of] ‘Why should I
even care about this?’” He said operators
have been grappling with this and they see
it as a new problem. “The trouble is the public doesn’t really want to know about any of
that stuff. They just want to go someplace
and pay for it. And it takes a little bit of time
to sit down with them, explain why they
need to pay attention to that.”

careless. “We’ve had a couple of presentations, and you can see some of the folks in
the audience with very concerned looks on
their faces, hearing things that they hadn’t
really thought about or realized before,” he
said. Some of his clients similarly have been
surprised by all that’s involved, he added.
When people get involved with the
industry, he said, “what they’re really
primarily focused on is tax. That’s an
important thing to focus on, but it just
never occurs to them that there’s this
other federal agency that might actually have something to say about air
safety. You start talking about what the
FAA rules are, why they’re there, you get
this astonishment.”
Hernandez, on the other hand, also
contended that in some cases, there is
intentional noncompliance “whether it
falls into the criminal level or not.” He
cited enforcement cases involving executives who have been cited for illegal
charter activity on several occasions or
operators that use equipment that they
are not qualified to fly or that hire pilots
who are not qualified for charter activity.
“These certificate holders and carriers
are very sophisticated, operating all types
of aircraft, and they’re too knowledgeable
not to know the difference,” Hernandez
said. “Because if it was simply clueless,
you just ask the question, ‘Do I need an
air carrier certificate?’ If you are collecting money, it is a commercial operation.”
The repeat offenders—those that have
systemic, prolonged violations—are the
most serious cases. And Hernandez said
he believes it is more common than people realize. But while the FAA is trying to
ferret out those operations, its biggest
tool is civil enforcement rather than criminal charges.
“People don’t prosecute criminally
because one, that’s a lot more difficult.
It’s beyond a reasonable-doubt basis, a
preponderance of the evidence,” he said.
“You can get your pound of flesh by doing
just a civil penalty. But we’ll see one of
these accidents result in death. And then
you may see criminal prosecution.”
David Norton,
The FAA has handed out some hefty
penalties, including ones that are reachpartner,
ing into the millions. Hernandez said
Shackelford,
these cases typically involve operators
Bowen,
that have a history of activity, making a
McKinley &
statement that “you guys are bad actors
Norton
and we are going to whack you. We are
going to hurt you this time.”
Beyond the FAA, other agencies are
A second issue is pilots never think they
are going to crash. “So there are a lot of getting involved in investigating illegalpeople in the industry that participated in charter activity, Waguespack said. This
[illegal activity] and they just don’t see the includes the U.S. Customs and Border
big deal because they’re going to be safe.”
Protection (CBP). “They are getting
However, it is a little more difficult more engaged,” he said, adding that this
to discern whether the activity falls in is a natural evolution of the maturation of
the “clueless,” “careless,” or “criminal” data-sharing between agencies.
n
category—the three buckets that the
industry and the FAA have been trying to address through education and
stepped-up enforcement.
Norton noted that the criminal activiYO U R S O U R C E F O R AV I AT I O N N E W S
ties are the hardest to find but said there
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In August, Overair
revealed the
design for its fivepassenger Butterfly
eVTOL aircraft,
which uses its
patented Optimal
Speed Propulsion
system.

How the advanced air mobility
revolution is gaining momentum
by Charles Alcock
If bullish timelines presented by developers of new electric aircraft to their
financial backers turn out to be realistic,
residents of cities like Miami and Los
Angeles could be among the early adopters for a new mode of air transportation
commonly referred to as—and some
would say hyped—urban air mobility
(UAM) or advanced air mobility (AAM).
What most of the pioneers have in
mind are rapidly scaled-up networks of
air-taxi flights in and around cities and
also to connect communities in so-called
sub-regional services. These would be
operated with electric, or in some cases

hybrid-electric, eVTOL or eSTOL aircraft,
carrying between two and nine passengers. Freight operations are also set to
be part of an evolution, which in the longer term could also see a transition from
piloted to autonomous flights.
Ambitious, well-funded companies
such as Joby, Lilium, Volocopter, Archer,
EHang, Vertical Aerospace, and Embraer’s
Eve division appear to be ahead of a large
chasing pack in terms of prospects for
completing type certification and service
entry. Large cities such as Dallas, Singapore, Paris, Tokyo, Melbourne, Rio de
Janeiro, and São Paulo, as well as various

Airbus unveils plans for larger, fixed-wing eVTOL
Airbus unveiled a larger fixed-wing eVTOL
for the advanced air mobility market late last
month at the company’s sustainability summit
in Toulouse, France. Dubbed CityAirbus NextGen, the aircraft features a V-shaped tail and
eight sets of electric motors and propellers.
However, Airbus has not officially said what
it’s doing next with eVTOLs.
An engineering team led by Airbus Helicopters is working on the detailed design for
the model, with the aim of achieving a first

flight with a prototype in 2023, en route to
type certification in 2025. It will carry up to
four passengers on flights of up to 80 km (50
miles) and at speeds of 120 km/h (75 mph).
“We are on a quest to co-create an entirely
new market that sustainably integrates urban
air mobility into the cities while addressing
environmental and social concerns,” said Airbus Helicopters CEO Bruno Even. He acknowledged that the real challenges are wide,
spanning urban integration, public acceptance,

The CityAirbus NextGen eVTOL is expected to achieve first flight in 2023 and type
certification in 2025, with capability of carrying four passengers up to 50 miles.
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communities in the UK, are on the target
list for air-taxi markets.
What is somewhat striking about plans
announced so far is that many of the prospective eVTOL aircraft manufacturers
intend to operate the services themselves,
despite having essentially no track record
whatsoever in commercial operations.
Initially, the prospect of selling new aircraft to existing business aviation service
providers, including helicopter operators
and scheduled airlines, do not seem to
have been part of the core AAM business
model, although lately that approach
seems to be shifting.

and automated air traffic management, as well
as vehicle technology and business models.
“We build on all of the capabilities to deliver a
safe, sustainable, and fully integrated service
to society,” Even noted.
Because of the urban mission, low noise
levels are essential. CityAirbus’s design
calls for sound levels below 65 dB(A) during
flyover and below 70 dB(A) during landing.
Airbus said the design is optimized for efficiency in hover and cruise flight, without
having any moving surfaces or tilting parts
to handle this transition.
Airbus intends to certify the CityAirbus
NextGen under EASA’s Special ConditionsVTOL rules. Germany-based start-ups Lilium
and Volocopter are seeking type certification on the same basis and hope to achieve
this by 2024.
Even said that Airbus has learned a lot
from flight trials and development work with
the single-seat Vahana and two-seat CityAirbus technology demonstrators. The latter
was exhibited at the summit in Toulouse.
“The CityAirbus NextGen combines the best

In fact, some of the new AAM breed
have made the trip this week to Las Vegas
for NBAA-BACE, signaling an intent to partner with the mainstream business aviation
sector. Also among this year’s exhibitors are
companies already contributing technology
and services to the new aircraft, including
engine makers Rolls-Royce (Booth 1833)
and GE Aviation (Booth 931), aircraft systems and avionics groups Collins Aerospace
(Booth 635), Honeywell (Booth 2901), and
Kearfott (Booth 2219), as well as training
provider CAE (Booth 1501).
However, just five eVTOL aircraft
developers are present at the show, touting their varying designs. This is out of
more than 200 companies, many of them
startups, that are at various stages of
developing new aircraft.
While the main feature of the Airbus
exhibit (Booth 1902) is its family of airliner-class corporate jets, the European
group also as an eVTOL in its plans. It
has previously flown and evaluated a
single-seat technology demonstrator
called the Vahana, and this year is completing work on a larger demonstrator
called CityAirbus.
On September 21, Airbus unveiled a
design for a four-passenger model called
CityAirbus NextGen that it intends to
have ready for entry into service in 2025.
This fixed-wing model features eight sets
of electric motors and propellers and
V-shaped tail. It is expected to have a
range of around 50 miles and speeds of
up to 75 mph (see sidebar).
Some analysts see Airbus and its rival
Boeing as the dark horses in the crowded
AAM space, where startups are making all
the noise as they scramble for investors’
cash. The established airframers could
well be working on plans in stealth mode
and are perhaps not in such a frantic
continues on page 52

from both worlds with the new architecture,
striking the right balance between hover
and forward flight,” he said.
The Vahana and CityAirbus demonstrators have jointly undergone 242 flight and
ground tests and have flown around 1,000
km in total. Furthermore, Airbus has used
extensive subscale flight testing and wind
tunnel campaigns and has leveraged its
computing and modeling power.
First test flights for the CityAirbus NextGen prototype will take place in Paris and
Munich, though Airbus executives insisted
the test program will move beyond its two
home markets of France and Germany. “This
is a global exercise,” stressed Balkiz Sarihan,
head of urban air mobility strategy, execution, and partnerships at Airbus.
The September 21 announcement
cleared the perception among some
observers that Airbus’s enthusiasm for the
eVTOL market had waned. In the past year
or so, much of the emphasis for its work on
sustainable aviation has focused on plans
for hydrogen-powered airliners.
C.B.
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Falcon
6X flying
towards
service entry
next year
by Matt Thurber
Dassault’s next business jet to enter
service will be the twin-engine 6X, on
track for certification and first delivery
next year. The third flight-test aircraft,
equipped with a full interior, made its
first flight on June 24. A fourth and final
flight-test 6X will have a production interior and be used for a two-month-long
global endurance test.
The large-cabin 6X picks up where the
now-canceled 5X left off, taking on the job
of meeting the need for a new widebody
twinjet after the 5X’s planned Snecma
Silvercrest engine suffered development
problems (the reason for the 5X’s cancellation). Compared to the 5X, the 6X, with
a cabin 20 inches longer, weighs more
and is powered by Pratt & Whitney PurePower PW812D engines. The added length
enables the 6X to keep the unique skylight
in the galley area but also the airframe’s
30 larger windows as well as adding more
room in the forward galley or crew rest
area or more space in the aft lounge.
Notably, the 6X’s cabin features the
largest cross-section dimensions of a
purpose-built business jet—Dassault calls
it an “ultra widebody”—with a height of
78 inches (1.98 meters) and width of 102
inches. By comparison, the flagships of
competitors Bombardier (Global 7500)
and Gulfstream (G700) have smaller
cabin dimensions, although they are much
longer. The Global 7500 cabin measures 74
inches high and 96 inches wide. The G700
cabin is 75 inches high and 98 inches wide.
Baggage is accommodated in a 155-cu-ft
compartment inside the pressure vessel,
plus there is another unpressurized compartment of 76 cu ft. Up to 16 passengers
can fly on the 6X in three lounge areas. With
the increased cabin width, the aisle is five
inches wider than earlier Falcon models.
The 6X carries more fuel than was
planned for the 5X and thus can achieve a
maximum range of 5,500 nm at Mach 0.80
or 5,100 nm at Mach 0.85 with eight passengers and three crew. One significant
difference is that the 6X is Dassault’s first
business jet with a nitrogen-based fuel
pressurization system to lower the risk
of fuel tank ignition, although earlier Falcons do have pressurized fuel tanks.
The 6X’s maximum operating Mach
number is Mach 0.90 and maximum altitude is 51,000 feet. Powered back to Mach
0.85, the 6X can link Los Angeles and
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London, New York and Moscow, or Paris
and Beijing while maintaining a 3,900foot cabin altitude at FL410.
Maximum landing weight is 85 percent
of the 77,460-pound mtow, making possible short flights followed by longer unrefueled legs. Takeoff distance at sea level
and mtow is 5,480 feet. Approach speed
at typical landing weights (eight passengers and three crew) is a low 109 kias, and
coupled with steep approach capability
to 6 degrees, landing can be safely done
at smaller airports such as London City,
Lugano, and Saint-Tropez.
A feature that facilitates short-field performance is the fly-by-wire flight control
system’s use of electrically driven flaps
and flaperons. The flaperons act as both
flaps (increasing lift) and ailerons (roll
control) and are a first for a business
jet. With the control surfaces working
in tandem, lift-over-drag augmentation
improves steep approach visibility, control, and comfort. The 6X’s wing is
updated with new structural architecture and a curved trailing edge, adding
to the buffet margin and lift/drag ratio to

lower the impact of turbulence, according
to Dassault.
Nosewheel steering is integrated into
the fly-by-wire flight control system “for
safer runway handling in strong crosswinds or on wet runways.”
The Pratt & Whitney PurePower
PW812D (“D” for Dassault) engines that
power the 6X each deliver 13,500 pounds
thrust. The PW812D has a 44-inch single-piece fan and 4.5:1 to 5:1 bypass ratio
and features the low-emissions Talon X
combustor. Specific fuel consumption of
PW800s is some 10 percent less than that
of current in-service engines, according
to Pratt & Whitney.
In a departure from previous designs,
Dassault elected to source the nacelle
design, integration, and production from
Pratt & Whitney sister company Collins
Aerospace (formerly UTC Aerospace Systems) instead of developing a proprietary
system or working with the engine OEM to
deliver the nacelle along with the engine.
On the 6X flight deck, pilots will manage the jet with the latest version of the
Honeywell Epic-based EASy III avionics,

which also features four 14.1-inch displays, Honeywell’s IntuVue RDR-4000
radar, and the FalconEye head-up display
with combined vision system (overlaid
synthetic vision and enhanced vision
system imagery). FalconEye is standard
in the 6X and was developed with Elbit
Systems. Dassault expects to receive
operational credit approval for use of
FalconEye’s enhanced vision system for
instrument approaches to 100-foot minimums in the 6X.
FalconSphere II electronic flight bags are
mounted in the console. Updated processors and displays make the EASy III avionics
power up and down faster than ever.
The widebody cabin extends into the
flight deck, giving pilots more headroom
and 30 percent more window space and
allowing entry and egress to the front seats
without having to climb over the center console. Pilot seats also recline to 130 degrees.
Following the flight of the third 6X,
Dassault Aviation chairman and CEO
Eric Trappier said, “This latest flight is
yet another sign of the smooth progress
continues on page 53

With a cabin 102 inches wide and 78 inches high, the Falcon 6X gives designers many options for completing the spacious interior.
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JSfirm unveils database match feature
by Mark Huber
Aviation job website JSfirm has developed said. “In the past, you could throw a job
a database-match feature that makes it far up [on an online job board], sit on your
easier to view the records of FAA-licensed hands, and wait for applications to come
airmen, dispatchers, mechanics, and in. Now you have to be more proactive,”
drone pilots. “We developed a program
using physical mailers generated by the
to make the FAA database searchable at database. “People aren’t applying for jobs
the JSfirm website—because right now like they were. At companies it went from
when you go to the FAA website you have ‘no, we are not hiring’ during the panto know the person’s first and last names,” demic last year to, ‘you have to help us,
said Abbey Hutter, the company’s execu- we need 150 pilots in the next six months.’
tive director.
Now everybody is hiring and fighting for
The new feature allows customers to
the same people.
search the FAA database by city, state,
“We looked at the number of people the
distance, and phone numbers for fast major airlines are looking to hire over the
and targeted recruiting via phone, email, next six months,” Hutter continued. “It’s
and postal mail. Hutter said these capa- crazy numbers. Right now airlines are cutbilities are particularly timely given ting capacity because they don’t have the
the current aviation hiring frenzy in staff, the crews. So even the regionals are
which employers are offering a variety offering big bonuses.”
of inducements, including large signing
Those include $80,000 in retention
bonuses, and will allow employers to
payments per pilot, higher base wages,
compress the search process and generate faster wage increases, $2,000 referral
faster communications.
bonuses, and a guaranteed 15 days off per
month and 35 vacation days at Endeavor
Air; signing bonuses of $15,000, retention bonuses of $180,000, and $10,000
referral payments at Piedmont Airlines;
sign-on bonuses of $20,000 at Mesa Airlines; and a $5,000 sign-on bonus and perdiem increase at Air Wisconsin.
CommutAir is offering an $18,000
sign-on bonus for captains. Envoy has
pledged new hires a $15,000 bonus, starting
pay at more than $50 per hour, and retention bonus payments of up to $150,000.
PSA Airlines is touting new-hire bonuses of
$15,000, CRJ type rating bonuses of $7,500,
starting pay of $51.55 per hour, and retention
bonuses totaling $150,000 while Horizon
Air is offering ATP students $11,000 tuition
reimbursement and a company performance bonus of $5,860.
At the majors, Southwest is looking
for 120 new pilots for classes beginning
in December; and American is seeking to
add 350 pilots this year and 1,000 next
year while current pilots are planning to
picket in protest of overwork and lack of
crew hotel rooms. United plans to add
10,000 pilots by the end of the decade and
JSfirm executive director Abbey Hutter warns
25,000 employees overall by 2026.
Meanwhile, Delta Air Lines plans to
companies to be proactive when hiring.
add more than 1,000 pilots by summer
These new capabilities also comple- 2022 at a clip beginning at 150 per month
ment JSfirm’s resume alert service. “If now and 200 per month beginning in
somebody has an active job on our web- January. Alaska Airlines is bumping its
site, we’re going to generate a resume
starting wage by 16 percent and will raise
alert for them,” Hutter said. “So not only the wages of all employees who have
are [employers] going to get the people been with the company for two years or
that are finding the job and applying for more by 25 percent. Hawaiian plans to
it, but they’re going to get an email every fill 400 positions and offer $2,000 signmorning or anytime there’s a new resume ing bonuses.
that matches that job. It allows you to
While the hiring market is rarified, Hutlook at those people, know their require- ter said it has yet to recover to December
ments, and reach out. It’s kind of like a 2019 levels, before the pandemic began
virtual recruiter. You don’t have to worry weighing down the economy, but it has
about searching the database every day.”
returned to about 85 percent of that activThe current hiring environment means ity in her opinion. “December 2019 and
employers need to be proactive, Hutter January 2020 were the best times ever,

MARIANO ROSALES

If somebody
has an active job
on our website, we’re
going to generate a
resume alert for them.”
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but right now the market is getting better
every month,” she said.
“The more a company advertises with
us, the faster they are going to get that
[employment] need filled,” Hutter
claimed, pointing out that the company
partners with other aviation websites,
including the Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Association (AOPA), to publicize jobs.
In this environment, it is important that
employers maintain their presence on job
boards, even after a particular opening is
filled. “It’s kind of like [the results in a]

Google [search],” Hutter said. “You want
to build rankings and stay near the top.
There’s added value in just being seen.”
But Hutter stressed that JSfirm is a
tool for—rather than the replacement
for—a strong in-house human resources
department. “Sending a company hundreds of applications is going to do no
good if the company doesn’t have a
recruiting team and staffing department
to review them,” Hutter said. “While we
review new resumes to ensure they are
industry-relevant as opposed to someone who is working at Waffle House, it is
up to the client” to ensure the applicant
is a good fit. “We are a billboard on the
side of the highway,” she added. “We are
advertising.”
n

Rosen Aviation’s 4K OLED displays are growing larger, with sizes up to 55 inches
available and weighing just 26 pounds, half the weight of current-generation displays.

Rosen adds larger OLED displays
Rosen Aviation is adding larger 4K OLED
displays to its line of business jet cabin
products and also recently signed a partnership agreement with audio-solution
provider Devialet.
Paris, France-based Devialet and
Rosen are collaborating on the development of integrated audio, video, and cabin
interface solutions “that are completely
unique to aircraft interiors.” Patented technologies developed by Devialet include
analog-digital hybrid and speaker active
matching, and these give aircraft owners the option of adding high-resolution
acoustics, including the company’s Phantom wireless speaker systems.
Plans call for Rosen and Devialet to
offer both companies’ technologies for
business and VVIP jets and upcoming
eVTOL aircraft.
“This partnership represents a new exhilarating adventure for Devialet,” said Alexandre Kreuz, Devialet executive v-p of licensing
and industrial partnership, “not only elevating the overall passenger experience but
on a deeper level that shows the intrinsic
value of partnering with best-in-class technology and thought leaders like Rosen. We
are eager to work together, learn from one
another, and ultimately deliver experiences
not possible anywhere else.”
“There are many synergies between
[Rosen and Devialet] that lead me to

believe some of our most successful
years are right in front of us,” said Lee
Clark, senior v-p of strategy at Rosen
Aviation. “Together, we will bring a high
degree of strengths to one another, such
as our specialized knowledge of aircraft
certification and extensive understanding
of the cabin environment.”
In the display lineup, Rosen’s new 4K
OLED products range in size from singledigits to 55 inches and larger, providing
a vastly improved viewing experience at
half the weight of current-generation cabin
displays, according to the company. With
power units and other components, Rosen’s 55-inch OLED display weighs just 26
pounds. Boasting wider viewing angles,
higher resolution, and better colors than
LED displays, the super-thin OLED panels
can also be made in curved formats to conform to a variety of surfaces, opening a host
of future applications throughout the cabin.
The large new displays are a result of a
partnership with LG, with the 48-inch and
55-inch displays introduced a few months
ago. The 22-, 27-, and 32-inch displays,
using Japan OLED screens, will follow
shortly, available to both aircraft manufacturers and the aftermarket.
Other screen sizes will be available on
demand. The same components are used
in all, so weight growth for larger screens
is only “incremental,” said Clark.
M.T.
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APS leverages VR to offer
virtual UPRT in your aircraft
by Stuart “Kipp” Lau
Loss of control in-flight (LOC-I) accidents
kill more people than any other type of aircraft accident. For decades it has been a
leading killer, and the threat continues to
persist on any flight at any time. During
an LOC-I event, pilots have only seconds
to precisely and properly recover from
an aircraft upset. When they don’t, these
accidents are nearly always fatal.
To effectively combat the LOC-I threat,
training organizations must use a variety
of tools to implement upset prevention
and recovery training (UPRT) programs.
For more than 25 years, Mesa, Arizonabased Aviation Performance Solutions
(APS, Booth 1267) has used a mix of academic, on-aircraft, and simulator training
to deliver UPRT programs to pilots from
all disciplines. Now, APS is using virtualreality technologies for the maximum
transference of UPRT skills to a customer’s specific aircraft type.
Over the years, APS has embraced technology and various teaching platforms to
develop and implement UPRT programs.
“APS is committed to helping pilots bring
everyone home safely,” said company
CEO Paul “B.J.” Ransbury. “Our maximum impact to accomplish this vision is
our full-time sole commitment to upset
prevention and recovery training to overcome loss of control in-flight. LOC-I is
responsible for nearly 50 percent of all
fatalities in aviation worldwide, with
UPRT being the most effective mitigation.
UPRT is all we do. APS has a diversity of
turnkey, highly effective LOC-I solutions
for all fixed-wing professional pilots from
general aviation to corporate to military
to major air carriers alike.”
Introduction of virtual-reality technology is the next step in providing a comprehensive UPRT solution to pilots. This
immersive approach to training allows
pilots to consolidate knowledge on
their own aircraft type following APS’s
integrated academic, on-aircraft, and
advanced simulator training.

“The industry has correctly embraced
integrated UPRT solutions as specified
by ICAO to include academic, on-aircraft
aerobatic, and advanced simulation
training,” said Ransbury. “APS has robust
industry-leading solutions at every stage
of integration, including type-specific air
carrier train-the-trainer programs on all
models of Boeing and Airbus [aircraft].
The integration of virtual-reality UPRT is
yet another layer of mitigation, transfer
of skill facilitation, and real-world applicability of training in just a few days, all at
our new headquarters facility.”
Since APS is dedicated solely to UPRT
and combating the LOC-I threat, it can
adapt its programs to ever-changing technologies and tools. APS v-p of training
Randy Brooks added, “The fact that all Part
142 and classic pilot licensing providers are
bound by the same regulations means that
their training all tends to look very much the
same. APS has the benefit of a blank canvas
when it comes to creating effective UPRT.
“Instead of asking, ‘What do the regulations tell us we have to do?’ at APS, we
ask, ‘What must pilots understand and
what skills must they possess to effectively
mitigate LOC-I?’ Because of this different
viewpoint, we train essential capabilities
missed by standard training providers. We
are free to use all of the tools or components at our disposal—academics, onaircraft training in multiple aircraft, flight
simulation, and now virtual reality—to
give pilots what they need: effective UPRT
that can save their life in the real world.”
As an example, APS utilizes various
training aircraft such as fully aerobatic
aircraft, both piston and jet, to maximize
the effectiveness of training. On-aircraft
training is a foundational component of
UPRT programs.
The ability to understand the forces
required to properly “load and unload” the
aircraft during an upset cannot be replicated in a full-flight simulator. “The Extra
300 and Marchetti S211 jet are very effective

Simulation allows pilots to experience upset training scenarios close to the ground.
training platforms for pilots to experience
and practice dealing with the various
human-factors challenges faced during real
aircraft upsets. These on-aircraft platforms
allow for a large margin of safety compared
to their aircraft and they address the ‘reality factor,’ which is missing in a simulator,”
said APS v-p of flight ops and standards
Clarke “Otter” McNeace.
“But once a pilot has developed his
core upset prevention and recovery
skill sets airborne, our advanced simulator—capable of modeling seven classes
of airplanes and mixed/virtual reality
devices—can allow for CRM practice
during low-altitude upsets in either class
or type-specific cockpit environments,”
he added.
A primary benefit of the virtual-reality
component of APS’s integrated UPRT
solution is the ability to directly transfer
core skills to the customer’s exact flight
deck. In addition to having a photorealistic model of the aircraft’s flight deck, the
software incorporates exacting aerodynamic modeling to mimic the handling
characteristics of the aircraft.
Other benefits include the ability to
replicate in-flight upset scenarios at low
altitudes and/or in instrument meteorological conditions. A unique feature of
APS’s virtual-reality solution is the ability
to visualize the aircraft externally during
an upset. This allows a great opportunity
for a conversation between the instructor
and student on topics such as lift vector
orientation, maneuvering room at low
altitude, and recovery strategies.

Author Stuart “Kipp” Lau (left), experiences
the virtual reality upset training in the
Aviation Performance Solutions simulator
while wearing a virtual reality headset,
allowing him to experience UPRT scenarios
in a much more realistic replica of the type
of aircraft he flies regularly.
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Typically, customers will add on a virtual-reality session at the end of their
training sessions. APS customers have
several options; most pilots spend three
days at an APS training center for initial
training and one to two days for recurrent.
The course begins with a facilitated
academic discussion on “all things related
to UPRT” and then completes the onaircraft portion, which covers four to five
flights. Initial training flights are in one of
APS’s Extra 300s with an option to substitute later flights in one of its Marchetti
S211 jets. This is a great tool to explore
upsets in a high-performance aircraft with
swept-wing aerodynamic characteristics.
Following in-aircraft training, students
can spend time in APS’s simulator, which
is configurable to be representative of a
turboprop, business jet, or airliner. The
simulator further validates the transferability of UPRT skills to a multi-crew
environment, which is key for crew coordination and to emphasize CRM skills.
Each element of APS’s integrated
approach to UPRT has its merits. For the
corporate/business aviation pilot, the FAA
doesn’t require modernized UPRT. Virtual
reality may be the only opportunity for
a business aircraft pilot to experience a
diversity of upsets in their own aircraft type.
“When you combine the human factors
and aerodynamic contributions of training in the airplane with the type-specific
or type-representative environment provided through virtual reality, you can
show pilots how the skills they learned in
an APS aircraft are transferable to the aircraft they fly,” said APS advanced instructor pilot Norman Dequier.” It really brings
home what the application of our strategy
would look like in their airplane.”
The stark reality of the LOC-I threat is
that it is nearly always fatal and can happen
in any flight phase, on any aircraft at any
time. Pilots have only seconds to recover.
Only through the repetition of UPRT
scenarios and recovery strategies, taught
by highly qualified instructors, can the pilot
have the confidence and skills to mitigate
the LOC-I threat, according to APS. Virtual
reality, combined with an already-robust
UPRT program, allows pilots to further
practice upset recovery procedures in a
familiar environment, providing pilots with
the skills to save lives, it concluded.
n
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BACE exhibitors highlight
leather and carpet options
by James Wynbrandt
You can’t get more high-touch than carpeting and leather in the business aircraft
cabin interiors arena, and there’s no better place to see the world’s greatest collection of these luxurious materials and
learn about their selection and care than
NBAA-BACE. Eager to reconnect after the
prolonged lockdown, exhibitors this year
are featuring new collections, new styles,
and a renewed sense of optimism as business aviation roars back to life.
Along with products showcasing each
of its brands, Scott Group Custom Carpets (Booth 1459) is introducing two collections this week in Las Vegas. Stripe, the
newest member of Scott’s Q6 collections
line, is a “sophisticated two-level neutral tone loop design” that can be made
to order in just six weeks, said Jennifer
Kirchgessner, director of design and product development. The “highly versatile”
Q6 line carpets are used by both OEM and
aftermarket customers, she said.

Scott Group Custom Carpets
The Grand Rapids, Michigan-based carpet maker is also debuting a collection of
hand-tufted designs inspired by classic geometrics, created in warm wood tones and
deep mineral-toned accents.
Scott team members can explain product
options that meet customers’ design, lead
time, and price point needs, from carpeting
“available as quickly as in two weeks, all the
way to our fully customizable, hand-tufted
bespoke designs,” Kirchgessner said.
For carpets that combine bespoke luxury and durability, “We recommend a
dense loop pile product,” she said. Other
elements to keep in mind in carpet design:
“Think about the blending of colors, and
hues and tones that complement the interior, while also hiding dirt and soiling.”
Regular vacuuming and maintenance
are also important for extending the life
of your carpet, she advised. “Our carpets
are typically replaced, not because they
are worn, but because the owner is updating the aircraft and wants to refresh the
look of the interior.”
Today, sustainability is influencing
carpet designers’ material choices and
their designs, colors, and patterns. Scott
has been working “with warmer neutrals
lately that are influenced by wood tones,”
Kirchgessner added. “Colors from nature
like mineral greens and clay reds used as
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But fine leather and carpet couldn’t find
cleanest hides in the world, in part due
to agricultural regulations that serve to
their way onto business aircraft without
improve the quality of farm products. expert trimming and sewing, which leads
The company also completes all dyeing, many top-tier providers to NC Carpet and
embossing, hand-applied applications, and Upholstery Sewing Machines (Booth
final color techniques at its factory, ensur- 3645). The North Carolina-based coming consistent, superior quality.
pany is showcasing an all-new product line,
For Hong Kong’s Tai Ping (Booth 2565), including “a monster addition” to its upholaccents continue to be popular. We like to NBAA-BACE’s return is “a joyful reunion, stery sewing machine line that’s “perfect
use and blend color in a way that is subtle, we collaborate with our customers so
for aircraft interiors,” CEO Mal Maher said.
but adds dimension to the carpet.”
much,” said Susie Parker, the bespoke carpet
NC Carpet offers sewing machines for
“Leather is a product that is best appre- maker’s senior aviation sales representative. every application, including “all styles to
ciated by touching, feeling, and even smell- “Technology has allowed us to continue the
accommodate sewing deep into material,
ing to show its beauty,” said Alison Martin design process from afar” during the pan- for twin-needle sewing jobs, and post-bed
at Townsend Leather(Booth 1325), a
demic, she said, “but we have missed the sewing machines for difficult sewing applithird-generation family manufacturer of visits and face-to-face interactions.”
cations, where maneuvering is paramount,”
upholstery hides and decorative leathers
During the lockdowns, “Our aviation said Maher. Ancillary products—including
used in premium aircraft interiors. “We
business actually did not see much of a carpet yarn, tapes, and cutting and shearhave missed the one-on-one conversations
slowdown, and once the mandates were
ing tools “to streamline any sewing workwe get to have with many industry partners lifted and the vaccine distributed, it’s been room”—are also being shown.
at trade shows, so we are extremely excited nonstop for all of our teams,” Parker said.
Added Maher, “We service what we sell,
to be exhibiting in person and see our longwe stock parts and supplies, and ship same
time industry friends and partners, and be
day.” The company has also launched a new
part of the NBAA-BACE show once again.”
podcast, featuring guest aircraft interiors
Townsend Leather kept busy during the
experts, called “NC Shop Talk,” Maher said.
pandemic, said Martin, the company’s sales
This will mark NC Carpet’s 20th straight
and marketing director, “increasing our
year exhibiting at BACE. “We know this year’s
capacity with the purchase of new machinshow is going to be a home run,” said Maher.
ery, and developing new products and ways
“Our family has been serving the aviation
to create beautiful leather.”
interiors community since the 1950s, from
Townsend’s newest collection, Stingray Tai Ping
the OEMs all the way down to mom and pop
Serenade (a product also known as shaupholstery shops.” And at this year’s edition,
green), is inspired by marine life and offered
As per its BACE tradition, Tai Ping is “We have roughly 40 to 50 exhibitors who are
in an updated palette of seven colors rang- debuting new designs at its display. “Prod- also clients, including Duncan Aviation and
ing from neutrals to red, green, and a smoky uct development is the lifeline to our Honda Aircraft,” said Maher. “Seeing them
blue. The small-scaled pattern can be used customers,” said Parker. Moreover, the
annually in a true family environment, along
anywhere from headboards and barstools company has “reinvented” its display this
with new clients, is tremendous.”
to headrests and armrests, and finished in year to feature one of the debuting designs—
Meanwhile, Carson, California-based
a matte, tone-on-tone tipping, or a metallic
the Atelier by Fang Collection, a new collab- Lonseal Flooring (2764) offers vinyl floortipping for added glimmer and shine.
oration with global fashion designer Fang ing material available in a wide range of
Samples showcasing Townsend’s new- Yang. “It’s couture fashion translated into designs for aircraft interiors, often featured
est capability, digital printed leather, are couture carpeting,” said Parker.
in high traffic and spill-prone areas includalso debuting. Using new high-precision
The Raw Collection, Taxonomy Edition ing cabin entryways, galleys, and lavatories.
machinery, the Johnstown, New York- is also featured. The fashion-forward carbased manufacturer can create stan- peting collections are complemented at
dard and unique ornamental pattern Tai Ping’s display by smaller, more focused
inserts through a combination of tech- capsules that highlight its offerings for the
nical stitching and pattern recognition. completions and refurbishment markets.
Some two dozen standard patterns from
Tai Ping offers more than 80 materials,
Townsend’s quilting program incorporat- including wool, silk, cashmere, flax, and
ing digitally printed leather are on display. cotton. Its standard pom box, or library of
in-stock yarns, contains 560 color choices,
Lonseal Flooring
and the company produces more than 2,000
unique colors annually. Trend-wise, “We
are seeing lighter tones specified including
“We don’t have anything new to add into
white, bone, sand, and almond. And greys our current aircraft collection, since Covid
seem to be a lasting trend,” Parker said. pretty much shut our factories down,” said
“Jewel tones are having a moment, with reds, company marketing manager Lace Greenegreens, and blues or sultry dark browns and Cordts, but the products still set the pace
blacks” the predominant color choices.
for reasons the company highlights: they
Townsend Leather
Long focused on sustainability of its
are aesthetically pleasing; easy to clean and
materials and processes, Tai Ping operates install; low to no VOC emissions; slip- and
Some of the full hides shown at the from a Green Label Plus-certified factory water-resistant; and durable. Additionally—
Townsend booth also sport digitally printed incorporating wastewater management, and critically for today’s market—Lonseal
designs, “to show the beautiful embossings
energy efficiency, and emissions-reduc- offers proprietary GreenMedic antimiwithout noticeable matchlines, quilted tion technology, supporting its dyeing, crobial vinyl flooring, and the material is
panel designs, and more,” said Martin.
manufacturing, and hand-tufting opera- already incorporated in the construction
New leathers from the Stacy Garcia for tions. Technological improvements not- of most of Lonseal’s aircraft sheet-vinyl
Townsend Leather collection are also on withstanding, “A team will always have floor products.
display, shown in five designs, with cus- their hands on the product, fine-tuning,
Floors with antimicrobial agents in their
tomization available.
shearing, sculpting, carving, and looking
formulation are better protected and defend
Martin noted that Townsend sources
over every square inch to ensure the qual- against a broader range of organisms than
all its raw material from Europe, which ity achieved is to our customer’s expecta- flooring treated with a top-layer antibacteproduces what many consider the largest, tions,” Parker said.
rial agent alone, according to Lonseal. n
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EBACE
May 23-25, 2022 | Geneva, Switzerland
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Regional Forum
February 2 | Opa-locka, FL
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NBAA-BACE
October 18-20, 2022 | Orlando, FL
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Leadership Conference
February 7-9 | Fort Worth, TX
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International Operators Conference
March 14-16 | Los Angeles, CA
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Maintenance Conference
May 3-5 | San Antonio, TX
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Regional Forum
June 22 | White Plains, NY

Complete agendas, exhibitor applications and registration
will be available online in the months preceding each event.
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Tax, Regulatory & Risk Management Conference
October 16-17 | Orlando, FL

Not only did the
aircraft prove its
speed and distance
capabilities but the
fully outfitted cabin is
also receiving rave
reviews with its
impressive size,
environment, quality,
and flexibility.”
— Gulfstream president Mark Burns

Gulfstream on schedule for delivery of
first ultra-long-range G700 next year
by Cathy Buyck
Executives at Gulfstream Aerospace are
noticeably pleased with the progress of
the company’s new flagship G700 program. Flight-test and certification efforts
for the Savannah, Georgia-based airframer’s ultra-long-range model are advancing as planned, and customer interest is
strong for the jet, which sells for around
$75 million.
“The order situation for the aircraft
is spectacular,” Gulfstream senior v-p
of worldwide sales Scott Neal told AIN
during a press briefing and tour of the
G700 last month at Paris Le Bourget.
Interest is global but particularly strong
in the U.S., and buyers consist of existing
Gulfstream customers, customers from
competitors, and first-time business jet
buyers, he said.
Neal remained tight-lipped about how
many fleet orders the G700 has collected
since Gulfstream launched the program amid much fanfare two years ago
at NBAA-BACE 2019 in Las Vegas, but
disclosed that “the next available delivery position is in 2025.” However, it did
reveal the launch customers at the October 2019 unveiling: Qatar Executive and
U.S. fractional share, lease, and jet card
provider Flexjet.
The Qatar Executive charter arm of
Qatar Airways is taking 10 G700s, while
Flexjet is adding 16 of them to supplement the G650ERs, G500s, and G450s
already in its fleet. Flexjet is the first
North American customer for the G700,
and Qatar Executive is the international
launch operator.
The G700 is slated for entry into service next year, with “delivery of the first
aircraft to Qatar Executive toward the
beginning of the fourth quarter,” Neal said.
Gulfstream is not exhibiting this week
at NBAA-BACE 2021 because the company earlier this year decided to forgo
participation in large international trade
shows and events owing primarily to
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health safety concerns for employees
and customers arising from the Covid-19
pandemic, Neal said. “It was a prudent
decision,” he explained. “Gulfstream will
go back to participating in industry events
when the Covid situation improves.”
Meanwhile, the airframer has opted to
introduce the jet in-person to customers. The initial stops in the recent international demonstration tour of the first
aircraft with a production interior were
Doha, Qatar, and Paris Le Bourget.
“These were the first international
flights for the G700, and it performed
exceptionally well,” noted Gulfstream
president Mark Burns. “Not only did the
aircraft prove its speed and distance capabilities but the fully outfitted cabin is also
receiving rave reviews with its impressive
size, environment, quality, and flexibility.”
Moreover, the G700 set the ultra-longrange model’s inaugural city-pair speed
records when it flew from its home base in
Savannah to Doha, on to Paris Le Bourget,
and back to Savannah. The fully outfitted
G700 production test aircraft—S/N 006
and registered as N706GD—left Savannah on August 27 for Doha, covering 6,711

nm at an average speed of Mach 0.88 in 13
hours and 16 minutes.
The aircraft then set another city-pair
record on August 31 from Doha to Paris,
flying 2,953 nm in six hours and 15 minutes at an average speed of Mach 0.90.
For the return flight, the jet cemented yet
another city-pair speed record, making
the transatlantic crossing in seven hours
and 59 minutes at an average cruise speed
of Mach 0.90. This flight broke a record
set by the Gulfstream IV in 1997 by exactly
30 minutes, according to the company.
‘Smooth’ Flight-test Program
In keeping with the OEM’s sustainabil- The flight-test program is going
ity commitment and the industry’s goal “immensely well” and the aircraft is perof net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, the
forming even better than expected “with
G700 burned a blend of sustainable avia- practically no squawks,” according to
tion fuel (SAF) on the Savannah to Doha Neal. Through the first half of this year,
flight and the flight from Le Bourget to
the program had amassed more than
Savannah, and Gulfstream also purchased 1,600 flight hours using five flight-test
carbon offsets for all three flights. During aircraft and one production test aircraft.
these flights, the G700’s Rolls-Royce Pearl
“One of the benefits we have in the
700 engines ran on a 30 pecent SAF blend G700 is that some of the technologies
sourced from Gulfstream’s Savannah- that we have incorporated—for instance,
based SAF supply—which is distributed the touchscreen Symmetry flight deck
by World Fuel Services and produced by and the data concentration network—
World Energy—and from FBO Jetex at Le have already been proven on the G500
Bourget, respectively. The SAF pumped
and G600,” he said. In addition, Neal
stressed, Gulfstream could keep its timeline because it was able to continue to
operate as a business during the pandemic.
“We have been very fortunate,” he
acknowledged, explaining that the General Dynamics subsidiary was considered
a piece of critical infrastructure in the
U.S. and management was very proactive
to ensure the supply chain was not disrupted by Covid.
The first production test aircraft is
equipped with a full interior and is
thus being used to validate every facet
of the cabin from a technical and comfort aspect. “We run more than 18,000
test points,” Gulfstream director of
completions for new product development Jonathan Ringham told AIN.

The spacious interior of the G700 is 56 feet 11 inches long and more than eight feet wide.
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by Jetex is produced from used cooking
oil by TotalEnergies in France.
Gulfstream’s agreement with World
Fuel Services is for the 30 percent SAF
blend at its Savannah headquarters fuel
farm, and it uses this blend whenever possible in the flight-test program. The business aircraft manufacturer told AIN that
it will “explore opportunities to incorporate higher-ratio fuels into its SAF supply
when these become more widely available
and feasible, and as blends like the 100
percent blend become certified for use.”
Turbine engines are currently approved
to run on up to a 50 percent SAF blend
but Rolls-Royce is working on 100 percent
usage. The UK company in February conducted its first tests on the new Pearl 700
powerplant operating on unblended SAF
at its facility in Dahlewitz, Germany.

continues on page 51
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Hadid, UAS see growth in
U.S., global charter market
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Flight-planning company and charter broker Hadid International Services business
development manager for the U.S. and Latin
America Jacqueline Simmons sees a bright
outlook for business aviation in the U.S. In
fact, the company’s three U.S. locations—
Miami, Houston, and Sacramento, California—are witnessing an increase in requests
thanks to a booming charter market.
“This year, our operations centers are
busier than they [were] even in months
prior to the pandemic,” Simmons told
AIN. “I don’t see a lull in the next quarter and it will continue into 2022; 2020
brought a tremendous increase in cargosupport requests.”
Conversations with industry colleagues
during the last year indicate that private
charter experienced a significant boom,

Jacqueline
Simmons,
Hadid business
development
manager,
U.S. and Latin
America

Individuals who
have never
experienced charters
did so in 2020, and it
may be difficult for
them to go back to
commercial airlines,
creating a demand for
larger and longerrange aircraft once
border restrictions
start to ease.”

she said. “Several operators are looking
to add to their fleet, upgrading or adding
larger, longer-range aircraft, and this was
quite surprising. Trying to find an aircraft
that would complement their fleet was
taxing. It goes along with the entire shift
in this industry.”
U.S. private charter saw a significant
increase in domestic flights in 2020, she
said. “Individuals who have never experienced charters did so in 2020, and it
may be difficult for them to go back to
commercial airlines, creating a demand
for larger and longer-range aircraft once
border restrictions start to ease.”
Simmons works with charter operators
large and small. “They are my clients and
sometimes I am theirs. We work closely
at accomplishing missions when needed.
We have had inquiries for a specific aircraft or a specific need. If a smaller aircraft is required, there are times when
all I can find are large jets or vice versa:
they are looking for a long-range jet and
all I can find is a small plane. That is
very frustrating.”
She said U.S. FBO standards remain
diverse. “The U.S. has thousands of airports, with over 100 international facilities.
I’ve been to several FBOs here in the U.S.
Some are very nice, others not,” she noted.
In the U.S., Florida, New York, Texas, and
California had the largest concentration
of international airports and, due to the
nature of Hadid’s business, it centered on
those locations, Simmons said.
“In addition, we look to some executive airports,” she added. “You can have
an executive airport and not necessarily be in a location you want to use. We
have several large international airports
in South Florida, including Miami, Fort
Lauderdale, Orlando, and a few others.
Florida also has a tremendous number of
executive airports.
“The U.S. is a large country,” Simmons
continued. “Most aviation is concentrated
continues on page 47
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IADA marks achievements
on 30th anniversary
by Jerry Siebenmark
Exhibiting for the first time in the NBAABACE convention hall, the International
Aircraft Dealers Association (IADA) is
marking its 30th year as an organization
that was originally founded as the National
Aircraft Resale Association (NARA). At the
time of NARA’s founding in 1991, there
were some people getting into the aircraft
sales business solely for the monetary gain
and lacking any ethics, said John Foster, a
NARA founding member and co-founder
of aircraft broker Ogarajets. “They were
giving us a bad reputation, and everyone
wanted to be done with them,” he added.
NARA would establish the foundations of what would become IADA, which
included inviting only companies with a
track record in aircraft sales and that had
“proven themselves to be good at what
they did,” said Foster. “They had the right
business ethics and they were the kind of
people we wanted to do business with.”
Following the rebranding to IADA
(Booth 3564) in late 2018, the organization has made strides in trying to improve

John Foster,
co-founder,
Ogarajets.
the aircraft sales industry by developing
the first accreditation program for aircraft
dealers, administered by consultancy
Joseph Allan LLC. That was followed by
a certified broker program for individual
sales associates of a certified dealer.
IADA-accredited dealers, currently totaling 47, are subject to reaccreditation every
three years. The reaccreditation requires
them to file annual reports to demonstrate
they continue to meet accreditation standards, as well as to complete annual ethics
and compliance training and carry a minimum of $1 million in liability insurance.

As a follow-on to the dealer accreditation,
One key thing the AircraftExchange site
IADA created a broker certification pro- prevents is “phantom listings,” he said,
gram for an accredited dealer’s individual which are listings of aircraft that really
sales associates. Under that program, bro- aren’t for sale. Instead, they are listings
kers sit for and pass an initial 100-question created to generate sales leads. That was
exam developed by Joseph Allan. Like the “one of the complaints we constantly heard”
accredited dealers they work for, certified
about aircraft sales websites, Starling said,
brokers also must adhere to the organi- adding that every airplane listed on the
zation’s 14-point code of ethics and are AircraftExchange site is independently
required to complete five continuing edu- verified for sale, including by serial number.
cation credits a year. IADA also established
Since the launch of AircraftExchange in
an internal inquiry process for grievances February 2019, the website has grown to
with its brokers or dealers that is managed more than 25,000 users who visit monthly.
by the group’s board of directors.
The time users spend on the website conIn addition to dealers, IADA also cre- tinues to increase as does the number of
ated a verified member program for busi- pages they visit, according to IADA director
ness aircraft OEMs and companies that of operations Erika Ingle. “It has become a
provide services to business aviation and really valuable tool for us to publicize our
aircraft sales, such as escrow, legal, finan- dealers, their aircraft, and then the full netcial, maintenance, and refurbishment. That work of our membership,” she added.
group comprises seven airframers and 67
During IADA’s most recent growth
service and equipment providers. In all, spurt, it also created the IADA Foundation,
IADA’s membership totals 121 dealers, air- a nonprofit arm that, among other charitacraft OEMs, and business aviation service ble causes, provides scholarships to underand equipment providers.
graduate and graduate students pursuing a
Taking the organization’s work a step career in business aviation. And in keeping
further, IADA also created the AircraftEx- with its requirements for broker recertifichange website, which allows accredited cation, it has created IADA U, an online
dealers and certified brokers to post their continuing education program.
listings of aircraft that are for sale. IADA
“We’ve done all of this within the past
executive director Wayne Starling said
three and a half years, so we’ve been busy
the website “brings more transparency and it’s really going very well,” Starling
to aircraft transactions.”
said. “We’re really pleased with it.”
n
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continued from page 45

in the east and the west coasts.
The central U.S. states, like Wyoming, Idaho, and others, don’t
have a large aviation community,
although it is expanding.”
She said Latin America and
the Caribbean figure high on her
agenda. “Right now, I’m working
on two projects in Latin America, to be able to provide better
services for our clients and easier
access to Latin America. Of course,
last year slowed things down, and
we’re just now picking up where
we left off. More to come in 2022.”
Simmons singled out Brazil,
Colombia, and Mexico, as the
countries of most interest to
Hadid, as they showed strong
economic recovery and opportunities for industry growth as the
pandemic began to subside.
While Dubai-based Hadid was
a pioneer in Africa, it remains the
most challenging continent, she
said. “We have clients that have
many missions to Africa—that is
their bread and butter—and others that only have periodic flights
into the continent. It’s busy supporting these trips. We have established strong relationships with
local governments that enable us
to be effective in this region and
our customers appreciate our abilities. Being a solution-based company, we can facilitate all aspects
of flights from start to finish.”

prove that it is far more cost-effective than
previously thought and I’ve no doubt that this
high demand will continue to grow steadily.”
The UAS China team was extremely busy
during Covid-19 and highlighted issues for
international operators that were unfamiliar with China’s operations and regulations.
“There were many hidden challenges to
operators in Greater China throughout the
pandemic,” Husary said.

“One example was the need for Chinese had created a surge in demand from operaCivil Aviation Regulations Part 129 (CCAR-129), tors attempting to gain CCAR-129 approval—
which ensures frequent operators to China
and many operators were not even aware
are complying with Civil Aviation Administra- that this was necessary for them to contion of China (CAAC) operational and safety tinue operations.
standards and requirements. Without CCAR“UAS China shared this operational
129 approval, foreign operators are allowed to
insight through the UAS blog,” Husary said,
operate only 10 flights in China in a year.”
“to ensure that operators understood this,
The UAS China team noticed that the
and so operations could continue without
increase in cargo flights to and from China impediment.”
n
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Significant Increase
in Private Jet Demand

The head of another important
Middle East-based flight-support
concern agrees that business
aviation is gaining in popularity.
Mohammed Husary, co-owner,
founder, and executive president
of UAS International Trip Support,
said demand for private jets is rising and predicted it will continue
to exceed pre-pandemic levels.
“Demand for private jets has
increased significantly in the past
few months as we emerge from
the international travel restrictions caused by the pandemic,” he
said. “This demand for business
jet travel is undoubtedly a reflection of the great benefits of private
flight that people have seen proof
of over the past two years.”
It was because of the agility of
business aviation operations that
so many repatriations and evacuations transported people to their
home countries during some of
the darkest days of the pandemic,
Husary said.
“It also facilitated the transport
of emergency and medical cargo
to countries all over the globe,” he
added. “The rapid recovery and rise
in demand for private jet travel also
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MATT THURBER

Opener’s singleseat piloted
BlackFly eVTOL
aircraft made its
first public flying
debut during the
afternoon flight
demonstrations
at this year’s EAA
AirVenture Oshkosh
show, which
resumed in-person
attendance in 2021.

After pandemic, airshows
return with a bounce
by Mark Huber
Some airshows in 2021 have been canceled.
Others have been scaled back. In Chicago,
the annual lakefront Air & Water show there
in August was “re-imagined”—in the words
of Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s office—meaning
that every act except the Navy’s Blue Angels
was eliminated. Nevertheless, healthy
crowds headed to the city’s beaches to view
the military jet team. While, near shore, a
thick line of pleasure boats gathered from
the notorious “Play Pen” area off Oak Street
Beach all the way north to Belmont Harbor,
some 3.6 miles away.
But Chicago’s reticence—the city had
originally planned to scrap its 2021 airshow altogether—is proving the exception
to the rule. After a dismal 2020 brought
on by Covid-19 cancellations, airshows
are back and in full vigor. Post-pandemic
airshows are recording some of their best
attendance records in years, according to
John Cudahy, executive director of the
International Council of Air Shows.
Perhaps the best example was this
year’s annual EAA AirVenture in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Canceled last year due
to the pandemic, this summer’s show
drew 608,000—its third-best attendance
record ever. And those numbers would
have undoubtedly been higher had Wisconsin’s Fox Valley not been lashed with
particularly destructive thunderstorms in
the middle of the week-long show.
“In the context of Oshkosh and outside
that context it has been a pretty encouraging summer,” Cudahy said. “Attendance is way up all over the place. Some
of that is people wanting to get out after
15 months of Covid restrictions but it
feels bigger than that. There was a show
over the July 4th weekend in Battle Creek,
Michigan. Even though they didn’t have a
jet team, they had more people than they
have ever had.
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“They broke all records—people, parking, food. In a year where your intuition
might suggest it would be a little bit light
it was the exact opposite,” Cudahy added,
citing record numbers at shows from
Moses Lake, Washington, to suburban
Nashville to Duluth, Minnesota, to Ocean
City, Maryland. The airshow in Kansas
City was sold out.
Things are looking up at the performer
level, too. While some performers may
ultimately hang up their wings given pandemic uncertainty, Cudahy has yet to hear
of anything official in that regard. Harvey
Meek of the Phillips 66 Aerostar demonstration team said the team is already

lining up bookings for 2022, much earlier
than expected even before Covid came on
the scene.
The Aerostars, who fly a trio of Extra
300s and flew just one show in 2020—a
drive-in show in Houston—will fly 70
percent of their usual number of airshows
in 2021 and are looking forward to a full
schedule next year. Meek said that compared to the shows the team flew in 2019,
crowds so far this year are “definitely
larger. People want to get out of the house
and return back to a normal life.”
The Aerostars have been together for
20 years and managed to keep their sponsorship through the pandemic. “Phillips
66 has been there with us all along. It is
not good times that measure a relationship, it’s the challenging times. We are
highly encouraged by that,” Meek said.
Cudahy concurs with Meek. “People
are eager to get back out again.” But he
thinks more than just Covid-induced
cabin fever is involved.

Falcon Jet owner/operator group formed
Dallas-based aviation entrepreneur Sean
Lynch has founded the Falcon Jet Owners and Operators Association as a way
for people flying Dassault business jets
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to exchange information and keep their
aircraft in service longer. Lynch owns
MRO-focused business aviation companies
Engine Assurance Program and Marklyn Jet

“I have come out of the pandemic with a
different perspective on how our business
impacts the public,” he said. “A lot of it
has to do with what happens when there
aren’t any shows. Without any show to
fly in last year the U.S. Navy Blue Angels
and the U.S. Air Force Thunderbirds and
other assets were used as morale boosters
for hospital workers and for other public
service workers. Civilian warbird pilots
got engaged to do the same thing.
“I was shocked at how much press they
got and the crowds they drew. The American public remains fascinated with aviation. Getting on an airliner is not the same
as watching an airplane fly in three dimensions. The last 18 months have reminded
me that is as true now as it was 50 years
ago. It says good things about our business
this year into next year,” Cudahy noted.
He also thinks the military has developed
a renewed appreciation of airshows as a
public relations tool with the larger public.
Cudahy said that military participation in
shows peaked in 2011 and after disappearing altogether in the wake of federal budget
sequestration in 2013—a move he called
“devastating to our industry”—came roaring back with enthusiasm beginning in 2014.
The reason? General officers told Cudahy
that, without airshows, they lost their ability to talk to the American people. “There
aren’t a lot of places that the Air Force, Navy,
and Marines get to go out and remind the
public why they pay their taxes to pay for
F-35 fighters and B-1 bombers,” Cudahy said.
While the airshow industry is buoyed by
this year’s bounce-back, longer-term concerns remain with regard to how to engage a
younger demographic, an issue that Cudahy
said is not specific to airshows. “We are trying to figure out how to get single people
and young families to come out. We’re looking at putting more experiential things on
the ramp to get people participating more
as opposed to just watching.”
n

Spares and is also the current president of
the Love Field Pilots Association.
“Our objective is to provide a way for members of the Falcon Jet community to talk to
each other, both in person and online,” said
Lynch. “I’ve heard so many operators say that
they would like an additional forum that is
owner- and operator-centric for sharing stories and comparing notes. We’re giving it to
them. Our first step is to track the most pressing topics of interest, so we’re beginning by
polling the owner/operator community.”
He added that the new organization
plans to work in collaboration with Dassault Falcon and is not meant to be a
replacement for factory technical or troubleshooting support. Lynch said he eventually plans to hold gatherings at larger
events such as regional forums and conventions and ultimately hopes to organize
its own destination event with fly-ins, a
static display, breakout sessions, and
sponsor exhibits.
C.T.

Pilatus has added a long list of new features to the PC-24’s flight deck, including a nowstandard touchscreen controller, automatic pitch and roll protection, autothrottle under- and
overspeed protection, automatic yaw trim, and a “pilot-defined” visual approach function.

Pilatus refines PC-24 with
new cabin, avionics
by Chad Trautvetter
Pilatus PC-24s coming off the production line are now sporting new cabin and
avionics features as a result of customer
feedback. The added features, announced
by Pilatus Aircraft (Static A401) in late
July, are also available for retrofit in
“many” in-service PC-24s, the Swiss aircraft manufacturer said.
Inside the cabin, new lie-flat seats
provide more comfort, more intuitive
controls, and lighter weight, in addition
to quick-release mechanisms to facilitate
rapid seating configuration changes. In
lieu of the standard forward left-hand
coat closet, operators may now opt for
a galley with a microwave oven, coffee/
espresso maker, work surface, ice storage, and/or capacity for standard catering units.
The bulk of the new features are on
the flight deck and were developed in
partnership with Honeywell. To start,
a touchscreen controller is now standard, replacing the previous multifunction controller.
Meanwhile, the PC-24’s flight control
system now incorporates tactile feedback in
both roll and pitch to prevent unintended
unusual attitudes. This includes automatic
roll limit and overspeed protection, even
with the autopilot turned off, and can be
manually overridden by the pilot with a
quick-disconnect button. The standard
autothrottle system also now includes automatic under- and overspeed protection, as
well as refined Fadec software to reduce

power oscillations in cruise and descent.
A new automatic yaw trim function
further reduces flight crew workload
during departure and climb by holding
the aircraft to zero sideslip. If one engine
is inoperative or a large thrust asymmetry exists, the automatic yaw trim will
attempt to maintain approximately onehalf trapezoid indicated sideslip.
The new “pilot-defined” visual approach
function allows the pilot to set up an autopilot- and autothrottle-coupled visual
approach to any runway, as well as precisely
track a left-hand, right-hand, or straight-in
pattern down to the runway threshold.
According to Pilatus, this feature increases
safety at uncontrolled fields by allowing the
pilot to keep attention focused outside the
aircraft to look for other traffic.
Among the new avionics features on
the PC-24 are Honeywell’s SmartRunway
and SmartLanding advisory functions,
which enhance safety and reduce pilot
workload. Also available are VHF datalink with AFIS, ACARS graphical weather,
SiriusXM satellite graphical weather, FMS
takeoff and landing data (TOLD), CPDLC
over the FANS 1/A+ network, KMA-29A
Bluetooth 3D audio panel with record and
playback functions, and Honeywell RDR7000 weather radar with predictive hail
and lightning functions.
Additionally, Pilatus recently certified
and began offering the True Blue Power
lithium-ion batteries, which provide an
84-pound reduction in empty weight. n
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Gotham studios gets its first Goji IFE install
Gotham Studios (Booth 1125) selected Global
Aviation Technologies (GAT) in Wichita as
the first company to install the Goji Geotainment System, a plug-and-play hardware and
software replacement for Collins Aerospace’s

legacy Airshow in-flight entertainment (IFE)
system. The Goji system features a 4K 3D
moving map, flight information, and more
than 5,000 video and audio stories about cities and points of interest that are displayed on

cabin monitors and streamed to passengers’
personal devices via Wi-Fi. GAT completed
the installation on a Bombardier Challenger
850 in September at its hangar at Eisenhower
National Airport.
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JERRY SIEBENMARK/

by Jerry Siebenmark

Gotham Studios’ Goji Geotainment
System can be streamed on
passengers’ personal devices via an
airplane’s onboard Wi-Fi.
GAT owns the STC and is the
leading supplier of Goji, which was
created by Arlington, Virginia-based
Gotham and first announced at
EBACE 2018. Gotham is led by Peter
Nissen and Russ Johnson. Nissen is
an Emmy award-winning producer
whose credits include television
shows like Today and Pee-wee’s Playhouse and three decades of experience at networks such as NBC,
National Geographic, E!, the History Channel, and Comedy Central.
Johnson is an expert on IFE, cabin
management, connectivity, and airborne broadband.
“We are excited to be launching
our new in-flight experience and
sharing all of our wonderful stories about the places we are flying
over,” Johnson said. “The in-flight
tour guide dynamically assembles
the stories based on current location and destination so that no two
flights are ever the same.”
The system comprises a six-byfour-by-two-inch box weighing 1.4
pounds that is connected to an aircraft’s FMS for GPS capability, and
its database updates automatically.
In addition to the video and audio
content produced by Gotham, the
system can stream music and 80
movies in 4K resolution. It serves
as a drop-in upgrade to Airshow
200, 400, and 4000 systems.
For GAT, Goji represents a new
segment of business for the company, which is an FAA-, EASA-, and
DGAC-certified repair station specializing in engineering, manufacturing, modification, and maintenance
for business and military aircraft.
GAT v-p of operations Jerome
Cottner told AIN his company is
targeting charter companies for the
product although it will offer the system to any interested operator. “We
really feel that it’s going to be a slam
dunk for charter operations,” he said.
The system can be customized with
company branding and aircraft livery.
Cottner added that GAT expects
to perform the next Goji installation
on a Beechcraft King Air 200. Going
forward, he estimated that installation time will be about 10 working
days. The cost of the system, including installation, is $64,000.
n

continued from page 44

G700 delivery
next year
The cabin, which is the largest
ever in a traditional business jet,
has a finished length (excluding baggage room) of 56 feet 11
inches, a width of eight feet, two
inches, and a height of six feet,
three inches.
No major issues have surfaced
so far, and the cabin is proving to
be as quiet as its designers aimed
for. “Really no surprises there,”
said Ringham. “We worked hard to
drive down the cabin noise levels.
We baked that into the requirements for all our suppliers.”
According to Gulfstream, the
G700 can be configured with up
to five living areas, though layout and finishing are customerdependent. The cabin viewed by
AIN featured two pairs of club
seats in the first of four living
spaces, and two seats in the entertainment area opposite a credenza
with a stowable 32-inch television
monitor and storage place, including a wine chiller.
A third area showcased the
typical four and two-seat dining
and conference layout and is separated with a pocket door from
the rearmost compartment, fitted
with a pair of club seats across a
three-person divan, which can
sleep two. The private suite has a
53-inch-long en suite lavatory with
a toilet and a single vanity.
A second STC aircraft to test the
interior is now in production and
will have a shower, said Ringham.
Meanwhile, the G700 holds a
dedicated 88-inch-long crew rest
compartment with two windows,
a lie-flat seat, an entertainment
screen, and storage space that
meets all Part 135 requirements.
N706GD also includes Gulfstream’s new “ultra galley,” which
boasts more than 10 feet of counter
space. “We had tons of feedback
on the need for more space,”
noted Ringham. The enlarged ice
storage compartment was another
“major feedback item” as was the
need for a larger refrigerator, he
added. The trash capacity is much
larger than those on Gulfstream’s
previous models because of the
G700’s range capability—7,500
nm at Mach 0.85 with eight passengers and four crew.
To further improve cabin air
quality and neutralize pathogens,
including Covid-19, Gulfstream
has added an airborne ionization
purification system as standard on
the G700. The company is working on having this certified as a

retrofit for previous models, including the
G450 and G500.

Automotive Know-how

In the front end, Gulfstream’s predictive
landing performance system—which predicts the need to go around on the approach
or even the position where the aircraft
will come to a complete stop once touched
down on the runway—comes standard on

the G700, as are Collins Aerospace’s HGS6200 dual head-up displays (HUDs) with
both enhanced flight and synthetic vision
systems. “The combination of synthetic
and enhanced vision gives pilots the best
of both worlds,” said Scott Evans, Gulfstream’s director of demonstration and
corporate flight operations.
Gulfstream engineers also enhanced
the overall comfort of the flight deck and

redesigned the pilot seats. “We studied how
the automotive industry does seats,” Evans
said. “We used some of their technologies and
qualified them for use on an aircraft. This is our
office, our dining room, for up to 15 hours. A
better seat with perforated leather, more space,
the ability to cross our legs and move our body
positions combined with the 100 percent fresh
cabin air and the new low cabin altitude reduce
the impact of fatigue over a long distance.” n
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XTI Aircraft to merge with Xeriant
in bid for $100 million equity flotation

Kitty Hawk’s Heaviside eVTOL aircraft is aimed at the market for cargo delivery, emergency
medical services, and military logistics. Boeing is an investor in Kitty Hawk.
continued from page 34

AAM revolution
gains momentum
scramble to get new products into commercial service first.
Last year, Boeing closed its Boeing
NeXt advanced technology incubator
unit, which had been the fulcrum for its
work on eVTOL aircraft. However, the
U.S. group insists it remains committed
to the AAM sector and is a shareholder
in eVTOL developer Wisk, along with a
startup called Kitty Hawk (Booth 4100H),
which is working on a curiously named
eVTOL called Heaviside that is mainly
intended for applications such cargo
delivery, emergency medical support, and
military logistics.
XTI Aircraft (Booth 4100D) has previously exhibited at NBAA shows and clearly
views the business aviation sector as part
of the target market for its hybrid-electric TriFan 600 VTOL. In June, the Colorado-based company announced a joint
venture with Xeriant Aerospace through
which it aims to bring the new model to
market by the end of 2024. In September,
the companies announced plans to merge

and raise up to $100 million through an
initial public offering (see sidebar).
According to XTI CEO Robert LaBelle,
the TriFan 600 will provide an alternative
to existing business aircraft and helicopters, which he said is a market potentially
worth around $20 billion. He added that
the new aircraft will also offer alternatives to existing airlines, trains, and car
trips, adding a wider addressable market
that he valued at $930 billion. “The price
of a ride in our aircraft will be less than
what it would cost someone to drive 500
miles in their own car,” he told reporters
at XTI’s June press conference.
The VTOL will seat six passengers in
standard configuration, rising to nine for
“taxi” operations. XTI believes it could
prove attractive to airlines looking to
establish feeder services into major hub
airports or serve “thinner” routes with
low passenger numbers.
To date, the company says, it has
received a total of 202 “reservations” for
the $6.5 million TriFan 600. These include
40 firm orders and 40 options from one
undisclosed customer, plus a further 122
commitments backed by cash. XTI also
intends to offer the aircraft under leases,
as well as providing additional services
continues on page 68

XTI believes that its TriFan 600 VTOL aircraft has stronger commercial potential than many
lower-payload, shorter-range eVTOL vehicles.
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XTI Aircraft and Xeriant Aerospace have
announced a merger that the companies
say will raise $100 million to support plans
to bring the TriFan 600 hybrid-electric VTOL
to market by the first quarter of 2025. The
two parties are now negotiating the details
of the merger, which they say will culminate
in an equity uplift to the New York Stock
Exchange or Nasdaq.
Under the terms of a letter of intent
signed on September 22, Xeriant would
acquire all the issued and outstanding
shares in Colorado-based XTI. The goal
is to reach a definitive merger agreement
by October 22. Florida-based Xeriant’s
stock is currently listed on the over-thecounter (OTC) market.
In June, Xeriant announced a joint venture with XTI to collaborate in the development of the TriFan 600, for which they aim
to complete type certification under FAA Part
23. A prototype is expected to make its first
flight by April 2023, with the construction of
this aircraft due to begin in 2022.
Xeriant chairman and CEO Keith Duffy
told AIN that reaching the $100 million
fundraising goal would allow for the
completion of the next stage of the TriFan’s development. The planned merger,
initial public offering, and uplift to NYSE
or Nasdaq would happen in quick succession once the deal is finalized. The
Maxim Group investment bank is helping
to arrange the transaction.
In an 8K Securities and Exchange Commission filing on June 4, Xeriant declared
that the partners are forming a company
called Eco-Aero, in which they will each
hold a 50 percent stake, apparently as a
precursor to the merger. At that time, Xeriant committed to investing $10 million in
the joint venture over the following 12
months, starting with a $1 million deposit.
According to XTI CEO Robert LaBelle,
the TriFan 600 will provide an alternative
to existing business aircraft and helicopters, which he said represent a market
potentially worth around $20 billion. He
added that the new aircraft will also offer
alternatives to trips via airline, train, and
car, adding a wider addressable market
that he valued at $930 billion. “The price
of a ride in our aircraft will be less than
what it would cost someone to drive 500
miles in their own car,” he stated.
The TriFan 600, which has three ducted
fans, with two on the wing that tilt during
the transition between hover and cruise
flight, and a third position within the rear
fuselage for vertical propulsion, will seat six
passengers in standard configuration and
nine for air taxi operations. XTI believes it
could prove attractive to airlines looking to
establish feeder services into major hub airports or serve routes with low passenger
numbers. It says the design is scalable up
to 16 passenger seats.
The company says it has received 202

reservations for the $6.5 million TriFan
600, representing potential revenues
on delivery of $1.3 billion. These include
40 firm orders and 40 options from one
undisclosed customer, plus a further 122
commitments backed by cash reservations. XTI also intends to offer the aircraft
under leases, as well as to provide additional services such as insurance.
According to Duffy, the prospective
customers are all qualified buyers. “They
include companies already working with
corporate clients, and some are considering fleet purchases where the TriFan
would be a substitute for a business jet,”
he explained, pointing to the 62-inch
ceiling height of the cabin, which he said
will offer greater comfort than many new
eVTOL models.
Xeriant and XTI maintain that the
approach they are taking with the TriFan
represents a lower technology risk for
investors than many other new eVTOL
aircraft designs. Duffy said that XTI’s management team collectively has experience
of certifying around 40 aircraft with companies including Cessna, Sikorsky, Bell, Boeing, and AgustaWestland (now Leonardo).
Power will be generated by GE Aviation’s new Catalyst engine, feeding electric motors and batteries. XTI plans to
install photovoltaic panels on the top of
the fuselage to provide power while the
aircraft is on the ground.
The projected range for the TriFan is
750 miles in VTOL mode, with the figure
rising to around 1,380 miles when it takes
off and lands conventionally on runways.
It will have a cruise speed of around 345
mph and can operate at up to 29,000
feet. The 5,800-pound aircraft will have
a full-airframe parachute, allowing it to
land safely in an emergency.
Xeriant was formed in August 2018 under
the name American Aviation Technologies
and rebranded when it started trading on
the OTC market. Its portfolio includes a
small eVTOL aircraft developer called Halo
Aircraft, which holds several patents.
The group, which has other subsidiaries involved in lubricants and fire- and
heat-resistant technology, says it is also
working on a patented personal aircraft.
It has a European subsidiary based in the
Czech Republic.
Duffy said that Xeriant also intends to
be involved in developing infrastructure
for advanced air mobility (AAM) operations,
including arrangements for servicing aircraft and licensing operations in other countries. The partners intend to partner with
airlines and other commercial operators,
as well as airports and support companies.
“This AAM market is definitely a hot area
and the next big sector in aviation,” he
concluded, predicting a shakeout among
the many new companies scrambling to
establish competitive positions.
C.A.

continued from page 36

6X flying towards
service entry
we have been making with the 6X test
program. We have been consistently
impressed with the flight performance
and handling of the 6X and the reliability
of aircraft systems.”
Meanwhile, the French airframer is
also preparing to support the business
jet’s 2022 entry into service—preparations that began long before the first 6X’s
first flight on March 10. Key among those
preparations is ensuring the reliability
of the 6X’s systems and components,
according to Jean Kayanakis, senior v-p
of Dassault’s worldwide Falcon customer
service and service center network.
To do that, Kayanakis said Dassault’s
teams and vendor partners are going
through intensive equipment testing and
screening, including a process the company
calls highly accelerated life testing (HALT).
Under HALT, components are exposed to
extreme conditions such as vibration, temperature, and humidity, or “shake and bake”
testing, Kayanakis explained. “If they don’t
fail through all of this, they’re a lot less
likely to fail in the aircraft.”
Product support staff also are involved

in the Falcon 6X test program. The company has assigned seven experienced
engineers and technicians to the flighttest aircraft. Their duties vary and include
providing line service on the ramp, acquiring and analyzing data, and validating the
FalconScan onboard diagnostic system
and maintenance documents.
Technicians from Dassault Falcon
Service and TAG Maintenance Services
(TMS) are also part of that team. Dassault
acquired TMS as part of a roll-up of 19
MRO facilities—including Luxaviation’s
ExecuJet MRO centers and Ruag maintenance and FBO operations at Geneva and
Lugano airports—two years ago.
Additional staff at Dassault’s Falcon
Command Center (FCC) in Mérignac,
France, are conducting evaluations of raw
data from the test aircraft’s FalconScan
advanced diagnostic system downloads.
Last November, Dassault moved FCC and
product support to Mérignac to bring those
operations closer to its engineering, production, flight test, and service center there.
Kayanakis said the company has been
running failure simulations since April
with FalconScan on the test bench to
simulate as many fault configurations as
possible. “FalconScan monitors 100,000
parameters, so you can easily imagine that
this system can track a lot of fault scenarios,” he said.
n

Like all Falcon jets, the 6X owes much of its heritage, especially that of its fly-by-wire flight
control system, to its military sibling, the sleek Rafale.
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OEMs focus on pilot
workload management
by Mario Pierobon
Pilot workload management is recognized as
an important subject in initial and recurrent
training, as is crew resource management
(CRM). Improvements in pilot workload
management over the years have been supported by constantly upgraded automation
solutions in flight decks. Aircraft OEMs are
continuing this trend towards flight deck
automation with the aim of improving the
efficiency of flight operations and the level
of business aviation safety.
Gulfstream’s newest aircraft, the G700,
will feature active control sidesticks on
its Symmetry Flight Deck and also offer
a runway overrun awareness and alerting
system (ROAAS), as well as a predictive
landing performance system (PLPS).
Symmetry lessens the workload for pilots,
thereby improving their ability to fly efficiently through an increasingly complex
global airspace system.
“The flight deck includes active-control
sidesticks and an extensive amount of
touchscreen technology, which make it
easier and more intuitive for pilots to
interface with the aircraft systems. Also
standard to the Gulfstream G700 is the
PLPS. This system gives pilots advanced
warning of potential runway excursions
so they can adjust approaches or go
around,” said Gulfstream.
From a pilot workload management
point of view, Symmetry, which is based on
the Honeywell Primus Epic avionics platform, allows aircraft start-up and taxi in
less than 10 minutes on the G700. In addition to active control sidesticks (ACS) and
10 touchscreen interfaces, it features EVS
III and synthetic vision, pedestal-mounted
cursor control devices, dual wide-format
and full-time standby displays, autobrakes with multiple settings, RDR 4000
3-D weather radar, and new ergonomic
crew seats, according to Gulfstream.
“With the ACSs, active force feedback
provides classic airplane control feel and
cueing, and the simulation of mechanically linked sticks prevents simultaneous
pilot input. The ACSs are back-driven by
the autopilot to provide visual indication
of control inputs and surface position,
and they are ergonomically placed and
oriented for natural pilot arm resting
position,” said Gulfstream.
Symmetry also streamlines the interface with the flight deck by significantly
reducing the number of switches with
10 touchscreen interfaces. Touchscreen
redundancy improves dispatch reliability, while intelligent input-recognition
software filters out erroneous inputs
with intuitive phase-of-flight capability,
according to Gulfstream.
Meanwhile, Airbus is engaged in studies on operational patterns for flight crew
on long-range flights. These studies are
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ongoing and based on a minimum of two
operating crew per flight, and they are
being undertaken in conjunction with the
regulatory authorities and airline partners.
“With safety and social acceptance
being top priorities, our mission is not
to move ahead with autonomy but to
explore autonomous technologies alongside technologies in materials, electrification, connectivity, and more,” an Airbus
spokesperson said. “In doing so, we are
able to analyze the potential of these
innovations to enhance future operations and at the same time, leverage these
opportunities to further improve aircraft
safety while ensuring today’s unprecedented levels are maintained.”

According to Airbus, although fully
autonomous aircraft are still many years
away, urban air mobility vehicles are
proving to be a valuable option to start
exploring the rollout of self-piloting aircraft operations.
“New urban air mobility vehicles like
Vahana have been designed to integrate
self-piloting functionalities from the
start,” said Airbus. “This is because flying taxi missions involve short, point-topoint flights along a restricted selection
of routes using limited landing infrastructure, thus making urban air vehicles ideal
for testing self-piloting operations in
aircraft. Although the technology is still
not mature enough to transport passengers, autonomy in aircraft operations will
undoubtedly be shaped by self-piloting,
flying taxi demonstrators like Vahana.”
No precise calendar exists for these
new technologies, which are not fully
mature, according to Airbus. “Based on
technology availability and maturity, the
first potential application of autonomous
technologies might be single-pilot operations and only during the cruise phase,”
the Airbus spokesperson said.
n

NBAA opens sustainability
accreditation program
by Curt Epstein
With the business aviation field focused
increasingly on sustainability, NBAA is
formally launching its Leadership in a Sustainable Flight Department accreditation
program this week at NBAA-BACE. Under
development for three years, the auditbased program will provide a standardized
way for NBAA members to demonstrate
measures they are taking to reduce their
environmental footprints.
It is designed to promote sustainability
best practices for flight departments and
is being supported by the organization’s
newly established environmental subcommittee, which offers real-life operational input from its members while
serving as a sounding board for future
development of the accreditation goals.
A trial sustainable flight operations program announced by NBAA in April—on
Earth Day—recently concluded. It featured
Adobe, Starbucks, and four other member
companies and used their 2019 data as a
baseline. “The feedback that we’ve heard
from the membership is that this is really

great—that they finally have a single
source to go to for all this,” said Stewart
D’Leon, NBAA’s director of environmental
and technical operations. “Even if they are
doing these piecemeal items, this is going
to allow them to structure everything.”
Accreditation by the program will last
for an initial three years before renewal
and involves four areas of action: flight,
which deals with the use of sustainable
aviation fuel (SAF) and aircraft efficiencies; operations, focusing on recycling and
minimizing the use of resources; ground
support, including the use of sustainable
strategies and vendors who employ such
strategies; and infrastructure, including
the application of sustainable practices
in hangars and other facilities.
“The industry rightfully has been
focused on what we can do with the
aircraft, and so we’ve been focused on
things like SAF and aircraft technologies,”
D’Leon said. “But I think what we are
going to see is that everyone’s mindset
really starts to expand. This program is

NBAA’s new Leadership in a Sustainable Flight Department accreditation program looks to
have members delve deeper into sustainability solutions.
going to grow over time and as there are months from application to accreditation,” said D’Leon, adding that since
new technologies, as we see more vendors
with environmental sustainability prod- NBAA announced the program in April,
the response has been “overwhelming.”
ucts for the hangars and the buildings
come into our space, we have a place to He predicted that “by BACE 2022, we’ll
have a long list of participants that will
put them and we can continually develop
those requirements for our program.”
have received accreditation.”
Prospective members will apply
Among those responding positively
for enrollment in the program, which
are some well-known flight departments.
requires an administrative fee that cov- “They recognize that their customers are
ers all associated costs. NBAA will pro- very focused on sustainability, that it’s the
vide web-based educational and training right thing to do, and they want to have a
content to assist in the process. Appli- place here,” D’Leon said. “Especially the
cants will then submit documentation to larger organizations. They have sustainsupport their adherence to the stringent ability departments within their parent
requirements in one or more of the action organization, and I think what we’ve seen
categories and will then undergo a paper- is that the flight departments are stepping
work and virtual review or be randomly up and saying we can do something, too,
selected for a live audit.
we can be part of this, and this [program]
“I see the timeline being six to eight gives them that tool.”
n
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PILOT report

The versatile Pilatus PC-24
By Rich Pickett
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The Super Versatile Jet

N194PJ is typically-equipped with six
executive passenger seats plus two
lighter-weight commuter seats (easily
removed for more cargo space) and most
of the available upgrades including Gogo
Avance L3 connectivity with a price of
$11.623 million.
The PC-24 sits tall on the ramp. The
empennage rises 17.25 feet above the ramp,
the wings span nearly 56 feet and the jet is
55 feet long. With a pointed nose, slightly
swept wings, large windows in the cabin and
flight deck, it appears ready to leap in the air.
The low-pressure nose tire (58 psi)
has a pronounced chine design to deflect
water or debris from the engine intakes.
The tire’s beefy size makes it look like it
would be equally at home on an off-road
vehicle, by design. The nose gear has telltale wedges to indicate whether the towing
turn limits have been exceeded, causing
potential damage, an ingenious idea.
Just forward of the right wing is the lavatory service panel. The PC-24 has a vacuum-operated toilet, unique in its class,
which uses clear water as the wash fluid
and is externally serviced.
The right wing is clear of any vortex
generators and milled from a single piece
of aluminum then chemically milled to
various thicknesses along its span. Likewise, the ribs and spar are also milled
from aluminum billets. With five different
airfoil shapes, Pilatus has designed a wing

PHOTOS THIS PAGE: RICH PICKETT

I was reviewing the limitations section of the Pilatus PC-24 flight manual
before my evaluation flight for this pilot
report. Maximum ramp weight: 18,400
pounds. Maximum takeoff weight:
18,300 pounds. Useful load: 6,880
pounds. Maximum pothole depth 1.37
inches (35 mm) with a maximum diameter of 39 inches, and maximum grass
height three inches. Potholes, grass
height? When was the last time you had
to consider the size of potholes or grass
height on runways when flying a jet?
Unless you are flying a PC-24, it probably never crossed your mind.
I was at Boise Air Terminal with Pilatus v-p Tom Aniello, Phil Winters, v-p of
Western Aircraft, and Ashley Fredricks,
Western’s chief pilot. Western Aircraft,
the largest PC-12 and PC-24 dealer, had
just received its seventh PC-24, N194PJ,
serial number 194, two weeks earlier.
Pilatus Aircraft, known for a variety of
turboprop designs including the PC-12, has
been a privately held company since inception. The PC-24 was a big leap for Pilatus,
not only a turbofan-powered twinjet but a
truly unique airplane, one that would resonate not only with dedicated PC-12 owners
but with performance and cabin features
that aren’t found in other light jets. As
with its other projects, Pilatus financed
the PC-24 development internally.
Pilatus developed the PC-12 to be a
utilitarian aircraft to support the needs of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police and
the Royal Flying Doctor Service in Australia, among others. Originally it wasn’t
intended to be an executive transport but
now it is well known for that function.
The PC-24 would have to support all those
uses from the start, just faster and higher.
That meant it had to have a large cabin, a
cargo door as big as the PC-12, operate on
the same runways—paved or not—and be
certified for single-pilot operations.
The first production PC-24 was delivered to fractional operator PlaneSense in
January 2018 and the second and third to
Western Aircraft the following month.

that can fly at 440 knots and stall at 82.
Inspection of the bleed-air-operated
leading edge deicing system reveals numerous exhaust vents underneath. The PC-24
has pneumatic deice boots on the trimmable stabilizer, and no deicing is necessary
on the ventral fin. With ice detectors, the
ice protection system normally operates
in automatic mode, and the associated
systems are deployed as necessary. This is
another feature that reduces pilot workload.
The PC-24 has two multifunction
spoiler panels on each wing that serve
as airbrakes and lift dump, as well as
roll assist with flaps at eight degrees or
greater. When the airbrakes are active,
pitch trim compensates automatically to
some degree. The air brakes also deploy
automatically at Mach 0.751—above the
Mmo of 0.74—to slow the jet. Two additional ground spoilers aid in lift dump.
Lift dump is automatically deployed upon
landing and for rejected takeoffs.
The main dual-wheel landing gear is substantial and clearly designed for unimproved
fields with low-pressure tires (73 psi) and
anti-skid steel brakes on each wheel. The
dual-wheel trailing-link gear is set back
fairly far so that any debris is thrown free
of the substantial double-slotted flaps,
reducing potential damage. An optional
gravel kit, required for gravel runways, with
a nose wheel skirt or underwing protective
film is also available. Flaps, gear, and all liftdump devices are electric, only the brakes
are hydraulically operated, eliminating
the weight and complexity of a redundant
hydraulic system.
The PC-24 has single-point refueling,
running on the hot battery bus, with a
maximum fuel capacity of 5,964 pounds.
The next step was checking the Williams International FJ44-4A-QPM engines,
each producing 3,420 pounds of thrust and
mounted high to reduce FOD ingestion.
The Quiet Power Mode (QPM) is available
on the right engine, allowing it to serve
as an APU, without the cost, weight, and
maintenance of a separate unit. In QPM
mode the engine idles lower with concomitant lower fuel consumption to power all
systems including cabin cooling and heating. This is ideal when flying the PC-24 in
a remote area, with no GPU available, to
keep the airplane cool or warm.
Inspecting the exhaust nozzle, the
engine designers came up with a clever
idea to extract more downward thrust

The PC-24 flight deck features a Honeywell Epic-based avionics suite, cursor-control device
interface, and autothrottles.
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at the lower speeds during initial climb,
using the Coanda effect. The PC-24 has an
extended top edge on the exhaust nozzle—
Williams calls this the Exact nozzle—that
uses this effect to deflect the thrust two
to three degrees upward, thus providing
additional down force after takeoff, which
boosts the climb.
On the left empennage is the signature
cargo door, 4.25 by 4.08 feet and electrically-operated. This is also a useful feature to load and unload up to two patients
head-first on the air ambulance version of
this versatile jet.

Cabin Features

The PC-24 entry, through the 2.1- by 4.2foot airstair door, is impressive. Western Jet
chose the optional granite-surface entryway,
which is practical for this high-wear area and
good looking as well. The entry is also the
location of the galley, lavatory, and sink. The
lavatory has two solid sliding doors, with the
toilet deployed from the side cabinet with
the touch of a switch. One advantage of a
forward lavatory is the flexibility it provides
the operator to select multiple passenger
and cargo options for the cabin. Pilatus is
certifying an aft toilet as an option soon.
The 501-cu-ft flat-floor cabin, including
the 90-cu-ft cargo area accessible during
flight, is 23 feet long, 5.1 feet high, and 5.6
feet wide. This is two inches taller and
six inches wider than the Phenom 300E
and Learjet 75, and nine inches wider
and three inches taller than the Cessna
Citation CJ4. The standard configuration
includes six executive seats, with options
for up to eight seats in various arrangements. This PC-24 has eight executive
seats, each with excellent legroom.
Cabin environment control is via Pilatus’s Integrated Cabin Management System, using an app to control lighting and
temperature or serve media from the 800GB hard drive.

Flight Deck

Pilatus named its avionics suite the
Advanced Cockpit Environment (ACE), a
version of Honeywell’s Epic 2.0 avionics.
It is an apt description. The electrical systems (generators, batteries, lighting) and
engine start controls are on the overhead
console. The expansive front panel contains three high-resolution 12-inch displays: two primary flight displays (PFDs),
and one multifunction display (MFD).
The center console has another MFD
as well as the keyboard, cursor control
device (CCD), anti-/deice controls, and
the power control levers, airbrakes, and
controls for flaps and trim. The autopilot
guidance panel is on the glareshield.
The lower MFD has multiple, dynamic
windows. One is dedicated to the central
advisory and warning system and the others change dynamically in size and content
based upon the task at hand. Using the
electronic checklist as an example, when
on the start engine task, the upper MFD
windows that usually display gear and flaps
continues on page 60

2021: The year of the FBO transaction

consultancy firm FBO Partners. “Those are
all owned by private equity and probably
represent at least one FBO at every market
in the top 200 or 250 [in the U.S.].”
Added into the mix are the corporately or
privately-owned medium-sized chains such
as Jet Aviation, Million Air, Sheltair, Avflight,
and Tac Air, as well as smaller regional
chains such as Cutter Aviation, Carver Aviation, FlightLevel Aviation, and Wilson Air.

by Curt Epstein
Over the past year, more than 250 FBOs
changed hands—a record for the industry.
That number was boosted by two of the
biggest-ever FBO transactions: the sales
of Signature Aviation, parent company
of Signature Flight Support, and Atlantic
Aviation. Signature and Atlantic are the
two largest FBO chains worldwide.
In June, Signature Aviation was sold
to a consortium of private equity firms
consisting of Blackstone, Global Infrastructure Partners (GIP), and Cascade
Investments following a successful bid of
$4.7 billion. Signature had spent the past
several years divesting itself of all of its
divisions outside of its core business and
general aviation ground handling operation, transforming itself into a pure-play
flight service provider.
Signature operates the world’s largest FBO network with more than 200
locations globally. That includes 168
wholly-owned, 18 partially-owned, 11
independently-owned Signature Select
affiliates, and 21 ground handling locations.
Meanwhile, U.S.-based private equity
company KKR announced in June that it
would acquire Atlantic Aviation, and its

69 U.S. FBO locations, from Macquarie
Infrastructure Corp. (MIC) for nearly
$4.475 billion, including approximately $1
billion in assumed debt. MIC purchased
Atlantic Aviation and its 12 FBOs in 2004
for a reported $238 million. KKR closed
on the Atlantic Aviation deal last month.
These two recent transactions show
the growing influence of private equity

money in the FBO arena. Including the
two largest chains, there is also Ross Aviation (backed by KSL Capital Partners),
Lynx (Sterling Group), and Modern Aviation (Tiger Infrastructure Partners).
This has helped accelerate an industry
consolidation trend that has been ongoing
for the past two decades, according to Douglas Wilson, president and senior partner of

Rise of the Modern FBO

Wilson explained how the concept of FBOs
became firmly entrenched just after World
War II and how that is affecting today’s U.S.
FBO market. “Airports were being turned
back over to cities and municipalities [by
the military], and the burgeoning FBO
business and aircraft services were just
starting out,” he told AIN. “That’s where
you first saw full-service FBOs and a lot of
the first-generation owners were getting
into the business, and that also coincided
with the baby boom, where those secondgeneration owners were born.”
Those post-war FBO owners were
given long leases generally lasting 30 to
35 years, followed in many cases with
a renewal of equal length. For an FBO
that began in 1946 with a pair of 30-year
leases, the second lease would have
ended in 2006. For a 35-year lease period,

Signature Aviation was sold in June to a consortium of investment firms for $4.7 billion. The
Signature network includes more than 200 locations, 168 of which are wholly owned.

continues on next page
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A year of FBOs
changing hands
that would have expired in 2016.
During the 2006 to 2016 span, some
400 U.S. FBOs changed hands, according
to Wilson. While some FBOs are continuing to operate into their third and even
fourth generation of family ownership,
there were many who decided for any of
a number of reasons that they wished to
cash out as they reached retirement age.
Other factors that have fueled consolidation are the adoption of minimum standards that are applied to screen potential
FBO respondents to airport requests
for proposals. “That sort of changed the
industry,” said Wilson. “It starts to move
away less-sophisticated players.”
Another hurdle is the imposition of capital improvements that most airports are
now including in leases on property that is
still under airport ownership and can revert
back to airport control at lease termination.
At first or even second-tier airports, such
commitments can total millions of dollars,
which can present problems for independent operators in terms of obtaining capital.
“The pure commercial banking industry
doesn’t really understand FBOs operating
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from leased land,” explained Wilson.
“There’s zero residual value, which often
scares banks, and so that tends to point
more towards private equity.”
With the current surge in private aviation as a result of the Covid pandemic, the
pendulum has swung firmly in favor of the
sellers, but it is not a case of a rising tide
lifting all boats. While the top 250 FBO
markets may have seen some restacking
in rank as traffic to leisure destinations
has in some cases outstripped the traditional business aviation gateways, Wilson
pointed out that the downmarket third
or fourth-tier locations have not seen the
same levels of growth or interest.
There are still some independent, quality FBOs among the top-tier airports, but
their number declines every year. That
includes Meridian, which operates the
only independent FBO left at New Jersey
business aviation hub Teterboro Airport.
For those possibly available, upper-tier
airport service providers, the asking price
has been steadily increasing following the
recovery from the doldrums of the Great
Recession. “While there’s many ways to
value businesses, typically FBOs tend to
trade as a multiple of EBIDTA [earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation, and
amortization],” said Wilson. “It’s not
the multiples that changed; the EBITDA
growth has changed and the projection
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continued from previous page

The Atlantic Aviation FBO chain of 61 FBOs sold for $4.475 billion in September, purchased by
KKR from Macquarie Infrastructure Corp.
of growth on a month-to-month basis for
fuel sales, hangar, etc., continues to grow.”
He said that even owners considering an
exit from their business may be waiting out
the market. “Owners themselves may be
unwilling to sell because they know they
are on the crest, the wave is starting and
I don’t think we are going to see EBITDA
top out for a little while in our industry.”
With airframer backlogs rising and preowned sales reaching record levels, Wilson
believes the business aviation industry
could be on the cusp of a new historic
era. “Possibly as a result of Covid tipping
the scale a bit, I think we might be beginning to see the third wave of business and
general aviation,” he said. “I count the first
wave as 1946 to 1949, if you look at the most
aircraft ever delivered. I count the second

wave between around 1977 and 1981, the
second-most aircraft that were ever produced.” That period includes 1981, when
turbine-powered aircraft for the first time
outstripped piston aircraft in terms of business aviation deliveries.
Wilson noted the increase in private
equity infrastructure investment activity in the industry, combined with the
emerging technologies of electrification,
eVTOLs, and hydrogen power. “We’re
on a wave right now where I think we are
going to see so much investment in our
industry, and combined with the effect
of Covid, where individuals are far more
concerned about their health and safety,
they now look at private aviation as a truly
viable alternative where they may have
never before,” explained Wilson.
n

Honda Aircraft advances
paint technology |
by Matt Thurber

Like a carefully choreographed
dancer, the arms of a robotic paint
sprayer pivot around a newly
built HondaJet, applying layer
after layer of paint in the colors
selected by the buyer.
But it isn’t just simple fill-inthe-blank colors. The robotic
arms are guided by laser projection technology, which tells them
exactly where to spray the various layers of paint. Two robots
are attached to a gantry inside
the paint booth, and the gantry
can move forward and backward,
while the robot arms dart in, out,
and in every direction.

The Elite S began deliveries in June and
comes with a 200-pound increase in maximum takeoff weight, a nosewheel steering

enhancement, and new paint color options.
With a base price of $5.4 million, the GE
Honda Aero HF120-powered HondaJet can
fly 1,437 nm with four occupants and at a
top speed of 422 ktas. The HondaJet can
seat up to eight occupants, and its unique
over-the-wing engine mount configuration
creates a roomier cabin with a separate
lavatory and spacious external baggage
compartment.
n

One of the robotic systems that
apply paint to new HondaJets.
“Our paint process combines
modern robot application and
laser projection technologies to
display, paint, and measure internal schemes and the customer’s
exclusive designs down to the
smallest detail,” according to
the company (Booth 3167, Static
A502). “This technology allows
us to produce intricate paint
designs while remaining within
FAA regulations on exterior paint
thickness.” Honda Aircraft began
painting with the robotic system
in 2016 and is believed to be the
only business aircraft manufacturer using this technology to
paint the entire aircraft.
The various applications of
paint effects available on new
Honda Jets have been on display
with recent versions of the new
HondaJet Elite S. These include
subtle pearl, low-light glass reflectance, and deep-color effects as
well as matte finishes. When the
Elite S was introduced on May 26,
it was painted in a high-tech camouflage-style scheme. Another
example includes the distinctively
adorned “AlphaTauri” HondaJet,
the airplane purchased by Red
Bull that is flown by Red Bull Racing and Scuderia AlphaTauri for
Formula 1 events.
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Pilatus PC-24
pilot report
configuration changes to display an engine
synoptic. The gear and flaps status moves
to a lower window. As you start the engine
the synoptic shows the status of the batteries, generator (or GPU), and current flow.
Once the engine start is completed, the
MFD reverts to the previous configuration,
until the next step.
Starting the engines is straightforward.
With the power control levers at idle, on
the overhead console pull out the right
engine start switch, rotate from OFF to
RUN then push the START button, and
hold for two seconds. After monitoring
the engine parameters, with a peak ITT of
534 deg C, the engine idled at 53.4 percent
N2 and fuel flow of 156 pph. I asked for
the GPU to be disconnected and before
starting the left engine, tested the QPM.
After selecting the Quiet Mode button on
the PFD, the idle decreased to 45.4 percent N2 with fuel flow of 122 pph and the
noise level lowered appreciably.
The avionics and systems on the PC-24
are sophisticated, no surprise because
Honeywell avionics power much larger
jets, including modern Falcons and Gulfstreams. For PC-12 NG pilots, the transition
to the PC-24 is relatively easy.
Entering the flight plan into the Honeywell FMS is straightforward, using the
CCD or wirelessly with the Honeywell
Forge app. We were operating as a crew,
and Fredricks set our V speeds, calculated
using the Pilatus-supplied Guru2 app, and
loaded the flight plan for our initial leg
from Boise to Sun Valley.
The PC-24 features Honeywell’s Runway Awareness and Advisory System
(RAAS) as well as a high-quality 2D airport
overlay on the MFD, rather than a simple geo-referenced airport chart. RAAS
integrates with the Honeywell EGPWS,
monitoring 26 conditions, on the ground
or flying. Some of the conditions include
correct runway, sufficient length for takeoff/landing, flaps monitoring, long landing,
or even lined up to land on a taxiway.
We were cleared for departure on
Runway 28L and set TOGA. With brakes
released, I wanted to test the autothrottle system so I simply moved the power
control levers to vertical and felt the autothrottle servos take over. Fredricks called
out V1 at 89 kias, then quickly Vr at 92 kias.
I rotated the nose up to the command bars.
The PC-24’s flight director is intelligent;
the initial pitch for climb is six degrees
which progressively increased over the
next 14 seconds to 15 degrees. Our initial
climb rate was 3,200 fpm at 130 kias. Positive rate, gear up, then quickly flaps up.
Selecting flight level change (FLC) mode,
the autothrottle reduced power to maximum continuous thrust and adjusted the
FMS-based speed to 170 kias, increasing to
200 kias for a cruise climb. Quickly climbing
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through 8,000 feet and in excess of 4,200
fpm, we accelerated to our manually
selected speed of 220 kias. We were quickly
at our initial altitude of 13,000 on our way
to Sun Valley. Hand flying the PC-24, the
control feel was comfortable in all axes.
As we prepared for Sun Valley, ATC
advised us that the airliners were going
missed at Sun Valley with ceilings of 300
feet agl and asked our intentions. With
smiles, we said we wanted the RNAV X
31! Nothing is better during a test flight
than to have real weather to below minimums. Friedman Memorial Airport is
in a mountainous valley and because
this PC-24 is certified for LP minimums,
we could descend to the lowest MDA of
6,180 feet msl (900 agl), 740 feet lower
than the LNAV MDA. I let the autopilot fly
the approach with the autothrottle, with
speeds adjusting automatically. Our Vref
was 99 kias with 33 degrees of flaps.
At JUNOL (IAF) and 8,600 feet msl, I
engaged the APR mode of the autopilot
and set the missed approach altitude. As
we descended on the approach a voice
annunciation—“Ice”—came over our
headsets. With the ice protection system in
automatic mode, it not only activates the
anti- and deice system but also activates an
aural warning. This is another task I didn’t
have to be concerned with flying in IMC. At

GUNKS (FAF) our speed was 135 kias, slowing to 105 kias, just above our Vref of 99 kias.
At MDA, without the runway environment
in sight, I pressed the TOGA button and the
autopilot transitioned to the FMS missed
approach and the autothrottle advanced to
takeoff thrust. I had to do the usual cleanup
of gear and flaps and monitor the autopilot.
It was the lowest pilot workload approach in
IMC to minimums, with a missed, that I’ve
flown. On the initial climb we were exceeding 5,000 fpm, with a stabilized climb at 200
kias and 4,000 fpm transitioning to 215 kias/
Mach 0.64 and 2,700 fpm at FL350 on our
way to FL450.
At FL450 I hand flew to evaluate the
handling, including steep turns. The PC-24
is incredibly stable and I found the control
pressures to be very reasonable, with only
minor adjustments to trim needed in the
rarified air. On the first 180-degree turn I
deviated up to 60 feet, after that I was able
to keep my altitude easily within less than
30 feet. I would like to say the stability was
due to my flying, however, the design of the
jet made my job easier.
The PC-24 has an emergency descent
mode that is activated when on autopilot, above FL300, and the cabin altitude
exceeds 10,000 feet msl. The flight director/autopilot enters FLC and the heading moves 90 degrees to the left. The

Pilatus PC-24 Specifications and Performance
Base Price:

Max takeoff weight:

As Flown:

Balanced field length
at mtow: (sea level, standard)

$10.7 million

18,300 lbs

$11.623 million

Engines:

2,930 ft

(2) Williams International
FJ44-4A, 3,420 lbs

Avionics:

Landing distance:
2,375 ft

Length:

ACE (Honeywell Epic)

Passengers: (typical)
1 pilot + 9 pax

55.2 ft

Wingspan:
55.75 ft

Range:
(NBAA reserves, 4 pax, 200-nm alternate)

2,000 nm at LRC

High-speed cruise:
440 ktas/Mach 0.74

Long-range cruise speed:
375 ktas at 45,000 ft

Fuel capacity:
5,964 lbs

Max payload w/full fuel:
751 lbs

Height:
17.3 ft

Cabin:

Volume: 501 cu ft
Width: 5.6 ft
Height: 5.1 ft
Length: (seating area) 23 ft

Baggage capacity:
90 cu ft/1,000 lbs

Maximum altitude:

FAA certification:

45,000 ft

FAR Part 23, Dec. 7, 2017

Cabin altitude at max altitude:

Number built

8,000 ft
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115+ (June 2021)

autothrottle sets a speed of Vmo or Mmo,
even if the autothrottle is off, and the
aircraft descends to 15,000 feet. At that
altitude the autothrottle is set to 175 kias,
awaiting the next command.
With air work completed, it was time
to fly to Pendleton, Oregon, for another
approach, this time single-engine. As
pilots know, the approach segment of a
single-engine instrument approach is not
an issue; use the checklist, fly at a higher
Vref, and land. The challenge is the singleengine missed approach. That is what I
wanted to evaluate.
We were on the ILS 26 at Pendleton and
hand-flying the approach, very enjoyable
in the PC-24. Fredricks and I had reviewed
the missed approach procedure: full power,
and with one engine the good engine’s
Fadec will engage the automatic thrust
reserve, increasing the available thrust by
5 percent on the operating engine. The
PC-24 has automatic rudder assist that
provides additive rudder input until reaching 1,200 feet agl. You can use the autopilot,
but not the autothrottle, for a single-engine
approach and missed approach.
At minimums, throttles full forward,
pitch up eight degrees, flaps to 15 degrees,
positive rate, gear up, and hold almost full
rudder. I kept the airplane on runway centerline and after a compliment on the airplane by the tower controller, we were off
back to Boise. Later that evening at dinner,
Aniello told me it was too bad we didn’t
get to do a single-engine missed approach.
I replied, “We did,” but he just didn’t feel
it in the cabin!
I wanted to explore the short-field capabilities of the PC-24 and planned for Runway 28. We calculated using the Guru2 app
a required dry runway distance of 2,139 feet
at our 14,000-pound landing weight. If it
was wet it only increased to 2,479 feet. For
landing on an unimproved runway, each
condition (gravel, sand, dirt, grass) has its
own requirement. For example, if landing
on gravel, maximum rock size is 1.97 inches.
If there are ruts, none can be over 3.94
inches. Flaps must be at least 15 degrees.
On approach, we picked taxiway Delta,
2,000 feet from the threshold, for a potential turnoff. Stabilized at a Vref of 92 kias,
we were set. Over the runway threshold,
power control levers to idle, touchdown,
and normal braking, we were basically
at taxi speed well before the 2,000-foot
mark. The lift dump, comprised of air
brakes and additional lift dump panels,
automatically deploys upon landing.
Shutdown is simple with the electronic
checklist. The after-landing checklist contains items specific to landing on unimproved runways. I guess you have to look
for grass stains when landing on the threeinch grass.
Pilatus’s flight documentation is
extremely thorough, with more detail on
operating the jet than I’ve seen before,
including 26 pages of flight profiles alone.
Each unimproved runway operation also
has its own document with extensive surface descriptions.
n

Citadel partners with Elbit
on anti-missile systems
by James Wynbrandt
Citadel Completions (Booth 2571) and
Elbit Systems announced a marketing collaboration on Monday at NBAA-BACE to
promote installations of Elbit’s Music family of IR Countermeasure systems aboard
VIP aircraft in the Americas. The collaboration will leverage Citadel’s modification
and MRO expertise to grow the VIP market for Elbit’s Music family of airborne
laser directed infrared countermeasure
(DIRCM) self-protection systems, designed
for narrow- and widebody aircraft.
“We are proud of this tremendous
opportunity to work closely with the
incredible team at Elbit Systems to offer
VIP aircraft owners in the Americas
with self-protection capabilities,” said
Joe Bonita, managing director of Citadel Completions.
The Elbit agreement follows Citadel’s recently announced collaboration
with L3Harris Technologies to provide
advanced commercial-class aircraft modification services.
Elbit’s Music DIRCMs are available in

three configurations: C-Music for the protection of civil and VIP large jets; J-Music
for heavy transporters, tankers, and
VIP jets; and Mini-Music for small and
medium rotary and fixed-wing aircraft.
BACE, where Citadel is hosting Elbit
Systems at its display, marks the first time
Citadel and Elbit Systems have marketed
together at an event. Full-scale mockups
of the C-Music and Mini-Music are at Citadel’s NBAA-BACE booth.
Developed more than a decade ago,
Elbit’s DIRCM systems protect against
shoulder-launched heat-seeking groundto-air missiles and their reliability has
been proven in live-fire tests. The Israeli
government has installed Music DIRCM
systems on the fleets of its three commercial carriers (El Al, Arkia, and Israir), and
the systems have been installed on additional aircraft worldwide, including more
than a dozen bizliners.
Citadel recently installed Elbit’s C-Music
onboard an ACJ340 at its MRO and completions facility in Lake Charles, Louisiana,

The Elbit Systems Music infrared countermeasures self-protection system, which Citadel
Completions is offering to business aviation operators flying VIP and other aircraft types.
Completions will facilitate an effective
introduction of such an advanced capability to the VIP aircraft market.”
Under Citadel’s agreement with L3Harris, the companies will team to provide a
complete range of advanced MRO services
for commercial aircraft, taking advantage
of Citadel’s interior completion capabilities and L3Harris’s engineering and
certification expertise. The combination
will “bring a powerhouse of leadership,
experience, and ability not only to our
VIP interior completions customers, but
to a wider range of commercial aviation
customers who require a broad spectrum
of services,” said Bonita.
n

and is obtaining an STC for installation of
the system on a privately-owned VIP Boeing 767. With extensive experience on multiple OEM platforms, the Citadel facility
is equipped for complex aircraft modifications and VIP completions, as well as MRO
for narrow- and widebody platforms, with
hangar and ramp space to accommodate
multiple aircraft programs.
“With this mature and tested airborne
laser technology, owners of VIP aircraft
now have the opportunity to improve
protection while flying across the globe,”
said Oren Sabag, co-general manager of
Elbit Systems ISTAR & EW. “We believe
that the collaboration with Citadel
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GE reports record business
aircraft engine usage rates
Business jet aircraft engines are flying this
year at 110 percent of what were record
2019, pre-pandemic levels, according
to Melvin Heard, GE Aviation’s general
manager for business aviation. “It’s been
a great recovery for the business aviation
side of the business as we come out of the
Covid environment,” he said.
Heard noted that two relatively new GE
engines—Passport and HF120, the latter
jointly developed with Honda—were performing well as more business aircraft
took to the skies more frequently. More
than 140 of GE’s Passport engines have
been installed on Bombardier’s Global
7500 long-range business jets and those
are performing “beyond expectations” in
terms of specific fuel consumption and
reliability, he said.
In more than 36,000 hours of operation, not one Passport had been shut
down in flight due to an operational issue
or been the cause of a rejected takeoff,
Heard added. Approximately 70 percent
of those engines are enrolled in GE’s
OnPoint service program. Production of
the Passport moved from GE’s Strother,
Kansas location to Lafayette, Indiana,
last October. More than 100 production
engines have been completed at Lafayette
since the move.
Similarly, Heard said the 400 GE
Honda Aero Engines HF120s installed
on HondaJets are performing well. The
company is also working with the FAA
to extend that engine’s approved time

between overhaul (TBO) from the current 2,750 hours to 3,500 hours by early
next year as the engine matures. The
maturation TBO target is 5,000 hours.
Heard said both Passport and the HF120
could be scaled—the Passport downward
to accommodate smaller aircraft and the
HF120 upward to accommodate aircraft
that require 3,000 to 4,000 pounds of
engine thrust. He also said that future GE
Aviation business aircraft engines would
continue to reflect the company’s philosophy, which involves using ceramic and
other composite materials, fewer parts,
and more additive manufacturing to create shapes that reduce fuel consumption
and maximize efficiency.
To that end, Heard said, GE (Booth 931)
is ground testing a Passport engine that
is burning 100 percent sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) at its test center in Peebles, Ohio, and plans to fly it on pure SAF
soon. Although SAF burns hotter than
conventional jet-A, Heard said the company had no concerns about the impact
the higher temperature would have on
engine components, including seals, gaskets, and turbomachinery.
He also said GE continues to work on
hybrid engine designs in concert with
its airframe partners on its journey to
become carbon-neutral. “GE is committed to becoming carbon-neutral by 2030
and to having all the products it manufactures be carbon-neutral by 2050,”
Heard said.
n

DAVID McINTOSH

by Mark Huber

GE’s Passport (above), which powers the Global 7500, has logged more than 36,000 hours
without an in-flight shutdown. The GE Honda Aero HF120 (below) powers the HondaJet.

Argus develops customizable SafetyLinQ FRAT tool for SMS needs
Argus International (Booth 1127) is rolling addition, SafetyLinQ provides for dual safety scoring and tracking. The user can look at a
out the customizable SafetyLinQ flight risk
scoring, inter-application communication, category or an entire report. The electronicassessment tool (FRAT). Part of the safety role-based access, electronic signature, and signature feature provides a means for
products that Argus has in the works in
third-party integration.
gaining approvals at various FRAT scoring
preparation for looming safety management
Dual safety scoring enables two levels of
levels before departure. Using a dynamic
system (SMS) mandates, SafetyLinQ
portal, the tool can interface with
can be tailored to fit the needs of
scheduling software or flight planfixed-wing, rotory-wing, unmanned,
ning software. It also can tie in
flight school, and other operators.
weather information.
Considered as a key component
SafetyLinQ can highlight scores
of SMS, a FRAT is designed to help
that exceed the user-set paramoperators identify a risk profile as
eters and send out emails or text
they plan flights and evaluate facmessages to notify chief pilots, top
tors such as type of operation, envicompany executives, or whomronment, aircraft, crew training, and
ever the user would like to see
overall operating experience.
that information.
With SafetyLinQ, users can
“The Argus team has done a great
define the categories, questions,
job building a tool that can be used
and scoring parameters of their
by a student pilot through to a proown operations. The tool uses UFI+
fessional pilot—truly helping every
(user-friendly interface) to simplify
aviator in identifying their risk
the ability to customize the cate- The SafetyLinQ flight risk assessment tool is tailorable to many before they fly, bringing additional
gories, questions, and scoring. In different types of aircraft operator, from small to large.
safety to our industry,” said Argus
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senior v-p Mike McCready.
SafetyLinQ was designed to support all
pilots from beginners to experienced ones
and professionals, Argus said, stressing that
complacency and not accurately assessing
risks could hamper safety efforts.
McCready added that the FRAT tool is
part of an overarching effort to develop
products that focus on quality and “is the
first of a host of safety solutions that are
going to be coming from Argus as we get
ready to support the industry with the SMS
regulations coming out of the FAA.”
Further, he said, Argus is hoping SafetyLinQ will reach operators that haven’t typically used risk-assessment tools, such as
drone operators. “We’re hoping to really
educate that part of the industry on what it
means to be proactive in safety,” he added.
In addition, Argus is looking at the tool
as a “starter” for operations such as flight
schools that are training pilots who may be
moving into the professional ranks and will
one day have to incorporate a full-blown
SMS program, McCready noted.
K.L.

Avfuel rolls
out SAF
book/claim
program
by Curt Epstein
With the business aviation industry’s focus
on increasing the uptake and utilization
of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) despite
its currently limited geographical distribution, Avfuel (Booth 945) has announced the
launch of its book-and-claim program.
The book-and-claim process allows customers who wish to use SAF but are not in
an area where it is available at the pump (in
the U.S., mainly West Coast locations near
SAF production facilities) to purchase the
fuel and receive credit for it under the various emission accounting programs. The
fuel is then dispensed into and ultimately
burned by another aircraft elsewhere.
“Sustainable aviation fuel is the most
effective way to reduce a flight’s carbon
footprint, and book-and-claim is the single
most effective way to make SAF attainable

for customers no matter where they fly,”
said Keith Sawyer, Avfuel’s manager of alternative fuels. “Trucking the fuel to the opposite ends of the country where a customer
may want SAF is not only less efficient and
costlier but also affects the lifecycle emissions reduction benefit of SAF. Rather than
move the SAF molecules, it makes far more
sense to move the accreditation.”
To ensure that only the customer who
purchases the book-and-claim SAF—which
currently comes at a premium compared
with standard SAF—receives the environmental credit for it, a strict accounting system is in effect to prevent double-counting.
“It’s not unlike carbon offsetting where
you can pay to invest in green projects and
receive credit toward carbon emissions
reductions,” Sawyer said. “The difference
is that emissions are already being directly
reduced by an operation through the use
of SAF, rather than simply offsetting emissions that have already been produced.”
Avfuel will continue to operate its carbon
offset program, which it debuted last year,
and has announced a new partnership with
carbon credit provider CBL Markets, which
will assist the Ann Arbor, Michigan-based
company with back-end processes such as
sourcing verified green projects, carbon
credit accreditation, and certificate retiring.
“While the customer-facing component
of Avfuel’s carbon offset program will

SPOTLIGHT

Avfuel is introducing its new book-and-claim program to further the adoption of sustainable
aviation fuel in the business aviation industry.
remain the same, our new partnership with emissions, part of its new companywide
CBL Markets will allow for greater efficien- sustainability pledge introduced this
cies for a more robust offering,” explained year at NBAA-BACE. It will offset its own
Muneeb Ahmed, the fuel provider’s direc- scope 1 and 2 activities among other emistor of trading and logistics.
sions, including those from its fleet of fuel
The voluntary offset program uses a delivery transport trucks and more than
small per-gallon surcharge to help custom- 700 customer-leased airport refuelers, on
ers reach their net-zero ambitions by pur- an annual basis going forward. For 2020,
chasing carbon credits that invest in green that involved the offset of 8,164 tonnes of
projects. Each credit offsets approximately carbon emissions.
100 gallons of fuel, the emissions of which
“We recognize the responsibility we
are calculated using an industry standard- have—especially as a fuel supplier—to
ized formula. Customers can either desig- operate with a sustainable mindset,”
nate a specific number of gallons they wish said v-p of marketing Marci Ammerman.
to offset through the purchase of credits or “After carefully reviewing the emissions
simply apply credits to all fuel purchased we produce as a company with thirdthrough the company on a continuous basis. party sustainability consultants, we felt it
Avfuel’s first transaction with CBL imperative to do our part in reducing our
Markets was to offset its own 2020 net carbon footprint.”

AIN’s Spotlight provides a forum that allows our advertising clients to
communicate what they are doing to keep business aviation moving forward.
ORIGINAL LEGACY FOODS LAUNCH PREMIER FOOD COMPANY AT NBAA
Original Legacy Foods, a leader in quality snacks for in-flight catering, FBOs and client gift amenities, will be debuting
our new Dosa Chips and Yuca Chips in a variety of flavors at NBAA-BACE. Visit Booth 3120-D to sample our new premium
products and see what other new products are in our pipeline.

originallegacyfoods.com/
INTRODUCING WESTERN JET AVIATION’S NEW INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
Western Jet Aviation is proud to announce the opening of our new interior department specializing in Gulfstream® type
aircraft. Headed by industry veteran Pedro De La Torre, your airplane is in expert hands for all of your interior needs.

westernjetaviation.com/interiors
SMART AVIATION PRODUCTS TO MAKE FLYING SAFER & SIMPLER
MYGOFLIGHT’s: SKYDISPLAY HUD™ system makes flying safer. HUD EVS™ turns night into day, “see” through smoke & fog.
INFINITYPOWER™ USB charger, never obsolete. iPAD COOLCASE™ stops overheat shutdown. ARMORGLAS™ eliminates
screen reflection. iPad/electronic mounts, secure gear where you want it. Aviator Pro™ bags, highly functional/cool.

mygoflight.com/?AIN_NBAA
WESTERN AIRCRAFT OPENS NEW HANGAR IN BOISE, IDAHO
Western Aircraft has completed the first phase of its $17M expansion with the opening of a new 53,000 square feet
hangar. The hangar is part of the 93,000 square foot addition on Western’s existing 18-acre leasehold in Boise, Idaho.
The adjoining facility, which will provide 40,000 square feet of space for the company’s avionics and interiors shops and
administration offices is expected to be complete by year-end.

westair.com/expansion/
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Collins Izon brings together
bizav flight info services
by Matt Thurber

As far as prices for Izon services, “costs
should be more scaleable,” she said. “The
way the old information services were
built was on single servers, and they
had high costs. The future is moving to
the cloud, and this reduces the heavy
hardware [burden]. There should be
operational savings in that.” Once Izon
reaches the third phase of implementation, Collins and customers will be able
to run data analytics and predictive analysis, linking to real-time maintenance and
reliability information and allowing for
route optimization.
“That’s the vision [for Izon],” Ridgeway
said, “that it becomes a platform for business aviation customers, a consistent user
interface. We want to show that they’re
dealing with one company, not four. It’s
going to be powerful for them.”
n

BARRY AMBROSE

Collins Aerospace (Booth 635, Static connectivity services such as its LuxA405) has consolidated business aviation stream satcom, as well as other satcom
services such as flight planning, weather services for which it supplies equipment
information, fleet operations, and Arinc- and/or provides service. This includes
Direct flight support and connectivity real-time flight data monitoring and
into a single online platform—called the
alerting for connectivity disruptions
Izon Connected Platform—accessible
and the Flight Debrief C-FOQA Centerwith one login.
line partnership with GE Aviation.
Customer feedback was an important
Collins will add access to navigation
factor in the development of Izon, accord- databases for Collins-equipped airing to LeAnn Ridgeway, v-p and general craft and Stage content management
manager of the Collins IMS business. “We
and Tailwind TV subscriptions. Finally,
believe Izon will take the friction out of flight scheduling and Collins’s FOS
the way you do business with Collins and software will be added to the Izon platrun your business aviation operations,” form, scheduled in 2022. “As the platshe said. “It’s about how you use these
form grows and evolves, the portal will
tools every day and [how] you feel about allow for us, and third parties, to also
these tools.” The name “Izon” is a play on share and conduct data transactions,”
“eyes-on” and represents a new way for the company said.
customers and Collins to share and use
information. Collins is formally launching
Customer Focused
Izon this week at NBAA-BACE.
Collins’s team has been working on Izon
Izon is being implemented in phases, “for a while,” said marketing director
starting with the single sign-on por- Nancy Welsh, who is leading the Izon
tal for ArincDirect flight support and development program.
connectivity services in the initial
The process began with customer
deployment. Next will come fleet sta- forums and advisory boards, she said. “We
tus capabilities for Collins’s airborne made sure as we were redesigning how

customers interact with us and took into
consideration what was most important.
This meant focusing on ease of use and
delivering access on mobile and desktop
platforms, bringing all the Collins tools,
solutions, and information together to
be at your fingertips,” she explained.
“This is a way to bring the best of both
worlds together.”
“The vision we have is one Collins experience,” Ridgeway said. “The key point is
instead of having to reenter information
into multiple systems, the data will flow
across them. We’ve put a lot of effort
into that, and it will minimize the time to
reenter data. Our customers want a onestop-shop, they want access to all that
great information for their fleets in one
place. This will enable us to do that. It’s
an ‘easy’ button for customers.”

Bombardier president and CEO Eric Martel and senior v-p of sales Peter Likoray
celebrate the early sales successes for the new super-midsize Challenger 3500.

BARRY AMBROSE

Florida Challenger 350 owner lines up as
launch customer for new Model 3500

Tecnam kicks off P2012 U.S. tour
Tecnam Aircraft (Static A504) is displaying
its P2012 Traveller this week at NBAABACE, the first stop of a nationwide U.S.
demonstration tour. The P2012 is an
11-seat, twin-piston utility/passenger aircraft that features Garmin avionics and air
conditioning. It has a maximum cruising
speed of 194 knots, a maximum range of
950 nm, and a useful load of 3,117 pound,
and is available in airline, cargo, combi,
and medevac configurations.
“The P2012 is a breakthrough aircraft that
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can fulfill countless operational missions
within the U.S. marketplace with unmatched
efficiency, safety, and value,” said David
Copeland, Tecnam’s U.S. director. Following
its time at BACE, the P2012 will be on tour
the remainder of this month in Long Beach,
California (October 18), Scottsdale, Arizona
(October 19 and 20), Dallas Love Field (October 21), Memphis, Tennessee (October 22),
Nashville, Tennessee (October 25 and 26),
and Atlanta Peachtree Dekalb (October 27
and 28).
M.H.
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Bombardier Challenger 350 owner and
Entertainment Technology Partners
chairman and CEO Les Goldberg is the
launch customer for the next generation
of the super-midsize business jet—the
Challenger 3500. Bombardier (Booth
901, Static A709) announced the launch
customer Monday at NBAA-BACE, just a
few weeks after revealing plans for the
Challenger 3500, which offers a new look
with high-end interior features borrowed
from its Global family and a new branding
that ties it closer to the nomenclature of its
ultra-long-range, large-cabin models.
Bombardier president and CEO Eric
Martel expressed enthusiasm about having the ability to unveil a launch customer
and highlight the product line’s newest
addition during NBAA-BACE. “What better way to celebrate our newest business
jet than to showcase our beautiful interior

mockup” Martel said.
Goldberg cited the aircraft’s reliability
in his decision to return for the next iteration of the aircraft model. “I know the
new Challenger will allow me to travel the
world to run my business,” he said. “I’m
looking forward to all the improvements
that they have done to make the airplane exceptional.”
Along with the Nuage seats, a new, sustainable interior finishings, the 3500 features
a lower cabin altitude, voice-controlled cabin
management system, autothrottle, and a
number of other enhancements.
In addition to the launch customer,
Bombardier also has recently announced
a firm order for 20 Model 3500s, marking
its largest deal of the year. A Challenger
3500 mockup is joining a Global 7500
and Global 6500 on the static display this
week at NBAA-BACE.
K.L.

BUILDING GOGO 5G FOR
BUSINESS AVIATION
October 13, 2021 • 12–1:30 p.m. • NBAA-BACE, Las Vegas Convention Center
Join us for lunch on October 13th at NBAA in Las Vegas to hear from a distinguished
panel of experts who will discuss the latest technological advancement for
connectivity in aviation – 5G.
Learn what it takes for a team to build, operate and support a vast ground
network – including some of the more extreme challenges weather and wildlife present
that have to be overcome to keep the network performing at optimal levels.
Our experts will help you cut through the noise in the market to better understand 5G
for business aviation and what it will mean for anyone traveling on a private aircraft.

GAIN A DEEPER
UNDERSTANDING ABOUT:
• Benefits 5G will bring to
business aviation operators
• Gogo’s progress on 5G–network
construction milestones, data
center and system development
• What it takes to build, operate
and maintain an ATG network

YETI Gift Basket
to be raffled off!

PANELISTS INCLUDE:

must be present to win

HOSTED BY:
Dave Glenn

Mike Ruppert

Mike Schnepf

Alex Uribes

Senior Vice President
of Customer Operations
Gogo Business Aviation

Vice President
of Network Operations
Gogo Business Aviation

Vice President
Network Engineering
Gogo Business Aviation

Director of Field Operations
and Network Deployment
Gogo Business Aviation

Register today at: ainonline.com/5G

SPONSORED BY:

continued from page 22

Citation XLS with
Garmin G5000
controls (EEC), not Fadec. All I had to do
after pushing the start button, however,
was advance the power lever to idle, and
the rest was handled by the EEC. (The
XLS+ does have Fadec.)
Garmin’s facility at KIXD is conveniently located next to the runway we
would use for takeoff, and it was a short
taxi to Runway 18. Once lined up, I
pushed the power levers to takeoff power,
the third indent in the throttle quadrant,
and the 3,975-pound thrust Pratts spooled
up quickly and launched us down the runway. As is normal for the XLS, I had to pull
back fairly briskly on the yoke to rotate
the nose, then back off a little to avoid
pitching up too steeply.
I pulled the power back soon after
retracting the landing gear and flaps and
beginning the climb to try to stay below
200 knots; otherwise, the XLS’s twoposition stabilizer can get stuck in the
midst of repositioning after flaps retraction. I was a little late on pitching up and
got close to 200 knots, a reminder that it’s
necessary to keep trimming this jet, otherwise the pitch control gets fairly heavy.

Data Comm Demo

With the autopilot on, we climbed to
FL200 for the short flight to Ponca
City, using flight-level-change mode to
set the climb speed to 220 knots. Once
we were level, Wheeler switched on
the GWX 75 radar and demonstrated
the ground-clutter suppression feature,
which can be turned on or off. It did
a good job of removing most ground
clutter, and Wheeler pointed out that
once engaged it made it easier to spot
weather returns.
There were some large thunderstorms
west of Wichita, but they were near the
range limit of the radar, so we could see
only the edge of the storms on the MFD.
However, it was useful to be able to overlay the radar imagery on the moving map.
And we also were able to see the storms’

footprint by overlaying the SiriusXM
weather radar image on the moving map,
although that information is delayed and
not for tactical maneuvering. The turbulence detection feature will display targets within 40 nm, but we weren’t close
enough to see anything from that weather.
While en route, Wheeler sent a sign-on
message via controller-pilot datalink
communications (CPDLC) to Kansas City Center, letting the controllers
know that we were able to communicate
via CPDLC. This was my first time seeing a live, in-flight CPDLC Data Comm
exchange. Although it does share some
characteristics with text messaging, FAA
Data Comm—the official term for en
route CPDLC—isn’t quite the same.
After signing in and confirming contact with one of the three air route traffic control centers that offer en route
CPDLC (Kansas City, Indianapolis, and
Washington), controllers can communicate with pilots via CPDLC messaging.
During our flight, this was just simple
frequency changes, but it could include
route changes, new altitudes, and so on.
For the frequency change, or any new
message, there is an audible “ding” and
the message pops up on one of the touchscreen controllers. We were told “Contact Kansas City Center 134.900,” and
the message included a time stamp. The
screen offered responses such as “wilco”
or “standby” and Wheeler selected “wilco”
then pushed the send button.
Unlike text messaging with a smartphone, CPDLC uses canned messages,
and although “free texting” can be done,
it’s discouraged to avoid confusion. The
best part of CPDLC is that complex messages like route changes can be loaded
straight into the FMS/avionics. Of course,
pilots need to double-check that the correct information is loaded before accepting the altered flight plan, but it saves a lot
of the writing and button pushing that is
typical with radio voice communications.
During our flight, once we acknowledged the frequency change, a new message popped up, asking which radio we
wanted to tune with the new frequency.
Wheeler selected Com 1 active, and the
new frequency automatically went to the

CPDLC messaging not only allows non-voice communication with controllers but also the
ability to plug in information, such as a new frequency assignment, directly into the avionics.
correct Com 1 field, moving the current
frequency into the standby field. This was
much simpler than typing in the new frequency and helps eliminate potential keystroke error; it also reduces the amount of
voice radio traffic.
After the frequency change, Wheeler
did have to call the handoff controller on
the radio because he wasn’t instructed
to check in via CPDLC. “They’re still
working that out,” he said. Although the
avionics allow the pilot to make canned
requests to ATC via CPDLC, Wheeler
has not often seen that work. “I’ve had
mixed luck getting them to answer me
that way,” he said. “Usually it’s the frequency changes that they’ll play ball with
you on. I’ve sent a message before, and he
just calls me on the radio.”
We didn’t get to try a route change
but seeing how CPDLC works was interesting, although when it is more widely
deployed, it will be strange not to hear all
the radio chatter.
The XLS G5000 avionics suite has all
the latest Garmin bells and whistles, such
as heading sync mode, which keeps the
heading synchronized when turning on
autopilot and in nav mode. I like the HSI
map, which is like a mini-MFD and HSI,
with lots of overlays available.

Ponca City Arrival

A flight from New Century AirCenter in Olathe, Kansas, to Ponca City, Oklahoma was an
excellent opportunity to try out the G5000 upgrade in Garmin’s Citation XLS.
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We planned a straight-in ILS approach to
Runway 17 at Ponca City. Wheeler showed
me how to split the screen on the PFD,
then pull up the approach chart on the left
third next to the two-thirds primary display. The 14-inch display is large enough
to see the entire approach chart, but if
needed the joystick on the touchscreen
controller can be used to pan and zoom
the chart. We also placed the vertical situation display on the bottom of the MFD’s
moving map, then selected 3,000 feet at
Pioneer VOR as a VNAV waypoint.
Wheeler plugged in the landing information, and the Garmin avionics calculated the actual landing distance as 3,144
feet, leaving us plenty of margin on the

7,201-foot runway. Our approach speed
was 121 knots while the landing reference
speed was 114 knots.
The controller, back on voice, cleared
us to 16,000 feet, and I switched the autopilot to VS mode and set a descent rate
of 1,800 fpm, pulling the power back to
keep the speed below redline. Cleared to
6,000 feet as the XLS neared 10,000 feet,
I managed power to slow down below the
250-knot speed limit and continued the
descent. After being cleared to 3,000 feet,
our magenta jet symbol crept onto the
top of the approach plate on my screen
and I slowed below 200 knots so we could
begin deploying flaps, then the landing
gear, as the glideslope indicator showed
one dot above the center.
It was hazy, warm, and the gusty wind
was nearly straight down the runway,
which was easily visible as we trundled
down the glide path. The autopilot flew
perfectly smoothly while I adjusted the
power levers to set the speed, and at about
400 feet agl, I switched off the autopilot
and yaw damper. Keeping the G5000’s
flight path marker aimed at the touchdown zone, I eased the power back and
pulled the nose up just a tiny bit, and the
XLS touched down relatively smoothly,
aided by the trailing-link landing gear.
With a bit of reverse thrust, speed
brakes actuated by Wheeler, and moderate braking, I was able to turn off by the
third taxiway, leaving about 2,500 feet of
margin. I probably could have stopped
shorter by more aggressively applying
the brakes.
The G5000 upgrade adds many modern capabilities to the Excel/XL/XLS. At
about $475,000 to $525,000, this is a
significant upgrade, and installation at
a Garmin dealer takes about 1,500 to
2,000 hours of labor. Buyers can also get
the G5000 upgrade through the CitationPartners Excel Eagle refurbishment
program. For an airframe and engine
package designed to last for decades, an
STC like the G5000 upgrade brings a lot
of utility and value.
n

CitationPartners unveils
Excel Eagle second phase
by Jerry Siebenmark
With demand for private jet travel at an the company learned once it announced
all-time high, CitationPartners (Static
the program in late February. CitationDisplay A804) is implementing Phase II Partners has sold its 2021 allotment of
of its Citation Excel Eagle program that six Excel Eagles—three have already been
refurbishes Cessna Citation Excels and delivered—while inquiries for the refurXLSs to like-new condition. Under Phase I, bished jets continue to pour in. “We said,
the company upgraded a half dozen for- ‘Well there clearly should be a next phase
mer NetJets Excels to Citation Eagles, of this program,’” Meyer added.
selling them directly to customers. Phase
Under the program, the 560XL underII will enable existing Excel and XLS own- goes an inspection at Textron Aviation’s
ers to have the nose-to-tail refurbishment Wichita Citation Service Center. Any
program applied to their own Excel/XLSs. squawks that turn up during the inspecCitationPartners’ Russ Meyer, Jr. told
tion requiring new parts or systems will
AIN the company is moving ahead with be replaced up to $25,000. “Our forecast
this second phase in part because of the is that it will be very rare that we will
lack of availability of preowned Excel/ exceed the $25,000,” Meyer said.
Once that work is complete, the airXLSs, including ones it was planning to
acquire from NetJets as the fractional and plane will be moved across the runway at
jet card company traded in the twinjets Wichita Eisenhower National Airport to
for newer aircraft.
Yingling Aviation, where the exterior will
Also, with a tight supply of preowned jets
be stripped and repainted, the interior
for sale, the normal 3 to 5 percent of the replaced with fabrics, colors, and seating
more than 1,000 Excels/XLSs in the active options selected by the customer, and
fleet “simply were not available,” he said.
Garmin G5000 avionics installed. Meyer
Demand was strong for Excel Eagles, said CitationPartners is guaranteeing a

CitationPartners has taken orders for six Citation Excel Eagles this year.
turnaround time of five months for each and with exactly the same package we
airplane. The company will also help put in [the first Excel] Eagle,” Meyer said.
Excel Eagle customers find an alternative “We will not deviate from that [original]
lift provider during the time their aircraft program. It is not only a proprietary program that brings all that value, but Vref
is being refurbished.
The cost of the second-phase refurbish- is carrying the Eagle as a separate model,
ment is $1.49 million. This will be $100,000 and it’s valued at $1.25 million more than
cheaper for customers who provide a letter any other like-year stock Excel/XLS.”
of intent with a $25,000 fully refundable
The second phase of the Excel Eagle
escrow deposit made before October 31, program also includes enrollment in Texwhich lowers the total cost to $1.39 million. tron Aviation’s ProParts cost-per-hour“We know that there are hundreds of program at a low hourly rate and no
Excel/XLS operators and owners who love enrollment fee. Additionally, the total
the airplane and might be quite interested cost of the refurbishment qualifies for
in upgrading them with modern avionics bonus depreciation.
n
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continued from page 52

AAM revolution
gains momentum
such as insurance. LaBelle said that both
companies and private individuals have
placed commitments.
XTI’s TriFan 600 has three ducted fans,
with two on the wing that tilt during the
transition between hover and cruise flight,
and a third position within the rear fuselage
for vertical propulsion. Power will be generated by GE Aviation’s new Catalyst engine,
feeding electric motors and batteries. XTI
plans to install photovoltaic panels on the
top of the fuselage to provide power while
the aircraft is on the ground.
The projected range for the TriFan is
750 miles in VTOL mode, with the figure
rising to around 1,380 miles when it takes
off and lands conventionally on runways.
It will have a cruise speed of around 345
mph and can operate at up to 29,000
feet. The 5,800-pound aircraft will have
a full-airframe parachute, allowing it to
land safely in an emergency.
In August, XTI said the projected cost
per available seat mile for the TriFan 600
will be no more than 80 cents, which it
said compares favorably with published
amounts for Joby (86 cents), Vertical
Aerospace ($1.06), and Archer ($3.30).
However, assessing overall costs for the
new air-taxi business models is complicated by various unknown indirect operating costs, such as the use of vertiport
facilities, including battery recharging.
In any case, XTI’s main point was that
with a larger payload, greater range, and a
faster cruise speed, it expects the TriFan
600 to offer markedly more cost-effective
trip pricing than most four-passenger
eVTOLs. For example, it claimed that a
flight from Manhattan to New York’s JFK
International Airport would cost just $25
per head in its aircraft, compared with
$100 in a smaller eVTOL (although Vertical has priced this trip in its new model at
no more than $40).
Jaunt Air Mobility (Booth 4100F)
is developing a family of VTOL aircraft under existing Part 29 rules for
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Jaunt Air Mobility is
targeting test flights
of its Journey
eVTOL aircraft in
2023, followed by
production and
entry into service
in 2026.
rotorcraft. The company, which earlier
this year moved its development and
manufacturing base from the U.S. to
Canada, expects to start test flights with
a full-scale prototype in 2023 and have
the aircraft in production in 2026.
The Journey version of the new allelectric VTOL model is intended for passenger services, for which Jaunt already has
a prospective launch customer in Italian
air taxi startup Walle. Jaunt also is working on plans for the aircraft to be used for
emergency medical support, cargo, and military roles. At the same time, it is working
with VerdeGo Aero on plans to develop a
hybrid-electric version that would have a
greater range of at least 100 miles.
Also making the trip to Las Vegas is
Overair (Booth 4100G), which in August
unveiled the design for its planned
five-passenger Butterfly eVTOL, which

Lilium plans to build a vertiport in Lake Nona
to serve the Florida market.
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uses its patented Optimal Speed Propulsion system. With financial support from
its Korean partner Hanwha Systems, the
U.S. company aims to complete FAA Part
23 type certification by the end of 2025
and be ready for commercial operations
to start in 2026.
However, noticeable by their absence
from the NBAA show are apparent eVTOL
aircraft front-runners (in terms of funding and progress with development work),
such as Joby, Archer, Vertical Aerospace,
Volocopter, and Lilium.
Joby has been working on its plans for a
four-passenger eVTOL for the best part of
a decade and recently went public through
a merger with special purpose acquisition
company (SPAC) Reinvent Technology
and an initial public offering (IPO) on the
New York Stock Exchange. However, it
insists that it will have full control over air
taxi operations, which it views as an essential revenue stream, and it has shown zero
interest in marketing the unnamed aircraft
to existing business aviation operators.
Archer, another ambitious California
startup, also IPO’d on Wall Street but
does appear more open to collaboration
with existing air transport service providers. United Airlines, along with its
regional affiliate Mesa, has agreed to buy
at least 200 of its four-passenger aircraft
in a deal valued at $1 billion (implying a
unit price of $5 million).
Earlier this year, Germany-based Lilium announced a partnership with business aviation services group Luxaviation,
which is to provide operational support
with its planned air taxi network, in particular helping it with the required air
operator certificates. Lilium has big plans
to establish operations across the most
populous parts of Florida, starting with a
new vertiport at Lake Nona, near Orlando
International Airport, but extending to
the densely populated South Florida corridor from West Palm Beach to Miami.
Financial backers for UK-based Vertical Aerospace include American Airlines,
leasing group Avolon, Honeywell, RollsRoyce, and Microsoft as it heads for an IPO
through a merger with a SPAC called Broadstone. American and Avolon, along with Virgin Airways, have placed provisional orders

for up to 1,000 of Vertical’s four-passenger
eVTOL, representing the sector’s largest
sale to date. The VA-X4 prototype is due to
make its first flight before year-end.
The prototype for Volocopter’s twoseat VoloCity eVTOL made its U.S. debut
at July’s EAA AirVenture show in Oshkosh,
Wisconsin, where visitors were able to sit
inside the cabin. It will start operations
with a pilot on board but is expected to
switch to autonomous mode once a regulatory framework is in place. The German
startup is also working on a four-passenger eVTOL called the VoloConnect, which
will also offer a range of up to around 60
miles, compared with just 22 miles for its
smaller sibling.
EHang appears to be getting close to
achieving type certification for its twoseat, autonomous EH216 vehicle in its
native China, where it has enjoyed a high
degree of cooperation from aviation regulators. The company recently opened a
large production facility in Yunfu and is
also developing a larger, longer-range aircraft called the VT-30.
Today at 10:30 a.m. in room W233 at
the convention center, NBAA will hold a
session entitled “Advanced Air Mobility—
Blue Skies Ahead.” Panelists will be
focused on developments such as U.S.
federal government policy and legislative
initiatives such as the AAM Coordination
and Leadership Act (H.R. 1339), which
was unanimously approved by the House
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure in late July.
This year’s show in Las Vegas also features a dedicated AAM & Emerging Technologies Zone in Exhibit Hall W4.
n
This story is from FutureFlight.aero, a platform produced by the AIN team that provides
in-depth coverage of new aviation technologies
and business models, spanning the advanced air
mobility sector and mainstream aviation industry. Subscribers enjoy access to FutureFlight’s
extensive database of new aircraft programs.
as well as exclusive stories and
content. You can sign up for a
free trial and also receive the
weekly FutureFlight newsletter each Thursday.

Piaggio unveils evolution
of Avanti t-prop twin
by Mario Pierobon
Piaggio Aerospace has just announced a retain the already remarkable dimensions
host of upgrades for its P.180 Avanti Evo
and volumes but they will come with an
turboprop twin, including several major improved style and a general qualitative
enhancements to aircraft components improvement guaranteed by the new supand systems, interior, and payload.
plier, Delta Interior Design,” said Sollo.
To start, a new high-power steel brak- “The new interiors will also have an updated
ing system, which is supplied by Parker and cabin lighting system and a new cabin
already available for retrofit on in-service ‘smart’ digital system, improving lights conAvantis through a supplemental type cer- trol and providing USB ports at each seat.”
tificate (STC), has just received approval
Piaggio expects several additional
by EASA for new-production Evos, with improvements to be certified in the third
other certifications pending. “The inte- quarter of 2022, including a revamped
gration provides reduced certified land- environmental control system (ECS) and
ing distances and better reliability, and cabin pressurization system, as well as a
along with the anti-skid system brings an new satcom system.
increased suitability for intense training
The upgraded, dual-zone digitally
use, together with lower equipment and controlled ECS will be manufactured by
maintenance costs,” said Antonio Sollo, Italy-based Fimac. “The system provides
chief technical officer and head of design
an integrated, dual-zone flight deck and
organization at Piaggio Aerospace.
cabin air conditioning, with full manual
In addition, lithium-ion batteries are
and automatic control, improved cooling
available on new-production Evos, accord- power, and an optimization of scoop and
ing to Sollow. “The main and emergency exhaust design for aerodynamic drag minbatteries are manufactured by True Blue imization,” said Sollo.
Power and use lithium-ion nano phosphate
“A new high-voltage refrigerant comcell chemistry, which provides improved pressor guarantees high cooling efficiency
capacity and output voltage stability, with reduced noise vibration harshness,
together with shorter engine start time, as
and the updated design of cabin evaporawell as significant weight saving,” he said.
tors will improve the space availability in
A Becker Avionics digital audio system aero-ambulance configuration,” he added.
will also be available soon for factory-new
The new digitally controlled pressurairplanes. “The new equipment implements ization system from Honeywell will be
a modern human machine interface with a integrated with the Evo’s FMS.
color display, bezel pushbuttons, and pro“The [system] includes three modes of
grammable softkeys tailored to aircraft con- operation: auto-schedule with automatic
figuration, improving audio management control of cabin altitude to a predefined
and growth capability,” according to Sollo.
schedule; cabin select with automatic
Piaggio will also increase the Evo’s control of cabin altitude to a crew set
maximum zero fuel weight to 10,200 value; and manual,” according to Sollo. “It
pounds, up from 9,800 pounds. Sollo
also performs all the functions of the legsaid this “improves the P.180 operational acy system, plus a cabin altitude warning
flexibility by allowing the increase of the
shift for high airfield operations.”
payload by 400 pounds (equivalent to
Also from Honeywell is the new Iridtwo passengers) while at the same time
ium Certus Aspire 150 satcom system.
keeping the maximum takeoff weight The download bitrate is 700 kbps, he said.
unchanged,” he said.
Special-mission aircraft will be outMeanwhile, the company is rolling out fitted with an automatic flight inspecnew cabin interiors, including updated tion system. “The primary workstation
design elements and improved lighting, is equipped with two large touchscreen
that are slated for certification in the first displays, portrait orientated, providing
quarter of next year. “These will be an evo- an optimized human-machine interface,”
lution of the current interiors; they will Sollo said.
n

For additional information, please contact
Dan Rawson at 732-530-6400 ext. 1450 or drawson@amstatcorp.com
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50 years since founding of
AIN and still going strong
by Gregory Polek
What started 50 years ago as something
The first issue—called NBAA Conventhat seemed like little more than an
tion News—appeared on September 12
experiment in publishing news at domes- that year. The front-page headline told the
tic aviation conventions has become overarching story of the day: “Business
one of the longest-established aviation Aviation Pilots and Personalities Gathering
media groups in the world, and arguably with Eyes on Economic Upswing.” Hopes
the only one still under the same inde- for an economic recovery would prove
pendent ownership. AIN’s rich history unfounded, however, as the following year
includes countless tales of accomplish- heralded the OPEC oil embargo, marking
ment, a maverick spirit, and a willingness
the start of a recession that would last
to take risks.
until 1975.
Since 1972, the company has managed
Celebrities on hand included actor/
to overcome virtually every challenge it pilot Cliff Robertson and radio/televihas faced and to this day maintains an
sion personality Arthur Godfrey. But
ethos of integrity not many others in the
the equipment on display at Cincinnati
aviation publishing industry can claim. A Lunken Field served as the real stars of
privately-held business since its incep- the show, and the lead story by Holahan
tion, the company has had one constant: on the introduction of a stretched version
owner and co-founder Wilson Leach, who
of the Beechcraft Hawker BH 125 Series
doesn’t particularly like accolades, but 600 reflected the publication’s emphasis
even he can’t deny his influence on the on serious news.
company’s longevity and freedom from
“I should give credit where credit was
the inevitable constraints of large corpo- due,” said Leach. “It was Jim’s idea. He
rate publishing businesses.
said to me, ‘Why don’t we start a comFrom the start of the business in 1972, pany that does high-quality reporting at
Leach and co-founding partner and the aviation trade shows that nobody else was
publication’s first editor-in-chief, Jim
doing?’ We were the first to do a full-scale,
Holahan, saw delivering the news with full runup publication—tabloid-size—
integrity and accuracy as its top prior- because it was news. It was news.”
ity. During the mid-1970s, they devised a
Of course, editorial integrity started AIN co-founders Jim Holahan (left) and Wilson Leach (right) set high standards for their
blueprint of principles that guides AIN to
from the top of the company, and the
publishing company when they launched it at the NBAA show in Cincinnati 50 years ago.
this day. The resulting mission statement new partners agreed to clearly delineated
answers a basic rhetorical question:
roles—Holahan would control the edi- for a small, privately-owned business once time had met with skepticism from Boeing
“What makes AIN different editori- torial side of the business while Leach smugly derided by one editor at its main 737 adherents but has since become one of
ally? Our insight, discernment, and back- tended to all business matters. That sep- business aviation competitor as a “fun read,” the industry’s most ubiquitous airliners.
ground knowledge of the subject, clear aration of “church and state” would stand the decade would also mark AIN’s entry
A little over a year later, AIN made its
interesting writing, good hard news, not not only until Holahan retired in 1998 at into full-fledged aerospace publishing with Farnborough Air Show debut. The Sepjust public relations hype. Always looking the age of 77, but serve as the publica- its first on-site airshow editions.
tember 5 front page featured a story by
for the other side of the story—what is
tion’s guiding principle to this day.
The move would place AIN among Holahan on long-since-aborted studies by
the company not saying in the press conthe ranks of Aviation Week & Space Tech- Gulfstream into a supersonic business jet
ference? We don’t ever shy away from the
Opportunities Abound
nology and Flight International, both of whose preliminary design specified a top
truth. We are careful not to editorialize, In the interim, the company progressively which enjoyed the financial backing of speed of Mach 2 and a 50,000- to 60,000and stick to the facts. Write for the reader, grew as opportunities presented them- billion-dollar public companies McGraw- foot cruising altitude. In characterisnot the advertiser.”
selves, starting with the bimonthly publica- Hill and Reed Elsevier, respectively. AIN tic Holahan form, the article raised the
The men’s shared passion for making a
tion called Aviation Convention News in would establish itself as what Leach called prospect of the jet’s “enormously costly
difference became quickly apparent at the
the early 1970s. Soon the coverage would “the third leg in the stool,” eventually grab- development” but also the deep pockets
start of their relationship in the summer of further expand beyond the business of bing a third of the revenue show exhibi- of then-Gulfstream owner Chrysler Corp.
1968, when Holahan, a World War II pilot shows—hence, the eventual name change
tors allocated to on-site print advertising.
As the 1980s came to a close and AIN
who led Ziff Davis’s Business & Commer- to Aviation International News in 1995.
“The ‘big boys’ literally laughed at us
approached its 20th anniversary, the folio
cial Aviation as editor-in-chief, hired Leach,
Leach takes particular pride in AIN’s when we started covering the international size of the bimonthly issues regularly
then a 20-year-old commercial pilot and presence around the world. “One of the
aerospace events,” recalled Leach. “But exceeded 100 pages as the business aviaflight instructor, as an editorial intern out best decisions we made early on was to
thanks to Jim Holahan’s previous aero- tion industry grew larger and larger and
of New York University’s business school. branch out internationally,” he recalled. space experience—along with top-notch, AIN’s reputation for timely, factual, and
While Leach, following his graduation from “I went over to the Paris Air Show in 1973 true professional editors and journalists— comprehensive coverage became fully
NYU, went on to partner with another for- and laid the groundwork for covering the we were able to successfully compete in established among virtually every segmer BCA editor to form a subscription next show two years later. Fast forward to
this arena, which allowed us full aerospace ment of the aerospace business. By the
magazine called The Aviation Consumer, he
today: we publish in seven diverse cities
exposure in addition to our dominant posi- early 1990s, publishing each year at NBAA,
and Holahan kept in touch and developed a
around the world. A lot of effort went into
tion in the business aviation market.”
the annual Helicopter Association Internalasting friendship. When Holahan left BCA developing the global footprint in cities
In 1987, AIN published on-site issues at tional (HAI) Heli-Expo convention, Paris,
after a disagreement with its publisher as far afield as Singapore, Shanghai, São
the Paris Air Show, where Serge Dassault Farnborough, Singapore, and Dubai, AIN
over an editorial decision, he approached Paulo, and Dubai. It really was a key part and Aerospatiale CEO Henri Marte greeted saw its readership expand to every corLeach with an idea to publish a full-scale
of our success.”
French President Francois Mitterand upon ner of the globe. Advertisers took notice,
magazine at the 1972 NBAA Convention in
By the 1980s, AIN had emerged from his arrival by helicopter for the opening and in January 1995 the magazine went
Cincinnati to compete with what they con- its formative years to become one of the day. The 37th Paris Salon marked the pub- monthly, increasing the number of issues
sidered a weak editorial effort on the part industry’s dominant business aviation pub- lic debut of the first Airbus A320, the side- published each year to more than 20.
continues on page 72
of Holahan’s former employer.
lications. But, perhaps more remarkable
stick-equipped 150-seat airliner that at the
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clear and AIN would have to react.
faced. The company saw 30 percent of
“The challenge was getting revenue, its business evaporate yet managed to
which we were able to do very well with show a modest profit due to what Leach
print,” explained Padfield. “At first the called a “can-do” culture and the AIN
online product didn’t really show any abil- team approach.
ity to do that…and that was over a period
Some of the damage to the business
of several years. So that was a big concern
aviation industry as a whole proved
and always on the agenda. But over time, self-inflicted, noted Leach, after the CEOs
we benefitted from the fact that we could from the three major automobile makers
publish news in real-time, and by the time from Detroit flew to Washington, D.C.,
I left things were going fairly smoothly.”
in their corporate jets to ask for bailouts.
For Leach and his side of the business, “The image of the CEOs flying to D.C.
that period presented a lot of uncertainty with their hats in their hands flying in
over when advertising revenue would their business jets was really not talked
offset the costs associated with digital about much [within the industry], but it
publishing. Most people believed that really did a lot of damage to our industry,”
readers would gradually consume their he explained. “It took us a long time to
news more and more via online sources, recover from that negative image.”
but it took some time before advertisers
AIN, though, never strayed from its
became convinced that supporting that principles and managed to recover in
mode made sense for them financially.
fairly short order, thanks in large part to
Changing of the Guard
Leach conceded that at the time of its adherence to its long-held mandate of
Holahan’s retirement meant AIN would AIN’s first steps into digital publishing, he
editorial independence and its willingness
need to venture into something akin to
felt some apprehension given the fact no
to innovate. Over the subsequent years,
uncharted waters under the leadership one could know how it would evolve. Still, the company’s digital presence grew with
of a new editor-in-chief. After buying out he and former publisher John McCarthy the development of several online newsHolahan’s share of the business, Leach took the decision to ensure AIN led the letters as AIN’s dogged determination to
turned to then-senior editor Randy industry into what then represented a invest in technology—and even more so
Padfield for the job. The company had new frontier for aviation publishing. “The in people—ultimately reaped substantial
just staked its claim in the digital realm shift from print to digital disrupted vir- financial rewards.
with the launch of the AINonline web- tually every media company in the world,
site about two years earlier, and many but we moved pretty quickly,” said Leach.
Another Transition
unknowns lay ahead.
“We had great growth until the Great The second half of the 2000s would also
Always a steadying influence, Padfield Recession, but we managed to come out mark AIN’s transition to a family-run
proved the right person for an unsettling of that stronger than ever.”
business, as Leach’s daughter, Jennifer
time, leading the publication’s coverage
At the time, print still dominated, how- English, and his son, Dave Leach, agreed
of the September 11 terrorist attacks. ever, accounting for 90 percent of the com- to join the company. English worked for
In November that year, he directed the pany’s revenue. Today, digital accounts for the company as a youngster helping with
launch of AINalerts, which has since 55 percent of revenue versus 45 percent for distribution and then as marketing mangrown to become the industry’s most print, a testament to AIN’s ability to adjust ager upon accepting a full-time position
widely read digital newsletter and now to market realities. Leach attributes much in 2007. Now editorial director of Busiaccounts for a significant portion of the of the success to AINalerts.
ness Jet Traveler, she has become a vital
company’s online revenue. Two years
“Our daily newsfeed, AINalerts, is one member of the management team.
later, he oversaw the establishment of of the most remarkable products and suc“It’s surreal to think about how much
what has become the industry’s pre- cess stories in all of publishing,” noted has changed since then but the importmier publication dedicated to serving Leach. “It has the unheard-of open rate of ant things have stayed the same,” she said.
private aviation end-users, Business
almost 50 percent, meaning Alerts is read “We have several writers and editors who
Jet Traveler.
by the entire world of business aviation, have been here since well before I started
Padfield, a retired Air Force captain every single day, five days a week.”
and I am consistently amazed at how hard
who later flew helicopter rescue missions
It didn’t happen overnight, however, everyone works and their level of experover the North Sea, recalled his early and six years after the launch of Alerts, tise and agility. I feel really good about
years as editor-in-chief, when the reality the onset of the Great Recession marked where we are headed because we aren’t
of digital publishing’s influence became one of the biggest challenges AIN ever afraid to evolve and be flexible.”
Dave Leach joined AIN in 2010 when
he chose to leave a bond trading position
with a large international bank to pursue
a more entrepreneurial career path. Now
serving as chief operating officer, the
younger Leach has led the company’s
journey into the realm of digital publishing and, most recently, into events such
as last month’s conference dedicated to
building a sustainable flight department.
Fully aware of the principles that
made the company a success, he promises to maintain its core values, however.
“While our distribution channels have
grown over time, from paper to pixels
and now to events, the core of AIN’s reason for being has not and will not change,”
he insisted.
Soon after Dave Leach joined AIN, the
AIN CEO Wilson Leach with BJT editorial director Jennifer Leach English (left), editor-in-chief
company’s editorial department fully
committed to a “digital-first” approach
Matt Thurber (center right), and videographer Ian Whelan (right) at NBAA-BACE 2017.
continued from page 70

Through it all, Holahan’s insistence
on editorial excellence never faded and,
though often a taskmaster, he gave every
one of his employees an opportunity to
reach their potential professionally and
personally. With Holahan’s retirement in
1998, AIN not only lost one of the industry’s most influential journalists but a true
mentor to the entire editorial team. Holahan died in 2015 at the age of 94, leaving
a legacy of excellence the entire industry
recognizes to this day.
“Jim had such an impact on everybody,”
recalled Leach. “He had his quirks, but he
really set the editorial tone. He didn’t care
what it looked like. It was words, get the
story, expand on the subject matter, make
sure it was accurate. We were in news, and
we will never lose sight of that.”
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under the leadership of its third editorin-chief, Charles Alcock, who accepted
the position in 2012 upon Padfield’s
retirement. “As it became increasingly
clear that online news would be the main
competitive platform in our business, I
realized that we needed to recalibrate
our priorities and resources,” explained
Alcock. “I would commonly advise colleagues to work as if every day was an
airshow. In the process, we greatly accelerated the pace at which we post stories
online and the amount of news we post
each day.”
The last couple of years have seen AIN
expand its editorial presence through its
coverage of exciting new aviation technologies and business models in the so-called
advanced air mobility sector. Reporting on
electric aircraft, autonomous flight controls, and all the technology surrounding
such breakthroughs have become part of
AIN’s editorial mission with its recently
launched FutureFlight.aero platform.
The internet age also brought opportunities for AIN to include video coverage as part of its news offerings, starting
at airshows in 2014. The company now
employs a full-time video producer, yet
another example of the company’s commitment to diversification beyond traditional print journalism.
Of course, print still stands as a key pillar of the company’s foundation and will
remain so well into the future, insisted
the elder Leach.
“While, yes, we have exciting digital
products in every way, shape, and form,
we have not turned our backs on print,
which we have recommitted to fully
maintaining,” he said. “So print, along
with huge investments in a new website,
special digital and marketing tools for
our clients, and even more exciting innovative products all will continue to serve
our readers and clients around the world.”
Today, the company that started as The
Convention News Company is now AIN
Media Group. Having emerged from the
Covid pandemic stronger than at any time
in its 50-year history, it has proven it can
withstand virtually any challenge it faces.
Led today by editor-in-chief Matt Thurber,
who assumed the role from Alcock in 2017,
AIN enters its sixth decade with every bit of
the energy and vitality that epitomized its
early years. While its next chapter remains
unwritten, the company’s co-founder
believes it will undoubtedly herald another
50 years of innovation and integrity.
“I keep telling our team that starting
right now is the next 50 years—and how
exciting a time it will be,” the elder Leach
said. “Our company is totally positioned
and focused for the future—our leadership position in the market has never
been stronger.
“What we are adamant about not changing is our company’s culture. Yes, we
are a family-owned and -operated business—I’m very proud of that fact. But at
the end of the day, every single AIN team
member is considered family—and that
will never change.”
n

by James Wynbrandt
Daher, manufacturer of the TBM 940 and
Kodiak 100 single-engine turboprops,
expects to deliver 50 of the French-built
TBMs and 20 of the U.S.-made Kodiaks
this year, putting the manufacturer on
pace to surpass 60 airframes since the
product line has combined. The French
company further believes that it will hit
the 100 deliveries per year mark in 2023,
Nicolas Chabbert, senior v-p of Daher’s
aircraft division, told AIN at NBAA-BACE.
Chabbert described Daher’s “milestones
and achievements” since purchasing
Kodiak two years ago, including the recent
introductions of the Kodiak 100 Series
III and the HomeSafe feature, Daher’s
branded version of the Garmin emergency
autoland system, on the TBM 940.
But first and foremost, Chabbert
said, the 2019 acquisition of Sand Point,

Idaho-based Kodiak manufacturer Quest
Aircraft expanded Daher’s portfolio. This
moved the company “from a single product to a product line with two distinct,
different turboprops,” with the sleek and
fast TBM 940 complemented by the rugged utility of the Kodiak. “We continue to
demonstrate we are not a small player,”
Chabbert said. “We are definitely planning to grow in the U.S.”
“It’s not clear for many,” Chabbert continued, “but Daher is one of only three
aircraft manufacturers that have manufacturing footprints on both sides of the
Atlantic,” citing Airbus and Embraer as
the others. “We’re joining that club with
facilities in Sand Point and Tarbes,” the
French city where Daher is headquartered
and the TBM built.
Since the Kodiak acquisition, Daher

has focused on finding and developing
“synergy between the two groups,” Chabbert said, an effort that began with the
all-important customer service end of the
businesses, where the TBM scores highly
among customers. “We needed to have
Kodiak adapt the programs and agree it’s
a priority, and now they are totally convinced,” he said.
Daher also nurtures a strong ongoing
relationship with its owner-pilots, keeping in close contact with its customers,
such as through its Me & My TBM app,
and providing them with ongoing support, efforts that Kodiak will make part of
its programs.
The new Kodiak 100 Series III is a basic
executive version of the aircraft, equipped
with all fittings for future upgrades including floats, as well as offering options
for interior cabinetry and other upscale
appointments, so it can meet needs spanning special missions and utility operations to executive transport.
Daher’s growth is based on three complementary components: aerostructures
manufacturing; managing logistics; and
innovations. As a major subcontractor,
Daher makes and supplies aerostructure to OEMs including Airbus, Boeing,
Bombardier, and Embraer. Logistics-wise,
Daher manages supply chains, for

JOHN A. MANFREDO

Daher TBM and Kodiak
turboprops set sales record

Nicolas
Chabbert,
senior v-p of
Daher’s aircraft
division

“We continue to
demonstrate we
are not a small player.”
example managing all the warehousing
for Airbus Helicopters. Finally, investments in innovative technologies, big
data, and research and development, will
support all its other activities, Chabbert
said, proclaiming, “we are the turkey in
the sandwich.”
Citing the challenges presented by
the pandemic, as Covid-19 did to all
manufacturers, during these developments, Chabbert credited Daher’s “family-owned, long-term view” of the market
for the company’s survival and progress,
and its “strategic core, with long-term
financial goals different than in a shareholder structure.”
n

Pilatus back at BACE
and bullish on PC-12, -24
BARRY AMBROSE

by Mark Huber

Wheels UP COO Tom Bergeson, (left) with founder Kenny Dichter (center), and Vinayak
Hegde, the company’s new president, who wants to revamp customer-facing tech.

Leveraging tech a focus for Wheels Up
Following Wheels Up’s initial public
offering in July, a primary focus for the
private aviation membership company is
improving its backend and customer-facing technology, Wheels Up executives
said Monday morning at NBAA-BACE
2021. “When I see the private aviation
industry, it reminds me of what I saw
when I joined Amazon in 2000: lack of
technology, lack of customer-centricity,
and this massive opportunity in what I
call the marketplace where we can actually match demand with supply,” said
recently promoted Wheels Up president
Vinayak Hegde.
Specifically, Hegde explained that
when he compares the Wheels Up app
with apps from Amazon, Airbnb, and
Groupon, “there’s a lot more we can do.
If you make buying easier, if you provide
price transparency, if you offer an amazing

customer experience, more and more people will come and buy from us. And that’s
what we’re striving for.”
Wheels Up members and customers
will see changes to the app next year as
the company “completely” revamps the
back-end technology of the app. Hegde
added that the company plans to improve
the use of its back-office technology to
achieve efficiencies in other parts of the
company such as optimizing its flight operations and using the customer data it collects to improve retention and “increase
lifetime value.”
“That optimizer is really important
because getting the most out of those airplanes every day and doing it efficiently
unlocks some supply that wouldn’t be
there if you couldn’t do that sort of scheduling,” added Wheels Up chief operating
officer Tom Bergeson.
J.S.

Pilatus is back at NBAA-BACE and
reporting bullish sales of its turboprop
and jet models. “We are happy to be
back here in the largest market for Pilatus aircraft, and are very fortunate that
in this challenging environment, sales of
the PC-12 NGX and the PC-24 continue
to exceed our original projections,” said
CEO Markus Bucher. Both aircraft are
on static display this week at BACE at
Pilatus‘s chalet at Henderson Executive
Airport (Static A401).
The worldwide PC-24 jet fleet has
grown to 120 since the first delivery in
2018 and is flying diverse missions including corporate transport, charter, fractional, and air ambulance. “We still hear
reactions from people discovering the
PC-24 for the first time that they did not
realize how large, roomy, and luxurious
the passenger cabin is,” Bucher said.
“It truly combines the cabin of a midsize jet with the economy of a light jet and
the utility of a turboprop. As we bring the
PC-24 to the attention of prospective customers outside the Pilatus family, we are
very encouraged that it will provide a long
and productive future for its operators
and Pilatus.”
The PC-12NGX turboprop single features an updated executive interior, larger
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cabin windows, and an IS&S autothrottle to
reduce pilot workload. It is powered by the
Pratt & Whitney (P&W) PT6E-67XP engine,
the first dual-channel integrated electronic propeller and engine control system
installed in a general aviation turboprop
production aircraft. Operators enrolled in
P&W’s new Eagle Service Plan (ESP) Platinum pay-per-hour engine maintenance
program for the engine are now covered for
full foreign object damage (FOD), including
any wear and tear or other required repairs
discovered during a FOD repair. Customers
no longer must make a separate insurance
claim for FOD damage.
Bucher also noted that both aircraft
are certified to use sustainable aviation
fuel (SAF), but stressed that the best way
to reduce carbon emissions is to use less
fuel, a driver in the PC-12’s design. By way
of illustration, he said the PC-12 burns 75
percent less fuel on most business trips
compared with a large-cabin business jet.
More than 1,800 PC-12s have been delivered since 1994.
n
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Landsberg sees pitfalls in
applying SMS to small ops
by Kerry Lynch
National Transportation Safety Board
(NTSB) vice-chairman Bruce Landsberg is
concerned that the current guidance and
regulations surrounding safety management systems (SMS) may not be the best
fit for small operators, especially those
involving a single pilot. Landsberg, one of
the scheduled speakers at NBAA’s SinglePilot Safety Standdown yesterday at NBAABACE, noted that the Safety Board has
made a number of recommendations for
SMS, particularly for Part 135.
“We’ve felt like if there had been a little more oversight and a little bit more

introspection on the part of the organization, crashes could have been prevented,”
he said. But one of the challenges with
that, Landsberg added, “and I’ve been
outspoken about this, is the FAA has a
predefined view of how SMS should work.”
While the four components of SMS—
safety policy, safety risk management,
safety assurance, and safety promotion—
are fine, he worries that the “process sort
of breaks down…and the standard SMS
process isn’t going to work very well”
with the smallest operators.
Air carriers typically have upper

Quiet Tech intros thrust
reverser corrosion fix
by James Wynbrandt

BARRY AMBROSE

Quiet Technology Aerospace (QTA,
Booth 2521) has developed a permanent
solution to the ongoing problem of thrust
reverser corrosion on super-midsize jets
powered by the Honeywell HTF7000.
That includes the Bombardier Challenger
300/350; Gulfstream G280; Embraer Legacy 450/500 and Praetor 500/600; and
Cessna Citation Longitude.
“There is a significant and recurring
corrosion problem with thrust reverser
doors and aft body assemblies on these
engines,” QTA executive vice-president of
engineering and customer support Martin
Gardner told AIN. QTA’s new corrosion

Florida-based Quiet Technology Aerospace
is displaying its permanent corrosion fix
for Honeywell HTF7000 thrust reversers
here at NBAA-BACE. It replaces the original
aluminum doors with titanium ones.
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solution “is the market’s only permanent
way to eliminate the ongoing problem,”
he said. “It is not a repair.”
At NBAA-BACE this week, QTA is displaying a prototype of its HTF7000 thrust
reverser corrosion solution nearly identical to the forthcoming, certified version, expected in the first quarter of 2022.
Company representatives are on hand to
discuss program details and costs.
QTA remanufactures the original
doors—one-piece forgings made with
7075 aluminum—replacing the aluminum in the corroded areas with titanium. Aft body side beams, also prone
to corrosion, are protected by a new
titanium cap. All work is performed
in-house at QTA’s Hollywood, Florida
facility, and the solution comes with a
lifetime warranty.
Currently, operators’ only remedy for
ongoing corrosion that has progressed
beyond economic repair is to replace the
thust reverser door and aft body assembly
with factory new sets, at “a tremendous
cost,” according to QTA.
Concluded CEO Barry Fine, “QTA has
been engineering as hard and as smart as
ever to bring this thrust reverser corrosion solution to market. It’s just fantastic
to be back at NBAA after this long hiatus.”
QTA is also displaying in Las Vegas its
carbon-fiber engine inlet barrels, which
“eliminates a significant problem of engine
inlet corrosion,” Gardner said. The inlet
barrels, with almost 300 in service, are
approved for the Challenger 300/350
and Learjet 60/60XR; Dassault Falcon
2000EX/LX; Gulfstream G200, G280, and
G450; and Embraer Legacy 450/500 and
Praetor 500/600.
n
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management, a chief pilot, director of
operations, line pilots, and perhaps maintenance personnel. “Everybody’s sort of
talking to one another and looking out for
each other.”
But for small operators, those positions can all involve the same person.
“The FAA’s answer up to this point has
been scalability—what works on the big
side, we can shrink it down,” Landsberg
said. “But I’m not persuaded of that
because as human beings, we’re very
poor self-evaluators and that’s been
tested many, many times. If I’m the
CEO and also the pilot and the director
of safety, do I ask myself questions and
how do I answer? And do I lose arguments with myself on a regular basis? It
doesn’t quite work.”
Landsberg said that, collectively, industry and regulators need to be a little creative when it comes to small operators.
“We have to figure out a way to get somebody else involved.”
He suggested some ways to make the
necessary assessments that come with
SMS. Operators can tap into data sources,
such as engine data, to look for patterns.
There are companies that can analyze
such information, he said.
A mechanic could spot issues, or flight
data monitors (FDMs) can shed light on
trends such as altitude excursions, speed
excursions, and non-standard approaches.
“I think you need to have the ability to
have an outside group analyze this, and it
can’t cost thousands of dollars to do that
because the small operators don’t have
the margins for that.”
Landsberg further expressed concerns
about the crash resistance of FDMs. The
NTSB also has made a number of recommendations surrounding their use
and “we’ve had a tremendous amount of

Bruce
Landsberg,
NTSB vice
chairman

We’ve felt like if
there had been a
little more oversight
and a little bit more
introspection on the
part of the organization,
crashes could have
been prevented.”
success with [them].” They are helpful in
quality assurance and preemptively looking for anomalies that could be used to
highlight trends that could be corrected
and enhance safety.
“We’d like to see that trickle down to
the smaller aircraft,” Landsberg said. But
the challenge there is, “in too many cases,
they’re not really crash-resistant. The
data cards don’t survive and that doesn’t
help us very much.” Hopefully, he added,
the operator is proactive and gets enough
YO Ubeforehand
R S O U R C E F O R to
AV Istart
AT I O N to
N E Widentify
S
data off
problem areas.
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JSSI, Avfuel partner on carbon
credit match

Jet Support Services Inc. (JSSI, Booth
1333) customers can get their carbon credits matched this month under a deal with
Avfuel. The companies will match carbon
credits purchased by JSSI’s hourly cost
maintenance (HCM) clients who register
for this carbon credit matching program
this week at NBAA-BACE.
JSSI clients who register can offset
their aircraft’s emissions when reporting
October flight activity within the MyJSSI
client portal; JSSI and Avfuel will match
October’s carbon credit purchases by
registered customers to further offset
up to 10 additional flight hours per aircraft. Each carbon credit offsets one
tonne of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
through direct investment in select environmental projects.
Announced in August, JSSI’s collaboration with Avfuel enables clients to
evaluate and reduce their carbon footprint by estimating emissions through an

online CO2 calculator and offset these
emissions by purchasing carbon credA I R T R Areporting
N S P O R T I N monthly
D U S T R Y E -flight
N E W S Lhours
ETTER
its when
withinwww.ainonline.com/subscribe
the MyJSSI client portal. Operators can also opt to purchase sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) through Avfuel
(Booth 945) at select locations.
“JSSI’s HCM clients represent approximately F10
O Rpercent
N E W S V Iof
D Ethe
O F Rworld’s
O M H E L Ibusiness
-EXPO
aviation fleet, so by further encouraging
adoption of sustainability initiatives, we
can take a notable step toward the industry’s goal of carbon neutrality,” said JSSI
chairman and CEO Neil Book.
N E W S V I D E O F R O M E B AC E
“Avfuel FisO Rproud
to partner with JSSI as it
actively supports clients with carbon emissions reductions,” said Avfuel president
and CEO Craig Sincock. “We hope through
Avfuel’s Carbon Offset Program and this
matching opportunity, operators will see
the tangible difference they can make to
reach carbon-neutrality targets and reduce
their impact on the environment.”
M.H.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13 | 5:30-7:30 PM | LAS VEGAS
The Fund an Angel Cocktail Reception will reunite business aviation leaders for an evening of networking,
celebrating and fundraising. We’ll kick-off Corporate Angel Network’s 40th anniversary and raise important
funds for its mission of helping cancer patients access the best treatment by arranging free travel on corporate
aircraft. Join us to commemorate the past four decades and over 64,000 patient flights.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR CURRENT SPONSORS
PRESENTING SPONSOR
PLATINUM
GOLD
SILVER
BRONZE

BUY TICKETS AND LEARN MORE | fundanangel.org

FlightSafety and GE Digital’s partnership to use C-FOQA data to enhance pilot training will see new scenarios for initial and recurrent training.

FlightSafety, GE partner on
C-FOQA for pilot training
by Matt Thurber
FlightSafety International (Booth 645)
will use actual flight data from GE Digital C-FOQA programs to enhance flight
training for business aviation customers
in a partnership launched this week at
NBAA-BACE.
“This has been months in the works,”
said FlightSafety president and CEO Brad
Thress. The de-identified corporate-flight
operations quality assurance (C-FOQA)
data will not only benefit pilots who
work for companies that participate in a
C-FOQA program but other pilots flying
non-participating aircraft of all types. For
example, many business jet pilots will
benefit from training that helps mitigate
known problems at a particular airport,
he explained.
Under the partnership plan, GE Digital
will share insights derived from its analysis of C-FOQA data with FlightSafety,
which will then apply those insights to
training designed to mitigate the risks
uncovered by the data.
According to GE Digital, the C-FOQA
community includes more than 300
operators flying more than 1,000 aircraft. C-FOQA automatically processes
flight data with a library of more than
200 events and 2,000 measurements
“that monitor everything from simple
aircraft limitation exceedances to highly
advanced risk-based modeling,” GE noted.
“Actual flight data will allow us to tailor training to address safety threats
before crews even experience them,”
said Thress. “FlightSafety employs a riskbased approach to training, and partnering with GE Digital for their C-FOQA data
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will have incredible applications for us on
approach stability, touch down point control, procedure compliance, and runway
safety, among others.”
“Developing a prepared pilot is so much
more important,” said Richard Meikle,
FlightSafety executive v-p of safety and
regulatory compliance, explaining that
it’s critical to train pilots to be prepared rather than just proficient. “The

partnership provides us the ability to
take measurements, identify hazards, and
build specifically targeted scenarios that
address those [C-FOQA-derived] problems.” This still satisfies the regulatory
requirements, but by using actionable
data to improve the training outcome.
The top three issues that this program
will target in FlightSafety’s training are
unstable approaches, runway excursions,
and loss of control in-flight (LOC-I). The
more pilots are exposed to the benefits of
this program, the more might be encouraged to add their aircraft to C-FOQA,
according to Meikle.
“The data will come off the airplanes
and process through GE’s system, just
the way it does today. But instead of the

Raise a paddle to fund an angel
Corporate Angel Network (CAN, Booth
2465), which provides free business jet
transportation to treatment centers for cancer patients and their families, will hold its
annual Fund An Angel cocktail reception on
Wednesday during NBAA-BACE 2021 from
5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. PDT on the third floor
of the Las Vegas Convention Center. Attendees can bid on an array of silent auction
items while mingling with industry peers
attending BACE.
“The Fund An Angel cocktail reception
is a critical fundraiser for CAN and also
gives us the opportunity to celebrate
the individuals and companies who have
supported our mission for so long,” said
Gina Russo, Corporate Angel Network’s
executive director. “Covid-19 naturally
presented challenges for our patients,
but CAN was able to continue our lifechanging flights throughout the pandemic
because of the generous support of the
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business aviation community.”
Silent auction items include CAE Gulfstream G200 recurrent training in Morristown, New Jersey; a three-passenger
side-by-side Prowler Pro off-road vehicle;

benefits being limited to participants in
the program, we’ll be able to expand that
and show the value of this partnership
and the program. And encourage more
people to get into the C-FOQA program
so that we get a holistic view of how airplanes are operated. We can manage that
training, and then we’ll see the results
of that through performance improvements and the [improving] safety performance indicators.”
The actual training will be scenarios to enhance the training experience,
Thress explained. “If we know that
because of a common wind condition
that most pilots come in 10 knots hot,
then we can train that, too. It will be
refreshing for us to create scenarios
on how people actually fly the airplane,
train real-world deviations, and try to
minimize those and increase the safety
of the fleet around the world.”
“We can target the risk, give a scenario,
and provide the experience in a controlled
risk-free environment,” Meikle said.
“C-FOQA gives us the ability to look
at the data, identify trends, and provide
feedback to operators. By partnering with
FlightSafety, we have the ability to help
a much broader population of operators,”
said Joel Klooster, v-p, digital product
management at GE Digital Aviation Software. “We’ll take an aggregated and anonymized dataset and leverage it.”
Meikle said plans call for the first set of
initiatives in this partnership program to
roll out in early 2022, with training in the
classroom and simulator for both initial
and recurrent courses.
n
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getaway weekends
to Miami, Florida, and
Jackson Hole, Wyoming; and assorted
other enticing items. Those who cannot
attend the event can still participate by
bidding
online.
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The www.ainonline.com/subscribe
event kicks off Corporate Angel
Network’s 40th year of service.
J.E.
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Advanced Air adds to Socal
airport’s growing footprint
by Matt Thurber
FBO and charter/management com- “When one thing slowed down, another
pany Advanced Air (Booth 2031) has
thing picked up,” he said.
transformed Jack Northrop Field/HawAdvanced Air’s jet and turboprop fleet
thorne Municipal Airport into one of now numbers nearly 25 aircraft, and the
the Los Angeles area’s premier desti- company is looking to add more airnations. Once just a viable alternative craft, including additional King Airs and
airport for those who didn’t want to midsize jets. “We have one of the largfly into busy Van Nuys, Los Angeles est propeller fleets on the West Coast,”
International, or John Wayne/Orange Stockton said. Advanced Air operates
County, Hawthorne has developed its
all of Surf Air’s PC-12s, as well as two
own business aviation haven.
30-seat Dornier 328s for Taos Air, which
“This used to be a sleepy airport with
flies Essential Air Service and other
no hangars with doors, leaky roofs, and routes in the Southwest U.S.
no new construction since the 1970s,”
Although the pandemic put a pause
said Advanced Air president and founder on some flight operations, Stockton said,
Levi Stockton. “Now see what we’ve built. “Now we’re going back into the worst we’ve
We’ve brought in some tenants from seen of the pilot shortage.” Advanced Air
Santa Monica Airport [which is facing clo- does have an advantage, however, as it
sure at the end of 2028], and we’ve built can start low-time pilots in the right seat
more than 200,000 square feet of hangar of a PC-12 and help them move into the
space, including 75,000 square feet on the captain’s seat at 1,200 hours, then obtain
north side.”
their Airline Transport Pilot certificate at
With more than 120 employees, the 1,500 hours to fly the King Airs, then the
FBO—Jet Center Los Angeles—and 328s and jets.
its charter divisions continue to grow.
Stockton doesn’t expect pilots to
“We’re firing on all cylinders,” Stockton stick around forever if they are aiming
said, and that has been a result of the
at a lucrative airline job, but Advanced
company’s diverse offerings, from FBO Air can give them a good job with benservices to retail charter and aircraft efits and help them grow from a few
management plus operating aircraft for hundred hours to 3,000 hours in three
other companies.
years. “They have a good quality of life
When the pandemic began in 2020, and pay structure and skip the regional
Advanced Air saw changes in customer airlines and go directly where they
demand. As companies found that they want to go,” he explained.
couldn’t move people on airlines, they
All Advanced Air flying is with two
turned to charter. And while passengers
cut back on travel in the company’s Pilatus PC-12s, Advanced Air put the Pilatus fleet to work delivering Covid tests.

Advanced Air’s charter/management operation continues to expand, and the company is
hiring more people and looking to add more super-midsize jets.
pilots and full crew resource management
training, a modern safety management
system, and participation in the FAA’s
Aviation Safety Action Program. This not
only ensures high levels of safety but prepares pilots for future opportunities with
the latest safety protocols.
One example is a pilot who started on
the Jet Center Los Angeles line crew a little over two years ago with 390 hours of
flight time, then started flying in the right
seat of the PC-12. More recently, this pilot
was sent to training for his type rating on
the Challenger 350 and has already logged
more than 3,000 hours.
Advanced Air is also good at putting
aircraft to use efficiently. “Aircraft management is our core business,” Stockton

said. “We’re a management company
that offsets costs with charter. We’re
really good at taking an asset, maintaining it, operating safely, and protecting
its value.”
The growth at Hawthorne Airport
couldn’t have come at a better time, as the
next major event on Advanced Air’s calendar is Super Bowl LVI, which is scheduled for February 13 at SoFi Stadium in
Inglewood. Hawthorne Airport, with its
4,884-foot runway, is the closest airport to
SoFi, and preparations for the event have
been underway for months. “There will
be airplanes in every nook and cranny,”
Stockton said, and this will likely be the
case when the 2028 Olympics comes to
Los Angeles.
n

Elevate your sleep experience
with the all-NEW
PrimaD’Lux
mattress

The PrimaD’Lux Mattress Features Fiber ProTector® Antimicrobial Technology
Jack Northrop Field/Hawthorne Airport is
conveniently located for Los Angeles visitors
and offers a 4,884-foot runway.

Learn more about the new PrimaD’Lux mattress with the Fiber ProTector® technology that
will help keep your crew and passengers safe. Visit us at NBAA-BACE booth #1665 or at
primadonnalux.com.
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Raisbeck reveals Epic Caravan program
by Mark Huber
Raisbeck Engineering (Booth 1401) has
signed Redding Aero as the launch customer for the aircraft modification company’s Epic Caravan drag-reduction
system for the Cessna 208B turboprop
single. Redding will take 11 systems for
deliveries beginning in 2022 for its fleet
of Caravan 208Bs that supports overnight
package carriers and medical couriers. It
also provides FBO and aircraft maintenance services at the Redding (California)
Municipal Airport (KRDD).

continued from page 1

Embraer jackpot
Amalfitano noted that his company’s first
contract from NetJets in 2010 called for
50 firm orders and 75 options and “we’ve
now delivered those aircraft to them…they
have had a consistent track record of taking every single option and firm order.”
With the white-hot business aviation
market, NetJets has had to halt sales of its
fractional shares in the light jet categories
and jet cards because it has been selling
out, Amalfitano said. “Now we’re going to
help them with this new order to continue
to revitalize that segment for them. That’s
exciting for us because it continues to
showcase their commitment to Embraer,
but it’s also exciting because many more
customers are going to have access to the
fastest, longest-range, single-pilot light jet
in the marketplace.”
Embraer is obtaining supplemental type
certification from both the FAA and the
European Union Aviation Safety Agency
for the NetJets specifications, he said,
noting that’s why deliveries are planned
in 2023.
While he couldn’t project how far into
the future the deliveries would continue,
he noted the 2010 order spanned about 10
years. However, for the next batch, “more
of those airplanes may move in sooner than
previously because of the frothiness right
now of the recovery in that segment,” Amalfitano said. “They’ll be taking many more
deliveries in 2023 than they have historically

Epic Caravan was designed to address
the aerodynamic drag and resultant
lower speed and higher fuel consumption on Cessna Caravan 208Bs flying
with cargo pods. It features a composite forward cargo pod fairing and
metal dual aft body strakes. The system
weighs 38 pounds and adds about five
knots of speed at cruise power settings
or reduces fuel flows and lowers ITT by
flying at the same speed as a stock podequipped Caravan. The new forward

done. So, I think the pace will probably be
much faster than the previous cycle.”
The order continues the record year
that Embraer has been enjoying. “A lot
of it’s been driven by the strength of the
recovery of the marketplace overall, but
Embraer is doing fantastic.”
The company has had a record sales
year through the first half of 2021, reaching a book-to-bill of 2:1, and momentum
is continuing in the third quarter, he said.
“We have sold out of our aircraft, in 2022.
We are now selling aircraft into 2023.”
Along with fleet providers such as NetJets, Embraer (Booth 1974, Static A101)
has also received a bounce from first-time
buyers. These newcomers tend to represent somewhere between 10 percent to
12 percent of sales, historically. But since
the pandemic, that number has jumped
to more than 30 percent and they represented 34 percent of Embraer’s business
in the first half, he said.
“That’s a good statement for the marketplace, which means that the pie has
actually gotten bigger with more folks
coming into business aviation. That also
drove down the preowned aircraft to historic low levels of inventory across the
brands,” he said.
Available fleets are now in the 2 percent
to 5 percent range, depending on models,
Amalfitano said, adding this is moving customers into new airplanes.
Embraer is displaying four aircraft this
week at the NBAA-BACE static displaying, including a Phenom 100EV and 300E,
along with a Praetor 500 and 600.
n

Embraer will begin delivery on the latest NetJets order for the Phenom 300E in 2023 to both
the U.S. and Europe, following FAA and EASA STC approval of a configuration for NetJets.
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cargo pod fairing eliminates the need
for a cargo pod deice boot, reducing
maintenance costs.
After 24 months in development and
more than 130 hours of flight testing,
the company has completed all comprehensive pre-certification flights. STC
approval for the new drag-reduction system is anticipated in mid-December.
“We are pleased to have Redding Aero
as our first Epic Caravan customer. The
aircraft that we have been flying for our
certification testing has been a Redding
aircraft. I think that is an important point,”

said Raisbeck president Hal Chrisman.
“Our first customer is the operator that
knows the most about this modification
and has seen first-hand the performance
improvement the Epic Caravan modification provides.” Chrisman said Raisbeck
has begun a nationwide demonstration
tour in the U.S.
NBAA-BACE 2021 marks Raisbeck
Engineering’s first presence at an industry trade show since company founder
James Raisbeck passed away on August 31.
He founded the Seattle-based business
in 1973 and designed modifications that
have been incorporated on thousands of
aircraft. The firm was acquired by Acorn
Growth Companies in 2016, but Raisbeck
continued to advise the company and
focused on philanthropic interests.
n

Raisbeck Engineering’s Epic Caravan modification for the 208B adds dual aft body strakes
and a composite forward fairing on the cargo pod, increasing cruise speed by five knots.

continued from page 1

Time to reconnect
While BACE this week serves as a platform for this evolution, it also offers a way
for people in the industry to reconnect
after being separated because of Covid19-related health and safety concerns and
restrictions. “It’s particularly important
for communities to be connected in challenging and uncertain times to allow us to
rely on each other’s strength and expertise,” Bolen said.
This connection, he added, “helps us
find a way forward. We’re part of a big
community. It’s reflective of who we
are and where we belong and how we
together go forward. Being physically
together is enormously helpful. That was
not an opportunity that was afforded to
us last year.”
NBAA was unable to stage a live BACE
event in 2020 due to the pandemic, but
Bolen said it was critical that the convention have a presence last year, even if only
virtually. “The reality was that we needed
to come together and we couldn’t come
together physically,” he noted. “So, we
looked at the alternatives.”
The pandemic heightened the need to
share information, he added. “We needed

to communicate important information
in real-time on key topics. And so, a lot
of last year was about trying to bring the
community together and have a way for
people to share information.”
NBAA believes it was important to
bring the community back together in
person this year. That has involved extensive time and cost, to develop appropriate
protocols to do that in a safe manner.
“We are operating in an environment
where health and safety protocols are very
important in bringing people together.”
Bolen said, “and we are working closely
with outside health advisers, the Las
Vegas Convention Center, and the state
of Nevada to make sure that we have a
safe environment.”
To keep the aviation ecosystem operating, “we needed to share our experiences
and our strengths,” Bolen said. And as in
the past, “we are constantly moving forward, recognizing that we must evolve,
understanding the environment, and
responsive to it—but not paralyzed by it.”
Bolen stressed that building on safe
protocols comes naturally to this industry.
“Safety is a core value of aviation,” he said.
“We are able to defy gravity and move people vast distances at rapid speeds. And
we’re able to make this the safest mode of
transportation in history.”
n
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TRAVEL THE
GLOBE IN YOUR
OWN WORLD.
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The 7,500 nm (13,900 km) Falcon 10X is a penthouse in the sky with the largest, brightest cabin in business aviation. Fly London to Los Angeles, Paris to Santiago or
Geneva to Singapore nonstop. And enjoy legendary Falcon short-field performance. It’s your world. Be comfortable in it. The Falcon 10X. Simply perfect.

SIMILARITIES TO
A FIGHTER JET ARE
PURELY INTENTIONAL.

Digital flight control climbs higher on the Falcon 10X, with more fighter jet technologies for smooth, safe flying. A smart throttle.
A recovery button. And simplified, more intuitive, eyes-up interfaces. All purely superior. The Falcon 10X. Simply perfect.
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